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To the memory of Judi Bari
Quia induit me vestimentis salutis
et indumento justitiae circumdedit me
For he has adorned me in salvation
And wrapped me in a mantle of Justice

In my own country
amnesia is the norm,
the schools teach us
to unremember from birth,
the slave taking, the risings up,
the songs of resistance,
the first May first,
our martyrs from Haymarket
to Attica to the redwoods of California
ripped whole from our hearts,
erased from official memory . . .
—John Ross, “Against Amnesia”
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PROLOGUE: AGAINST THE MAINSTREAM

T

he writing of history, Voltaire believed, should be one form of battle in
the age-old war for our intellectual emancipation. Too often, however,
history is written and marketed in such a way as to be anything but liberating.
The effect is not to enlighten but to enforce the existing political orthodoxy.
Those who control the present take great pains to control our understanding
of the past. What J. H. Plum calls “the acquisition of the past by ruling and
possessing classes” and the exclusion of working people “is a widespread
phenomenon through recorded time.”1 Little room is left for an honest picture
of how the common people of history have struggled for a better life, or how
politico-economic elites have ruthlessly pursued a contrary course, doing
whatever necessary to maintain and expand their wealth and privileges.
Much written history is an ideologically safe commodity. It might best be
called “mainstream history,” “orthodox history,” “conventional history,” and
even “ruling-class history” because it presents the dominant perspective of
the affluent and influential people who preside over the major institutions of
society. It is the kind of history dished up by textbook authors, mainstream
academicians, political leaders, government officials, and news and
entertainment media, a mass miseducation that xi begins in childhood and
continues throughout life. What we usually are taught “is not ‘reality’ but a
particular version of it,”2 a version that must pass muster with the powers
that be.
“Our sense of the past,” writes John Gager, “is created for us largely by
history’s winners. The voices of the losers, when heard at all, are transmitted
through a carefully tuned network of filters.”3 Here I endeavor to deconstruct
some of the filters, to show that much of the mainstream history we are
commonly taught, the popular version of events that enjoys maximum
circulation, is seriously distorted in ways that serve or certainly reflect
dominant socio-economic interests.

To challenge all the major misrepresentations of history is an impossible
feat for any single book or person. But as Ninon de L’Enclos said when
asked if she believed that the martyred St. Denys had walked two miles
carrying his head under his arm, “La distance ne vaut rien. Ce n’est que le
premier pas qui coute” (“The distance means nothing. It is only the first step
that counts”).4 By saying this book is a first step, I don’t mean to imply that I
am the first ever to have striven for a truer rendering of history. Indeed, there
are many historians, not all of them dissident revisionists, whose
contributions I gratefully draw upon.
Andrew Johnson believed history would set all things right, surely an
extraordinary leap of faith even for a U.S. president.5 On the pages ahead, I
attempt to set at least a few things right. This book does not offer a
popularized version of history. If anything, it does battle against a number of
mass-marketed historical misinterpretations that enjoy wide currency today. I
try to address the class biases of the history that has been propagated in the
wider society and sometimes within academe itself. On these pages the
reader will find the unpopular, marginalized view that violates the
acceptable mainstream orthodoxy.
There are inescapable limitations to my effort. For one thing, I am
concerned essentially with political history rather than cultural, military, or
other specialized varieties, though the boundaries between these
subdisciplines are not always clearly fixed, and I do trespass now and then.
Furthermore, I focus mostly on the United States and Europe, both
modern and ancient, areas of particular interest to me. Relatively little is
offered herein on the histories of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. There is
some treatment of women’s history and less on the history of people of color
in the United States. Earlier works of mine have given substantial attention to
both subjects.6 It is encouraging to note that in recent decades, women’s
studies and African American studies have burgeoned.7 Still, we must keep
in mind the comment by Dominican sociologist Magaly Pineda: “We women
have been the great missing subject of history. We do not have the reference
points of our past.”8 The same could be said of Third World peoples in
general and—as I try to show on the pages ahead—of all common folk,
female and male, at the bottom of the social pyramid.
That I focus on European and U.S. history is not itself indicative of a
Eurocentric or American chauvinist perspective. I do not think Europe and

the United States are the only regions worthy of serious study; they are just
the ones in which I have done the most work. Eurocentrism is a supremacist
approach; it applies to those who are invincibly ignorant of non-European
history and “less developed” civilizations, and who think that little of note
ever happened anywhere outside Europe—until the Europeans got there.
Eurocentric history distorts the non-European history it does offer, making all
sorts of patronizing presumptions about the levels of cultural and political
development of Asia, Africa, and the pre-European Western Hemisphere. So
eminent a historian as Trevor-Roper offers a perfectly repugnant example:
It is fashionable to speak today as if . . . historians in the past have paid
too much attention to [European history]; as if, nowadays, we should pay
less. Undergraduates, seduced as always, by xiii the changing breath of
journalistic fashion, demand that they should be taught the history of black
Africa. Perhaps in the future there will be some African history to teach. But
at present there is none, or very little: there is only the history of the
Europeans in Africa. The rest is largely darkness.
If all history is equal, as some now believe, there is no reason why we
should study one section rather than another; for certainly we cannot study it
all. Then indeed we may neglect our own history and amuse ourselves with
the unrewarding gyrations of barbarous tribes in picturesque but irrelevant
corners of the globe.9
As for my failure to deal with the rich and complex histories of Asia,
Africa, and Latin America, I must plead, along with Ranke, for a division of
labor: “For who could apply learned research . . . to the mass of materials
already collected without being lost in its immensity?”10 Ranke wrote that in
1859. Imagine what he might say today. Nonetheless, in the preface to his
Universal History, he grandiosely claimed to treat “the events of all times
and nations.” In fact, Ranke’s “universal” history is nothing more than a
history of the West—which to him was indeed the entire universe. So while
he was aware of his limits in handling research materials, he remained
predictably unaware of his Eurocentric bias in defining subject areas.11
Eurocentrism is as old as antiquity. Some two thousand years before
Ranke, historians treated the Mediterranean region, along with parts of
central Europe and Asia Minor, as “the world.” Thus, in the second century

B.C.,

in his Histories—sometimes also entitled Universal History—Polybius
marveled at how “the Romans succeeded in less than fifty-three years in
bringing under their rule almost the whole of the inhabited world.”12
Many history and political science programs offered in middle and higher
education rest on a Eurocentric bias. In the mid-1950s, I taught college-level
Comparative Politics courses that dealt exclusively with the modern history
of the British, French, xiv and West German political systems, these being
considered the only countries besides the United States worthy of
consideration. Nearly a half-century later, college courses on World History
and World Politics continue to deal almost exclusively with Europe and the
United States, with only passing mention of China and Japan, and hardly a
word about Africa, the Middle East, Southeast Asia, Central and South
America, or Canada, except as objects of European exploration and
settlement. Even then, scant attention is alloted to the outrages perpetrated by
colonizers over the last five centuries.13
Within the confines of European and U.S. history, I pursue themes that
range far and wide, from antiquity to modern times, forgoing any attempt at
being strictly chronological. When dealing with aspects of the past that are
downplayed or distorted by the manufacturers of mainstream history, do I not
unavoidably introduce biases of my own? To be sure, there is always that
possibility. But the danger of dissident bias is probably nowhere as great as
the danger posed by conventional history because readers who approach the
dissenting viewpoint after a steady diet of mainstream myths will be alerted
to what is different and questionable. Far more insidious and less visible are
the notions that fit the dominant ideology so well as to appear
unchallengeable.
Heterodoxy always offers a better learning experience than orthodoxy. A
dissenting view invites us to test the prevailing explanations and open
ourselves to neglected ones. Through this clash of viewpoints we have a
better chance of moving toward a closer approximation of historical truth.
Dissidents (or revisionists, as they have been called) are not drifting with
the mainstream but swimming against it, struggling against the prevailing
range of respectable opinion. They are deprived of what Alvin Gouldner
called “the background assumptions,” the implicit, unexamined, but
commonly embraced notions that invite self-confirming acceptance because

of their conformity to what is already accepted as properly true.14 This
established familiarity and unanimity of bias is frequently treated as
“objectivity.” For this reason, dissidents are constantly having to defend
themselves and argue closely from the evidence.
In contrast, orthodoxy can rest on its own unstated axioms and
mystifications, remaining heedless of marginalized critics who are denied a
means of reaching mass audiences. Orthodoxy promotes its views through the
unexamined repetition that comes with monopoly control of the major
communication and educational systems. In sum, while dissidents can make
mistakes of their own, they are less likely to go unchallenged for it. Not so
with orthodoxy. It remains the most insidious form of ideology for it parades
the dominant view as the objective one, the only plausible and credible one.
Having noted what this book attempts to do, let me also mention what it
does not do. History as Mystery is not of the genre that deals with the
esoteric mysteries of prehistoric times: unexplained sacred sites, symbolic
landscapes, near-forgotten realms, lost civilizations, mysterious ancient
monuments, and the like. Such explorations are serious and interesting
undertakings, but they are beyond my present effort.15
Nor does this book attempt to debunk the more gossipy anecdotes of
history. Elsewhere one can read that Paul Revere never made it to Concord
but was captured by the British, that George Washington was not a cold
prude but liked to drink and dance and fell in love with his best friend’s
wife, and that Eli Whitney did not really invent the cotton gin. Such
revelations are sometimes diverting but they commonly add little to our
understanding of politically important historical questions. In any case, they
are not the subject of this volume.16
On these pages the reader is offered what I call “real history.” Rather
than debating whether it was Christopher Columbus, Lief Ericson, or
Amerigo Vespucci who discovered America, real history argues that the
Western Hemisphere was not “discovered” but forcibly invaded in a series
of brutal conquests that brought destruction to millions of indigenous
inhabitants and hundreds of cultures. Real history deems the “New World” a
Eurocentric misnomer, connoting a largely uninhabited place. Well before
Columbus’s arrival, the Western Hemisphere was home to tens of millions of
people in age-old civilizations that were in many respects further advanced
and more humane than the Europe of 1492.17 Such a realization, in turn,

invites us to rethink the many dubious claims made about the civilizing
impact of European colonization upon the world.
Besides criticizing orthodox history, I attempt some historical
investigations of my own. The critic should not only tell but show how it
ought to be done—or at least try to put his or her own critical perceptions to
the test of praxis. This I do in chapter six, which at first glance seems to deal
with one of those minor and gossipy “who dunnit” questions: Was President
Zachary Taylor poisoned? I embarked on that odd inquiry because there was
something inherently intriguing about the problems of evidence and
investigation raised by the case. Sometimes an event in history wins our
attention not solely because of its generalizable significance but because of
its inviting singularity. In addition, the Taylor case is a perfect example of
how pack journalists and pack historians can settle a controversy by fiat,
manufacturing orthodox conclusions out of thin air. The case demonstrates the
sloppy and superficial investigative methods of both pathologists and
mainstream historians. It also demonstrates how ideological gatekeepers
close ranks against any issue that challenges their expertise, or challenges the
legitimacy and virtue of our political institutions by suggesting the possibility
of foul play in high places.
Other subjects treated herein include the class biases of history
textbooks, the way common people have been misrepresented throughout
history, and the way the recording of history has been monopolized by the
privileged few. I make no attempt at being comprehensive in my coverage.
Two whole chapters treat the darker side of Christianity, a subject that
usually receives little attention. Additional attention is given to how history
is marketed, the systems of suppression and distribution, and how historians
are influenced by the class environment in which they work. A final chapter
deals with the fallacies of psychopolitics and psychohistory. I treat these
somewhat offbeat subjects because I found myself so interested in them and
because I found them significant for understanding what history and
historiography are about.
This book is written in accordance with scholarly standards but without
adherence to the tedious evasions and pretensions of mainstream academia,
for my intent is to enlist rather than discourage the interest of lay readers
without underestimating their capacity to enjoy informative investigations.
From past endeavors I have discovered that it is possible and often most

desirable to educate and gratify at the same time. I hope my efforts will help
spice the pabulum while demystifying the prevailing orthodoxy.
I also hope that a better understanding of the past will offer revelatory
insights into the present—just as our understanding of the present helps us to
understand the past. There are those who maintain that past and present
cannot inform each other because historic events are so fixed to a specific
time and place that they can be understood only in their idiosyncratic context,
without reference to larger parallels drawn across different eras. But if every
event were unique in every respect—as every event certainly is in some
respects—then all events would be incomprehensible. Our perceptions
would be overwhelmed and exhausted if we were unable to organize reality
into identifiable patterns.
It was Lord Acton who once noted that it is not factuality, but the
emphasis on the essential, that makes an account historical. Unless we can
seek out the essential, in part by exposing the disinformingly unessential, we
gain no insight into past or present. Those who say we “cannot make
comparisons” seem to forget that comparison is one of the major means by
which human understanding develops. If the past cannot be pondered in a
comparative way, then there are no lessons to be learned from history. And if
so, then there are no lessons to be learned from any human experience, past
or present. I hope the pages ahead will demonstrate something to the
contrary.
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HISTORY AS MISEDUCATION

T

he term “history” refers both to past happenings and to the study of them,
both the experiencing of a social process and the recording of it.1
However, the distinction is not an absolute one. For those who write history
help influence the course of events by shaping our understanding of things
past and present. Conversely, those who actively participate in a historical
event, especially if they occupy elite policy positions, often manipulate the
materials needed for documenting that event. In addition, there are some
individuals who both make history and write it.

Mainstream Orthodoxy
Among those involved in manufacturing history are political leaders,
military commanders, journalists, television producers, government and
corporate scribes, clergy, amateur investigators, textbook editors,
schoolteachers, retooled fiction writers, and academics. An individual can
be both a historian and an active participant in historic events. In antiquity,
among those who both engaged in events and recorded them were Polybius,
Cicero, Caesar, Sallust, and Dio Cassius. Polybius believed that experience
in public affairs was an essential qualification for the historian: “Until that
day comes, there will be no respite from the errors that historians will
commit.”2 Even if we agree with him that political experience is a necessary
qualification, it is hardly a sufficient guarantee against error—and it often
invites distortions of its own.3
In the first century A.D. Josephus wrote his history of the Jewish uprising
against Rome after playing a prominent political and military role in that
struggle. And centuries before, there was Thucydides, a military leader who
wrote a monumental history of the very Peloponnesian War in which he had

participated. The nineteenth century gave us Guizot, Macaulay, Mommsen,
Rotteck, and Thiers.4 It was Thiers who presided over the bloody
suppression and mass executions of thousands of revolutionary Parisian
Communards.
To any list of historian-cum-political officeholders, or political
officeholder-cum-historians, we could add Gibbon, Tocqueville, Theodore
Roosevelt, Henry Cabot Lodge, populist leader Tom Watson, and French
socialist leader Jean Jaurès, who took time to write a history of the French
Revolution.5 Later on, there were antifascist scholar-politicians like Herman
Rauschning and Gaetano Salvemini. In our own day, alas, we must make do
with Arthur Schlesinger Jr., Henry Kissinger, and Zbigniew Brzezinski.
Winston Churchill was supposed to have assured his Tory associates,
“History will be kind to us, gentlemen, for I plan to write it.” With a concern
that history be kind to them and with the additional inducement of munificent
advances from their publishers, political leaders regularly produce selfserving memoirs whose contributions to historical truth are often
parsimonious.
Perhaps the premier example of the politician/historian is Churchill
himself. Gordon Lewis sees Churchill as someone who could never quite
make up his mind whether he was a historian writing about politics or a
politician writing about history.6 My understanding of Churchill is that he
strongly preferred vita activa to vita quieta; he was above all a political
animal whose historiography served to justify his leadership and his
worldview.
How his history supported his politics and, more generally, British
ruling-class ideology would itself be the subject of an interesting study. Clive
Ponting relates how impressed he was by Churchill’s study of World War II
with its wonderful language and dramatic narrative. But years later, reading
through war documents in the Public Record Office, he realized that much of
the account had been oversimplified or omitted, and that Churchill’s history
“despite all its virtues . . . is a politician’s memoir designed to relate his
version of events and to present the story as he wanted.”7 Churchill portrayed
his country as a lonely citadel of freedom valiantly holding out against Hitler,
determined to fight to the bitter end on the beaches and in the towns. Without
slighting the heroic dedication of the many Britons who sacrificed so much to
help defeat Nazism, we should note that as early as 1940 Great Britain was

financially depleted with few military or industrial assets at hand, yet
expending much of its scarce and precious resources to keep the restive
peoples of its vast empire forcibly subjugated.8 For the Tory government,
maintaining the empire was at least as great an imperative as defeating the
Nazis.
British leaders seriously considered coming to peace terms with Berlin
so that they might make common cause with the Nazis against their real bête
noir, Russian Bolshevism. Most members of the British ruling class did not
merely seek to appease Hitler but admired him and his anti-Soviet crusade.9
While ostensibly at war with Germany, Britain’s Tory leaders sought passage
of Allied forces through Scandinavia and Finland in order to launch an attack
against the Soviet Union—an action Churchill supported even after the Finns
had signed a peace treaty with Moscow in March 1940 and at a time when
the Nazis were overrunning Europe.10 All this fits poorly with the image of a
British government single-mindedly dedicated to resisting Nazism at all
costs.
As with most British and American accounts of the war, Churchill’s
history ignores the major role played by the Soviet Union in Nazism’s defeat,
and the horrendous losses in life and property sustained by the Soviets
fighting on a scale that was many times greater than anything on the Western
front.11
Much of the distortion within mainstream history is neither willful nor
conscious, one may presume, since it is an outgrowth of the overall political
ideology and culture.12 If there is no conscious intent to miseducate, it is
because many historians who claim to be disciples of impartial scholarship
have little sense of how they are wedded to ideological respectability and
inhospitable to counterhegemonic views. This synchronicity between their
individual beliefs and the dominant belief system is treated as “objectivity.”
Departures from this ideological orthodoxy are themselves dismissed as
ideological.
Let me add that much of the distortion is willful, perpetrated by those
who are consciously dedicated to burying the past or shaping our
understanding of it to suit their interests. In a moment of candor Churchill
himself told William Deakin, who had helped him write The Second World
War, “This is not history, this is my case.”13

Few mainstream historians seem willing to reflect upon how the power
structure of their society influences their discipline.14 Many, including some
who claim to be on the left, are discomforted by such Marxist-sounding terms
as “ruling class history.” They consider the label undeserved because history
is written by professionally trained academics and other independent
investigators who are not members of any ruling class. But such history can
still be heavily influenced by the ruling ideology. Nor do you have to be a
member of the ruling class to serve its interests. That a religious belief is
propagated by its lower clergy and ordinary adherents does not make it any
less the hierarchy’s dictum. Indeed, such lower echelon transmission is an
essential factor in maintaining the belief’s hegemony.
It is also argued that there is no ruling class history because there is no
ruling class in a pluralistic democratic country like the United States. In fact,
it is a matter of public record that a tiny portion of the population controls the
lion’s share of the wealth and most of the command positions of state,
manufacturing, banking, investment, publishing, higher education,
philanthropy, and media. And while not totally immune to popular pressures,
these individuals exercise a preponderant influence over what is passed off
as public information and democratic discourse.
The ruling class is the politically active component of the owning class,
the top captains of finance and policy who set the standards for investment
and concentration of capital at home and abroad. They play a dominant role
in determining the wage scales and working conditions of millions. They
strip away employee benefits and downsize whole workforces, while
warring tirelessly against organized labor. They set rates of interest and they
control the money supply, including the national currency itself. They enjoy
oligarchic control of the principal technologies of industrial production and
mass communication. They and their adjuncts populate the boards of
directors (or trustees or regents) of corporations, universities, and
foundations. They repeatedly commit serious corporate crimes but almost
never go to prison. They raid the public treasury for corporate welfare
subsidies, for risk capital, bailout capital, export capital, research and
development capital, promotional capital, and equity capital. They plunder
the public domain, dominating the airwaves, destroying ancient forests,
polluting lands and waters with industrial effluent, depleting the ozone layer,
and putting the planet’s entire ecology at risk for the sake of quick profits. At

home and abroad, they are faithfully served by the national security state with
all its covert and repressive apparatus. Their faithful acolytes occupy the
more powerful security agency positions and cabinet posts regardless of
what party or personality controls the White House. They create international
agreements like NAFTA and GATT that circumvent the democratic
protections of sovereign states and undermine the ability of popular
government to develop public-sector services for anyone other than these
powerful interests. Their overall economic domination and their campaign
contributions, media monopoly, high-paid lobbyists, and public relations
experts regularly predetermine who will be treated as major political
candidates and which policy parameters will prevail. These ruling elites are
neither omnipotent nor infallible. They suffer confusions and setbacks, and
have differences among themselves. They sometimes grope for ways to
secure and advance their interests in the face of changing circumstances,
learning by trial and error. Through all this, their capital accumulation
continues unabated. Though relatively few in number they get the most of
what there is to get. Their wealth serves their power, and their power serves
their wealth.15

The Hunt for Real History
The most comprehensive federal survey, released by the U.S. Department
of Education, finds that nearly six in ten high school seniors lack even a
rudimentary knowledge of American history. A survey conducted by the
Gallup Organization shows that 25 percent of college seniors cannot come
within a half-century of locating the date of Columbus’s voyage. About 40
percent do not know when the Civil War occurred. Most cannot describe the
differences between World War I and World War II (though they suspect that
World War II came after World War I). Another Gallup poll finds that 60
percent of adult Americans are unable to name the president who ordered the
atomic bomb to be dropped on Japan, and 22 percent have no idea that such
an attack ever occurred.16 A 1995 survey in the New York Times reports that
only 49 percent of U.S. adults knew that the Soviet Union had been an ally of
the United States during World War II, with the rest either having no opinion
or thinking that the Soviets were noncombatants or on the enemy side.17

The picture is no better in regard to current affairs. A survey by the
National Assessment of Educational Programs reveals that 47 percent of the
nation’s high school juniors do not know that each state has two U.S.
senators.18 A 1998 survey reports that nearly 95 percent of U.S. teenagers can
name the lead actor in Fresh Prince of Bel Air, a television show, but less
than 2 percent know the name of the chief justice of the Supreme Court. And
while only 41 percent of teenagers can name the three branches of
government, 59 percent can name the Three Stooges—demonstrating once
again that television is a more commanding teacher than school.19
Almost all these surveys focus on U.S. history. Were questions asked
about the history of other nations and pre-U.S. epochs, the figures would be
even more dismal. This historical and political illiteracy should come as no
surprise. Most states require not more than a year of history in high school,
and some states—like Alaska, Michigan, and Pennsylvania—require no
history of any kind. According to the National Center for Education
Standards, as of 1994, fewer than 19 percent of high-school and middleschool social studies teachers had majored or minored in history.20
But something else is operating besides mass ignorance and mass media.
The important question is, what is so desirable about knowing most of these
facts in the first place, especially if they remain unconnected to any
meaningful socio-historic explanation and often mask more than they reveal?
To be sure, we cannot grasp the significance of an event or epoch if we do
not even know it existed. But if all we know are a few bare facts, we
comprehend little of importance. Contrary to the popular adage, it is seldom
the case that the facts speak for themselves. While factual data are a
prerequisite for understanding social realities, we must find ways of making
sense of them, of appreciating their import and showing their relevance to
larger developments. As Lord Acton put it: “History exhibits truths as well
as facts—when [the facts] are seen not merely as they follow, but as they
correspond; not merely as they have happened but as they are paralleled.”21
Instead of just wishing more students knew that the Monroe Doctrine was
issued in 1823 and that it attempted to discourage European colonization in
the Western Hemisphere, we might want to ask why U.S. leaders felt
compelled to introduce this “doctrine.” Was it an altruistic gesture to protect
Latin countries from European despotism, as some claimed at that time and
many textbooks have maintained ever since? Was it to assure the peace and

safety of the United States, as the doctrine itself declares? Or could a major
consideration have been to guarantee a free hand for U.S. investors in the
Western Hemisphere? Secretary of State John Quincy Adams (a principal
shaper of the Monroe Doctrine) understood that even the British were aware
that “the new Spanish-American markets simply had to be kept open” for
U.S. commercial interests, and free from colonization by the continental
powers.22
Such considerations could lead to others: Does U.S. foreign policy, as
embodied in declarations such as the Monroe Doctrine, represent the
interests of the American people? How so, or why not? Why would U.S.
policy be so considerate of investor interests abroad? Why do U.S. corporate
interests pursue overseas investments in the first place? What effects do these
investments have on the people who inhabit these other lands and on our own
people at home?
Historical parallels could be entertained. Thus, how does the Monroe
Doctrine compare to the Truman Doctrine, the Eisenhower Doctrine, the
Nixon Doctrine, the Carter Doctrine, and other assertions of U.S. primacy in
various regions of the world? Why do so many U.S. presidents feel
compelled to promulgate such “doctrines”? Is there a common pattern behind
these various proclamations? By linking the Monroe Doctrine to a broader
set of questions about past and present events, we make it a more relevant
and more interesting topic of study. The important thing is not just to identify
specific historical events—as might a quiz show contestant—but to think
intelligently and critically about them, and be able to relate them to broader
social relations.
If people know little about standard history, they know even less about
the silenced, hidden parts of history. More meaningful than remembering the
date of Columbus’s voyage is knowing about the cold-blooded slaughter and
plunder he perpetrated against Native Americans, a homicidal rapacity that
was reenacted and surpassed by many who came after him, many whose
crimes also are whitewashed in mainstream narratives.
Other underplayed parts of North American history would include the
early agrarian rebellions, the industrial class struggles of the last two
centuries, the suppression of radical political dissent, the private plunder and
spoliation of public resources, the bloody expansionism inflicted on
indigenous peoples in North America and throughout the world, U.S. global

expansionism, and U.S.-sponsored atrocities against revolutionaries and
reformers throughout the Third World.23
Despite the miseducation they may have endured—or because of it—
many people are hungry for real history. Far from being bored, they start
paying attention when history offers an analysis that advances their
understanding of events. They enjoy history when it is written in an
accessible way (but not necessarily in a facile, light-handed manner), when it
presents interesting narrative and provocative observations that relate to
broader questions of social conflict and development, when it offers
revealing parallels to what is going on now, suggesting that current events are
not merely the result of particular personalities and passing phenomena but
have compelling analogues in times long past.
Real history is interesting also when it deconstructs the pap we learned
in school or from the media, when it demonstrates how we have been misled.
More exciting than learning history is unlearning the disinformational history
we have been taught. Real history goes the extra step and challenges existing
icons, offering interpretations that have a healthy subverting effect on
mainstream ideology.
Attempts at real history are dismissed by conservatives as “revisionism.”
To use “revisionism” as an epithet is to say that there is no room for
historical reinterpretation, that the standard version is objective and factual,
and that any departure from it can only be ideological and faddish.
Revisionism’s real sin is that it challenges many time-honored bourgeois
beliefs about the world, including the happy-faced image of America the
Beautiful, the image “to which most Americans particularly those raised on
‘consensus history’ textbooks, [have] become accustomed.”24
Revisionism also opens up new areas of inquiry. It is remarkable the
things that most of us never learn in school about our own history, the topics
and inquiries we are never introduced to. Consider this incomplete listing:
§ Why were human beings held in slavery through a good part of U.S.
history? Why were they not given any land to till after their emancipation?
Why were Native American Indians systematically massacred time and
again?
§ What is property in the context of American civilization? What is
wealth? How have large concentrations of capital been accumulated? Is there
a causal relationship between wealth for the few and poverty for the many?

§ What role has government played in the formation of great fortunes and
giant corporations? What effect has this had on the democratic process?
§ Why in past generations did people work twelve hours a day or longer,
six and seven days a week? Where did the weekend and the eight-hour day
come from? Why were labor unions considered unconstitutional through
much of the nineteenth century and into the early twentieth century?
§ Who were the Wobblies, the Knights of Labor, the Populists, and the
Progressives? Why did tens of thousands of Americans consider themselves
anarchists, socialists, or communists? Why did hundreds of thousands vote
for radical candidates?
§ How did poor children get to go to public schools? How did
communities get public libraries? What role has social class played in
education and in American life in general?
§ How did we get laws on behalf of occupational safety, minimum wage,
environmental protection, and retirement and disability benefits? How
effective have they been? Who still opposes them and why?
§ What historic role has corporate America played in advancing or
retarding the conditions of workers, women, African Americans, Native
Americans, and various other ethnic groups? Why are most corporate
decisions regarding investments, jobs, use of resources, and markets
considered to be private?
§ Why have U.S. military forces intervened directly or indirectly in so
many countries over the last century?
§ Why have U.S. leaders opposed revolutionary and even reformist
governments, and supported right-wing autocracies around the world?
Questions of this sort are seldom asked in our media, schools, or
textbooks.

Textbooks: America the Beautiful
In failing to teach us about class conflict and class domination,
mainstream history shows itself to be an extension of that domination in
cultural form. This can be seen in the history packaged for classroom use.
The history textbook is a crucial instrument for advancing our miseducation.
Among elementary and secondary school students, most classroom time and
almost all homework time is spent with textbook materials.25

People complain that the history they encountered in school was just a
mind-numbing compilation of a lot of names, dates, and facts. But is that
really the problem? After all, names, dates, and facts can be intriguing and
eye-opening, depending on what is being considered. In any case, history
textbooks offer much more than that. Current editions are filled with stories,
character profiles, vignettes, anecdotes, and colorful graphics and
illustrations. Why then are they—and much of the rest of mainstream history
—so unsatisfying? Why did a Harris poll find that high school students
ranked history as the “most irrelevant” of twenty-one subjects?26
It was Catherine Morland who thought it odd that history “should be so
dull, since a great deal of it must be invention.”27 In fact, such invention itself
may contribute to the dullness. In a well-received critique of U.S. history
textbooks, James Loewen notes how the books tell predictably constructed
stories and “exclude conflict and real suspense.” “Every problem has
already been solved or is about to be solved.” While textbooks sometimes
try for drama, “they achieve only melodrama, because readers know that
everything will turn out fine in the end.” As one textbook put it: “Despite
setbacks, the United States overcame these challenges.” Furthermore, most
textbook authors “write in a tone that if heard aloud might be described as
‘mumbling lecturer.’ No wonder students lose interest.”28 Tyson-Bernstein
makes a similar point: While there are some good textbooks on the market,
most “confuse students with non sequiturs . . . mislead them with
misinformation, and . . . profoundly bore them with pointlessly arid
writing.”29
The lack of drama, a mumbling style, and arid writing are not the only
problems with textbooks. Boredom is bad enough but miseducation is worse.
It is the dilution and flattening of content that turns fascinating history into
tedious pabulum. Rather than being dense compendiums of facts and dates,
textbooks often suffer from a shallow comprehensiveness, the superficiality
that comes when attempting to cover too much too meekly. Textbooks—and
many other mainstream history books—also suffer from a lack of critical
perspective and a need to avoid any scrapes with the U.S. capitalist belief
system. Loewen notes that textbooks “leave out anything that might reflect
badly upon our national character.”30 In addition, they leave out anything that
might reflect badly on the world’s dominant politico-economic power
circles. There is scant mention of the endless succession of injustices and

atrocities perpetrated by potentates, patriarchs, princes, popes, prime
ministers, presidents, and plutocrats. Instead, they offer what Christopher
Hitchens calls “a story of uplift or . . . a chronicle of obstacles overcome.”31
On most subjects, textbooks dilute controversy, preferring to be
ideologically safe, offering a highly processed product that contains little
flavor and few nutrients. More than just a stylistic problem, this is an
informational and ideological bias reflective of larger power arrangements
within society.32
Not just textbooks but much of mainstream history offers only passing
murmurs about the great labor struggles of the last two centuries. In his
history of the American people, a 1,122-page tome to be seriously avoided,
Samuel Eliot Morison touches only lightly on labor struggles, with not a
word about popular champions such as John Swinton, Charles Steinmetz,
Albert Parsons, Jacob Coxey, W. E. B. Du Bois, Big Bill Haywood,
Clarence Darrow, Mother Jones, Joe Hill, William Z. Foster, Elizabeth
Gurley Flynn, and Emma Goldman. Morison offers a representative example
of the kind of U.S. history that would not cause a moment’s discomfort to
persons of influence and fortune.33 Nor was it much different in earlier times,
as Ruth Miller Elson found in her study of some one thousand history,
geography, and civics textbooks used during the nineteenth century. In no
book published before the 1870s are labor combinations mentioned. In later
decades the schoolbooks are virtually unanimous regarding the evil effects of
labor unions. “Strike,” “riot,” and “labor disturbances” are often used
interchangeably. Strikers include “the idle and vicious,” the “dangerous
classes,” “restless agitators,” and “foreigners.” “Property destruction is
always carefully detailed while grievances of the workmen are not. . . . [N]ot
only is labor identified with violence, but this is the only context in which the
organization of labor appears.”34
Elson’s nineteenth-century authors consider poverty to be symptomatic of
“indolence and vice” and other “degenerate morals.” Since America is the
land of opportunity, the indigent have only themselves to blame. Wealth is
accumulated through diligent work and good character. As one book put it,
“Riches are the baggage of virtue,” a sign of God’s approval—never the
result of having the good fortune to be born into a good fortune. No mention
is made of the often unsavory ways that riches have been accumulated: by
plundering public resources, pilfering the public treasury, violating public

safety and antitrust laws, engaging in criminal undertakings, paying starvation
wages, and using force and violence to maintain exploitative labor relations.
The business tycoons of that day are hailed as American heroes.35 In fact,
none of them were heroes, and many were not even American. The
Vanderbilts were Dutch, the first DuPont was French, Carnegie was a native
Scot, the first Guggenheim was a Swiss Jew, and the first Astor was German
born.36
Anarchism, communism, and socialism, Elson observes, are repeatedly
linked to subversion and violence—an association still made today. The
books make much of how Americans are blessed with liberty, but of a kind
not intended for labor leaders and radicals.37 Nothing is said about how the
moneyed class bitterly opposed extending the vote and other basic
democratic rights to propertyless working people. The American Revolution
is lauded for bringing about the birth of a great nation but all the rebellions
that followed, writes Elson, “are always the work of unscrupulous agitators
arbitrarily fomenting trouble.” While all the books agree that Shays’s
Rebellion demonstrated the need for a stronger national government, none
mention that it revealed a need for helping the tax-ridden, debt-ridden
farmers of Massachusetts whose desperate straits drove them to take up
arms. The Whiskey Rebellion is treated in similar fashion, being termed a
“criminal resistance” in one book.38 In sum, the nation’s history is viewed
from the top down, to be deeply revered, not critically examined.
A study by Frances Fitzgerald of nineteenth- and twentieth-century
history textbooks found that few of them admit the existence of economic or
political inequality. Many of them boost “the American Way of Life” and the
glories of free enterprise, though never using the word “capitalism” and
never explaining how the American economy actually works. With only one
or two exceptions, class conflict remains an inadmissable subject, as does
economic history in general. “American history texts are remarkable for their
lack of economic analysis.”39 Instead of conflicts between interests and
social classes, the textbooks refer to “problems”: there were problems
during Reconstruction; also problems of poverty, pollution, and racial unrest
—all of unstated origin.40
Equally mysterious problems arise around the globe, for which “we” are
“taking up our responsibilities,” exercising world leadership for the benefit
of all peoples, notes Fitzgerald. The texts of the 1950s make estimates about

Soviet power and “the threat of world communism” that are far more
fearsome than anything written in the earlier wartime texts about Nazi
aggression and the threat of World War II. The textbooks have titles like The
Free and the Brave: The Story of the American People; History of a Free
People; and America: Land of Freedom. The implication is that the reader
must identify positively with just about everything that has happened in U.S.
history.41
Fitzgerald detects a number of facelifts in the textbooks published in the
early seventies, in the wake of the social activism of the 1960s. Portraits of
Dolly Madison are replaced with photographs of Susan B. Anthony. The
ubiquitous George Washington Carver gives way to Booker T. Washington
and even W. E. B. Du Bois. Mention is made of Frederick Douglass, Martin
Luther King Jr., Nat Turner, and Caesar Chavez, though little actual history is
provided. The seventies texts offer not a profound recasting but mostly a
tacking on of fragmentary information about some protests and protest
leaders. Thus the books may note that Thomas Paine’s Common Sense was
an influential pamphlet but they do not discuss what it says.42 In the seventies
texts, the Chicano farmworkers are “struggling,” but no hint is given about
what they are struggling against, namely, the economic power of
agribusiness. Native Americans also struggle in a void, with no word about
the historic collusion between big corporations and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in expropriating the lucrative natural resources of tribal lands. And
racism is treated as an attitudinal problem having no link to institutional or
class interests. “The principle that lies behind textbook history,” concludes
Fitzgerald, “is that the inclusion of nasty information constitutes bias even if
the information is true.”43
The Council on Interracial Books for Children studied thirteen widely
used U.S. history texts published in the seventies and found them to be an
improvement over earlier ones that had “presented a picture of our society
that was virtually all-white and all-male.” But the newer ones remain
seriously deficient and inaccurate in their treatment of ethnic peoples and
women.44 In regard to African American history, for instance, the books (a)
ignore the enormous wealth that was accumulated from unpaid slave labor
and was the prime impetus behind slavery; (b) minimize the brutality of the
chattel system and the extent of slave resistance; (c) make no mention that for
seventy-eight years the Constitution contained protective provisions for the

slaveholding class; (d) describe the Reconstruction governments as corrupt
and incompetent (a still common image) and failed to note that they were less
corrupt and more progressive and democratic than the all-white Southern
governments that both preceded and replaced them; (e) the texts also fail to
recognize that the lack of land reform was a major factor in the continued
economic oppression of the former slaves—who proved to be efficient
farmers on the relatively rare occasions they were given land. Instead, the
texts portray the former slaves as helpless, unable to live without the
guidance of their former masters.45
Textbooks generally have little to say about the violent rapacity that
ushered in the capitalist system. There is no mystification more fundamental
to capitalism than the silence maintained about its own origins. A social
order divided into boss and worker, landlord and farm laborer, is treated as
the natural order. Never is it asked how the peasants were dispossessed of
their land, artisans of their tools, and cottagers of their plots and gardens. It
was a “primitive accumulation” achieved with sword, gun, hangman, and
prison.46 In the face of such silence, Marx felt compelled to write his own
history of what he called “the secret of primitive accumulation,” the massive
and coercive theft of the common lands and smallholdings by big
landowners.47 Primitive accumulation, as Michael Ignatieff points out, was
not a Marxist invention but a historic reality, its dynamic of “enclosure,
eviction, and expropriation” was being experienced two generations before
Marx’s work appeared.48

For Business, Against Labor
A study by Jean Anyon of seventeen high school U.S. history texts widely
used in the late 1970s, covering the period from the Civil War to World War
I, finds that the books present a consistently probusiness, antilabor slant,
covering many of the same persons and events with much the same
vocabulary and strikingly similar judgments. All seventeen devote substantial
space to the presumed benefits of industrial development for the general
public, while ignoring or glossing over the staggering human costs inflicted
upon millions of working women, men, and children. Low wages are
attributed to the willingness of unskilled immigrants to work for subsistence

pay rather than to the owners’ determination to impose poverty-level pay
scales.49
Twelve of the books in Anyon’s sample take no notice of the Socialist
Party of America or its platform, nor the existence of any other radical
organization. Four of the five remaining texts disparage the intentions of the
socialists and assert that they had only a small number of adherents.50 In fact,
during the early twentieth century, 1,200 socialists were elected to office in
U.S. cities, including seventy-nine mayors in twenty-four states. In 1912,
socialist labor leader Eugene Victor Debs received nearly 900,000 votes for
president in a contest that saw Woodrow Wilson elected with a plurality of
only 6,293,152 votes. Runner-up Theodore Roosevelt received 4,119,207,
and William Howard Taft 3,486,333. These figures suggest that, while Debs
was a minority candidate in popular votes, as were all three of his
opponents, he was more than an insignificant contender.51 Not surprisingly,
mainstream history textbooks, if they mention Debs at all, have little to say
about his leadership of railway employees, his valiant confrontation against
the plutocracy, his belief in socialism and international worker solidarity,
and his years in jail for his opposition to the First World War.52
Radical historians have pointed out that almost all financiers and
industrialists of the late nineteenth century launched themselves in business
either with inherited wealth or access to large loans and corrupt deals, or by
profiteering during the Civil War, or in other ways acquiring funds and land
from the government.53 The textbooks Anyon studied either avoid this subject
or present a historically false view of how wealth was accumulated,
crediting a financial mogul like Andrew Carnegie with having started on a
weekly wage of only $1.20, from which he supposedly saved enough to
invest and make a fortune.54
In fact, Carnegie earned that meager sum when he was thirteen years old,
and saved not a penny of it. Over the years, benefiting from a network of
fellow-immigrant Scots, he procured jobs as a telegraph operator, then
manager and railroad superintendent. But all his hard work still left him a
relatively poor man. Things changed only when his wealthy boss and mentor
lent him a tidy sum to invest in some promising stocks. Thus did Carnegie
launch his career as a financier, eventually becoming a multimillionaire. He
never again worked hard in the usual sense, preferring to concentrate on

frequent and luxurious vacations, world tours, and extended stays in his
native Scotland.55
Although there were more than thirty thousand strikes between the Civil
War and World War I, the textbooks Anyon studied give only brief and
usually negative mention to labor struggles and labor unions. Some of the
books claim inaccurately that radical leaders were feared and hated by the
public.56 Workers are never treated as belonging to a social class with
common interests that are contrary to those of owners.57 Anyon concludes that
these textbooks serve more as promoters of the existing corporate order than
as independent sources of information.
William Griffen and John Marciano studied how the Vietnam War was
treated in twenty-eight high school textbooks widely used throughout the
United States.58 They found that the books said almost nothing about the
anticolonial nature of the Vietnamese struggle, the ecological destruction and
massive casualties caused by U.S. forces, the widespread torture and
execution of prisoners, and other U.S. war crimes including CIA-sponsored
political assassination campaigns (Operation Phoenix). Nor did the texts
mention the politico-economic considerations behind U.S. interventionism,
the significance of the antiwar movement at home and U.S. government
attempts to suppress it, and the unconstitutional exercise of executive power
in waging such a war.
The textbooks embraced the official justification for U.S. involvement in
Indochina (“containing Communist aggression” and “protecting democracy”).
The judgment they invited on the war invariably concerned tactics rather than
purposes. Through their pretensions of neutrality and suppression of crucial
facts and alternative viewpoints, the textbooks fortify the official rendition of
a benign, well-intentioned U.S. foreign policy, conclude Griffen and
Marciano.59
After studying world history textbooks used in several high schools in
New Jersey, Charlotte Kates concludes that they lionize the United States and
demonize “socialist states, and socialism in general.” “The class nature of
history is completely denied.” National liberation movements, especially
those of Latin America, are derided as “Communistic” and “Soviet-aided,”
the assumption being that anything linked to Communism is evil. Imperialism,
a dominant force in world history, is afforded scant treatment. The two
bitterly opposed social systems of fascism and Communism are lumped

together. Attempts by the Soviet Union to form a collective security pact
against fascism during the 1930s, Moscow’s support of antifascist forces in
the Spanish civil war, and the Soviet people’s heroic contribution in World
War II all go unmentioned.60
Kates also looked at U.S. history textbooks and found that the horrors of
slavery are treated but not the underlying class exploitation of African labor
or, for that matter, the exploitation of any labor. The role played by
Communists during the Great Depression in the fight for industrial unionism,
unemployment insurance, and public assistance goes unnoted. The struggle
for African American rights is depicted as having been settled with the civil
rights acts of the late 1950s. There are some “wonderful teachers who take
the time to depart from textbooks” and teach a more revealing version of
history, Kates writes. But many more need to be educated so they can
“present the other side and go further than the textbooks.” And finally, the
“publishing of textbooks must be taken from the corporations.”61
Indeed, textbooks are marketed by a publishing industry increasingly
dominated by giant corporate conglomerates with combined annual textbook
sales of several billion dollars. The bulk of the textbook market is controlled
by only ten publishers.62 With concentration has come greater homogenization
and standardization. As a result, progressive teachers find it increasingly
difficult to include more critically oriented materials in their course
readings.63
Along with textbook history we now have at least one CDROM disk that
provides hours of video clips and audio narration under the lofty title, “The
History of the United States for Young People.” While no worse than many
textbooks, the disk can be more insidious: A grisly image of human skulls
appears on the screen and we are told of a North Vietnamese Communist
advance into South Vietnam. The unproven association is clear. But the skulls
quickly disappear when it is announced that President Nixon bombed
Communist bases in Cambodia. With slick visuals and slanted text, the CD
reassures its youthful audiences that Washington warmakers during the
Vietnam era were champions of peace and democracy. “Ironically,” writes
Norman Solomon, “kids who use the glitzy history disk to learn about the war
in Vietnam are encountering the same distortions that many of their parents
and grandparents rejected three decades ago.”64 The disk is marketed by

American Heritage magazine, owned by Forbes. Simon & Schuster, a
subsidiary of the media giant Viacom, also had a hand in producing it.

The School as a Tool
To say that schools fail to produce an informed, critically minded,
democratic citizenry is to overlook the fact that schools were never intended
for that purpose.65 Their mission is to turn out loyal subjects who do not
challenge the existing corporate-dominated social order. That the school has
pretty much fulfilled its system-sustaining role is no accident. The
educational system is both a purveyor of the dominant political culture and a
product of it.
Throughout their existence, schools and universities have been objects of
concern to conservatives who seek to control what is taught in them.
Consider what happened to one of the few progressive textbook series used
during the 1930s, Man and His Changing World by Harold Rugg and his
associates. The American Legion, the National Association of
Manufacturers, and other such business and “patriotic” groups launched a
concerted campaign to get Rugg’s books removed from classrooms and
libraries, charging that they were antibusiness, anti-American, and
socialistic. In fact, Rugg wrote virtually nothing about the industrial warfare
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, but he did have the
temerity to point out the markedly uneven distribution of national income.
This was more than conservative groups could tolerate. Their campaign
against Rugg’s books proved successful enough to cause a drop in sales from
nearly 300,000 copies in 1938 to a mere 20,000 by 1944.66
During the 1980s, when some U.S. universities began revamping their
Western Civilization courses to allow for a more diverse and less
Eurocentric approach, cries of alarm arose from conservatives who accused
radicals, feminists, “cultural elites,” and ethnic minorities of trying to
politicize scholarly subjects and devalue educational standards. Such critics
failed to mention that the Western Civilization curriculum—which they
sought to preserve as a sacrosanct cultural construct free of “politically
correct” multicultural diversity—was actually the progeny of governmentsponsored propaganda courses initiated during World War I at Columbia
University and hundreds of other institutions of higher jingoism. Fashioned

by white Christian gentlemen who used heavy doses of standardized Western
history, politics, and philosophy, the War Issues course was designed,
according to one of its directors, to instill male students—who were soon to
be inducted into the army—with “an understanding of what the war is about
and of the supreme importance to civilization of the cause for which we are
fighting.”67
During World War I, university officials across the nation attempted to
impose ideologically correct views upon their faculty. Nicholas Murray
Butler, president of Columbia University, explicitly forbade faculty from
criticizing the war, arguing that such heresy was no longer tolerable, for in
times of war, wrongheadedness was sedition and folly was treason. This was
the same Butler who said that “an educated proletariat is a constant source of
disturbance and danger to any nation.”68 At Columbia, one of the nation’s
leading historians, Charles Beard, was interrogated and, as he tells it,
ordered “to warn all other men in my department against teachings ‘likely to
inculcate disrespect for American institutions.’” Beard described the trustees
and Columbia’s president Butler as “reactionary and visionless in politics,
narrow and medieval in religion,” who sought “to drive out or humiliate or
terrorize every man who held progressive, liberal, or unconventional views
on political matters.”69
After World War I, many universities and colleges took the War Issues
course as the model for a new offering called Contemporary Civilization,
which now was intended to immunize students from communism and other
radical contaminants. The Hun was replaced by the Bolshevik as the great
menace to democracy.70 During the cold war years of the 1950s and early
1960s, millions of U.S. schoolchildren were treated to regular infusions of
My Weekly Reader and Current Events, neither of which ever alluded to the
civil rights movement that was challenging and transforming race relations
across the nation.71 The two publications projected a Manichean world: on
one side, the Soviet Union, a totalitarian evil intent upon bringing the entire
world under its heel, propelled by a dangerously aggrandizing ideology,
armed with weapons of mass destruction; on the other side, the United States,
champion of human freedom, prosperity, peace, and national selfdetermination, the purveyor of all that was virtuous and admirable among
nations. Twenty years later, the editors of My Weekly Reader did concede
that with the benefit of hindsight they could see that their publication “does

not seem to have adhered to its platform of fair and unbiased reporting.” But
such a shortcoming, they claimed, merely reflected the “prevailing bias of the
age.”72
Today, right-wing campaigns attempt to get textbooks and curriculums to
commit themselves to a totally celebratory view of American history, placing
still greater emphasis on patriotism, the free market, family values,
creationism, and other fundamentalist religious verities.73 During a struggle
in Kanawha County, West Virginia, that won national attention when it
became violent, the county board of education adopted guidelines
demanding, among other things, that textbooks “must encourage loyalty to the
United States and the several states . . . shall teach the true history and
heritage of the United States,” and “must not defame our nation’s founders or
misrepresent the ideals and causes for which they struggled and sacrificed.”74
Strict adherence to such guidelines conceivably could prohibit future history
books from giving a true account of the winning of the West, slavery, racism,
Watergate, and other topics that might cause students to cast a critical eye
upon our heritage.75
Controversies regarding grade school curricula percolate up to the
national level. Beginning in 1992, the National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH) and the Department of Education enlisted a broad range
of historical and teaching associations to put together a report on “national
history standards” that offered voluntary guidelines—and illustrative
materials and lessons—to help school districts upgrade their history
curricula and improve student performance.76 The first draft of the national
standards project, a volume entitled Lessons from History, was attacked by
Lynne Cheney, the Bush-appointed NEH chairperson who initially had
approved the project, for having slighted “traditional history” in favor of
“political correctness.” This was followed by attacks from right-wing radio
talk-show hosts, a 99-to-1 condemnatory vote in the U.S. Senate, and much
unsympathetic coverage in the major media.
Far from ignoring the Constitution, as rightist critics charged, the report
provides a whole section on the Constitution and the Bill of Rights and
numerous other constitutional references. Rather than pushing a “politically
correct” line, it goes out of its way to accommodate “differing pedagogical
and interpretive approaches.”77 If the report had a serious defect, it was not
its radical perspective but its lack of a radical perspective. It did attend to

the subjects of racial oppression and gender discrimination, but its treatment
of the realities of class power, labor struggles, and the U.S. radical tradition
were markedly inadequate.
What bothers the conservatives, though they do not say it, is not that
liberal historians are imposing their politically correct monopoly but that
they are departing in mild and tentative ways from the ongoing conservative
ideological monopoly. Lessons from History was attacked not because it
boosted the supposedly doctrinaire standards of leftist “cultural elites,” but
because it strayed occasionally from the doctrinaire standards of right-wing
superpatriots. What really upset critics like Cheney was the report’s
unwillingness to devote itself exclusively to bolstering the kind of
“traditional history” that rhapsodizes about national virtues and glories.
Rightist campaigns against school curricula and textbooks are not unlike
rightist attacks against the mainstream media. Schools and media both pretty
much reflect a conservative centrist view of the world. But such a view is
not conservative enough for the rightists, who consider anything to the left of
themselves as “liberal,” and anything liberal as ideologically contaminated.
Curriculum disputes, as with media disputes, are between the “moderate”
center and the far right, with the entire critical left portion of the spectrum
consigned to oblivion.
Those who preside over our educational institutions generally are fully
cognizant of their ideological responsibilities, though they may never
describe them as ideological. Bored, uninformed students are a small price
to pay in order to better secure cultural orthodoxy and politico-economic
hegemony. Under such arrangements, real history is among the first
casualties.
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PRIESTS AND PAGANS, SAINTS AND
SLAVES

H

istory is largely a one-sided record composed by the victors. This is
well demonstrated by the sanitized history of the origins and triumph of
Christianity. While acknowledging such aberrations as the Inquisition and the
church’s suppression of scientific investigators like Galileo, the popularized
account depicts Christianity as having been a civilizing force in late
antiquity, a beacon of light in the Dark Ages, and a citadel of faith and
learning throughout medieval times.
The reality is something else. For more than a thousand years, the higher
clergy presided as rich and powerful ecclesiastical lords over vast satrapies,
owners of slaves, and masters of serfs, exercising a regressive influence
upon every area of culture and learning.

Triumph of the One True Faith
In ancient Rome, pagan rule generally was more tolerant of Christianity
than Christianity was of paganism once the Christians gained the upper hand.1
The polytheistic pagans welcomed all manner of gods at the pantheon, with
new deities being added over time. What discomforted them about
Christianity was its unyielding monotheism and its readiness to regard every
other form of worship as impious and idolatrous. Here was an obscure sect
that proffered a fantastical cosmic scenario of everlasting salvation for
proselytes, and eternal flames for heathens and their ancestors.2
To the extent that it existed, pagan repression of Christianity seemed
propelled more by political than theological considerations. The pagan side
had its zealots, those who deeply believed in the old order and who blamed

the Christian sect for all of Rome’s maladies. Ever wary of private societies,
the empire kept a mistrusting eye on the recalcitrant Jesus worshippers who
might be induced to pray for the emperor, but never to him. With their
unlicensed, secretive, international associations and militant messianic belief
in the Christos god-king, the Christians did not fit comfortably into the
polytheistic pantheon over which the deified Roman emperor presided.3
Disloyalty to the polity’s gods was seen as being not far from disloyalty to
the polity itself.
In his well-known correspondence with Emperor Trajan late in the first
century A.D., the younger Pliny made clear that official concern was more
political than religious. He informed the emperor that Christians in Bithynia
had discontinued their practice of secretly meeting “since my edict, issued on
your instructions, which banned all political societies” [my italics]. Those
who persisted under interrogation in avowing their membership in “this
wretched cult,” were sent away to be executed for their disloyalty.4
Trajan supported Pliny’s measures but counseled against an excess of
inquisitional zeal: “These people must not be hunted out,” and if they repent
they must be pardoned no matter how suspect their past conduct may have
been. “But pamphlets circulated anonymously must play no part in any
accusation. They create the worst sort of precedent and are quite out of
keeping with the spirit of our age.”5
During the first three centuries A.D., though an illegal institution, the
Christian church was usually left to itself as long as it did not foment
disturbances. In the schools of Rome and Athens, religion was not a
prejudicial factor for either teachers or students. One could confess faith in
either Jupiter or Jesus. “This was no concern to the authorities in charge of
the schools.”6 Generally, out of concern for peace and stability, the pagan
emperors discouraged any heated outcry against the Jesus followers. Unlike
the eager Pliny, the average Roman governor was averse to coming down
hard on the Christians brought before him, preferring to reclaim rather than
punish the deluded enthusiasts, urging them to make a minimal obeisance to
the emperor or just take some simple oath that might serve as an excuse to
release them. To the governors,
it all sounded so odd, this doctrine of Resurrection, body and all, and this
trust in books by St. Paul. “Was he not a common sort of chap who spoke

Aramaic?” a governor of Egypt was said to have asked Bishop Phileas in c.
305. “Surely he was not in the same class as Plato?” “Well, then,” another
despairing governor had asked in Smyrna, in March 250, “do you pay
attention to the air? If so, sacrifice to the air instead.” “I do not pay attention
to the air,” replied his prisoner, “but to him who made the air, the heaven and
everything in it.” “Tell me, then, who did make it?” “It is not right for me to
tell.” This childlike obstinacy was very irritating. “Do you want to wait a
few days to think it over?” asked the governor who tried Colluthus, also in
Egypt in the early fourth century. . . . “Don’t you see the beauty of this
pleasant weather?” asked his hopeful judge. “No pleasure will come your
way if you kill yourself. But listen to me and you will be saved.” “The death
which is coming to me,” Colluthus was said to have answered, “is more
pleasant than the life which you would give.”7
“Christianity,” writes Mattingly, “was a religion of peace, with the peace
of God in its heart.”8 One would never know it from the way Christians
attacked other Christians whose views deviated somewhat from their own.
Over and above their clashes with pagan authorities, Christ believers waged
uncompromising fratricidal war, often over doctrinal esoterica that might
seem oddly frivolous to modern readers. Christianity’s early history “was
more plagued by splits within the church than by threats from without,” notes
Joyce Salisbury.9 According to Edward Gibbon, the Christians inflicted far
greater casualties on each other in the course of their internecine conflicts
than ever was visited upon them by the infidels. This bloodletting continued
well beyond the Reformation era. Relying on Grotius, Gibbon notes that the
number of Christians executed by other Christians in a single province during
the reign of Charles V far exceeded that of all the martyrs who perished at the
hands of pagans throughout the entire Roman Empire in the space of three
centuries.10
Almost from Christianity’s inception, charges of criminal misconduct
were regularly hurled by one Christian sect against leaders of another. Paul
himself putatively was a victim of such factional strife in Rome. Early in its
existence, the church did its utmost to suppress Gnosticism, Marcionism, and
Montanism, followed with campaigns against various other heretical
offshoots. Strife between Christian sects in Rome was violent enough to
necessitate intervention by the emperor and city prefect.11

In 317, in cities throughout northern Africa, riots between Donatist
Christians and Catholic Christians cost numerous lives.12 There was a
dimension of class struggle in some of these conflicts. Donatism found its
strongest following among the lower orders, whose rejection of the church of
Carthage was part of their hostility toward the rich. Donatist social rebels
led what Joseph Vogt calls “undisciplined mobs” to “drive out Roman
proprietors and compel hated slave-owners to perform servile tasks.”13 Not
until well into the fourth century, when the dominant sect was established as
the empire’s preferred religion, was Christianity’s doctrinal orthodoxy firmly
secured.
It is usually taught that Christianity won the hearts and minds of antiquity
in part because of the inspirational examples set by its martyrs. Perowne
writes that “the heroism of the Christians who faced death calmly,
confidently, and with prayers of forgiveness on their lips, deeply impressed
their pagan brethren.”14 And Gibbon claims that many Gentile spectators
were converted by the enthusiasm of the condemned proselytes; “the blood of
the martyrs . . . became the seed of the church.”15
What evidence we have would seem to indicate something less
inspirational. While kept vividly alive in the modern imagination by popular
novels like Ben Hur and Hollywood films of Christians being thrown to the
lions, persecution “remained an exceptional occasion,” according to Michael
Grant.16 Between Nero’s cruel campaign in A.D. 64–68 and the limited one
launched during the reign of Diocletian in A.D. 303–304, there were long
periods of toleration, marred by sporadic incidents of harassment and
repression.17 Regarding the Diocletian “Great Persecution,” a leading
Catholic historian, Monseigneur Duchesne, found only a score of proved
cases of martyrdom in the entire empire.18 In the brief interlude of 361–363,
after Christianity had become the established religion, a cautious and largely
ineffectual pagan restoration was attempted by Emperor Julian (Julian the
Apostate), a campaign “not pressed to the point of shedding blood,” notes
one Catholic writer.19
Origen, a church leader writing in the third century, candidly admits that
those who had died for their faith were “few” and “easily numbered.”20
Despite his assertion that martyrdom was “the seed of the church,” even
Gibbon judges the actual victims to be an “inconsiderable number.” He

speculates that their ranks may have been misleadingly magnified by the
custom of bestowing the title of martyr on all confessors of the faith.21 W. H.
C. Frend remarks that only “hundreds not thousands” of Christians were ever
martyred.22 And Rodney Stark concludes that “the Roman government seems
to have cared very little about the ‘Christian menace.’ There was
surprisingly little effort to persecute Christians. . . . [Persecutions] were
infrequent and involved very few people. The early Christians may have
faced some degree of social stigma but little actual repression.”23
If so, how prevalent could martyrdom have been as a proselytizing tool?
To be sure, some individuals like Justin Martyr converted to Christianity
after witnessing Christians bravely facing death. But whether the martyrs’
heroism explains Christianity’s triumph is another matter. Even by Christian
accounts, those most impressed by such sacrifices were other believers who
convinced themselves that the Holy Spirit abetted their comrades in the final
ordeal. The number of pagans who actually saw Christians die in the arena
could not have been a substantial portion of the empire’s population, and the
number who thereby experienced a religious conversion would have been
fewer by far.
From the accounts we have, the arena crowds usually threw stones and
heaped abuse upon the aspiring martyrs, offended by what the pagans
perceived as their moral and spiritual arrogance. It was the pagan populace
who demanded that Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, be thrown to the lions. “The
impatient clamor of the multitude denounced the Christians as the enemies of
gods and men.”24 And there is no evidence of a public outcry of any sort to
stop the execution of Christians. Had there been, we would have heard of it
through Christian sources. That some Christian clergy strongly opposed the
enthusiasms of martyrs further suggests that martyrdom was not a bountiful
source of recruitment.25
Bearing witness to martyrdom sometimes actually had a chilling effect.
Far from inspiring emulation among the unconverted, Vibia Perpetua’s
insistance on going to her death in the arena visited dismay and sorrow upon
her heathen kin and acquaintances.26 Furthermore, there were many examples
of backsliding Christians, including the earliest group of bishops who lacked
the fortitude to persevere in their convictions when faced with the threat of
extinction. Just as the martyrs may have inspired brethren to keep the faith, so

the terrified retractions of less resolute believers bred hesitation and even
apostasy among co-religionists.27
In the final analysis, Christianity’s triumph owed more to Constantine’s
state power than to the exemplary inspiration of martyrdom or to mass
enthusiasms. To be sure, Christianity presented a more gratifying belief
system than paganism, with promises of a blissful hereafter and the solicitude
of a loving providential God. It also offered earthly rewards, notably a close
community of worshippers and some limited measure of care for widows,
children, and elderly. Not all donations were pocketed by the clergy; some
portion went for charity, unlike contributions to pagan temples, which were
expended on feasts and drinking bouts. Paganism generated little sense of
connection to a loving, all-wise godhead, offering instead an ever increasing
number of parochial gods, themselves of sometimes imperfect morality.28
Stark explains that Christianity’s early growth was due to (a) the
communal social care that Christians provided for their brethren which
allowed for a higher survival rate among Christians than pagans during
epidemics (the evidence he gives for this is at best scanty); (b) the church’s
prohibition against the common practices of infanticide, abortion, and birth
control, endowing Christians with a faster population growth; and (c) the
high conversion rate of pagan husbands who were married to Christian
women.29 Still, the early growth of Christianity could not have been all that
dramatic. Early in the third century, Origen observed that the number of
faithful was quite inconsiderable. Extrapolating from what he knew about
Antioch and Rome, Gibbon guesses that not more than 5 percent of the
empire’s population enlisted themselves under Christ’s banner in the preConstantine era.30
To be sure, the Christian church was a widely tolerated and viable
organization by the early fourth century even before Constantine elevated it to
official status. Its well-knit structure and often prestigious membership were
probably the very things that convinced the emperor to incorporate it into his
political base. But none of these considerations lessen the importance of the
immense material support afforded the church by Constantine and the
Christian emperors who came after him.
Constantine’s edict of 313 withdrew state recognition of the traditional
gods but with an appearance of tolerance that initially placed all faiths on an
equal footing. Facing a large pagan majority in the Senate and throughout the

empire, the emperor moved cautiously at times. He granted permission for
pagan temples to be built in Constantinople and, as late as 331, erected
several himself in areas where pagan sentiment must have been especially
strong. Most other times, he vigorously promoted Christianity as his personal
religion with rescripts and other public communications. Constantine
restored property and meeting houses taken from Christians during the
Diocletian persecution of the previous decade. He provided the church with
regular state revenues mostly in landed property and crop shares, and granted
it the right to accept legacies. In a matter of years, the emperor’s rulings
helped to transform the Christian sect into a state-chartered Church
Universal, with majestic edifices and imposing rituals.31
Under Constantine, bishops were made privileged dignitaries and
entrusted with official duties, enjoying jurisdiction over civil cases within
Christian communities and over capital crimes involving other bishops, who
were granted the aristocratic privilege of being tried by their peers. Christian
clergy were exempted from imposts and granted immunity from municipal
tributes. Such favored treatment induced a sudden spate of conversions by
various wealthy individuals who sought to secure tax-free episcopal posts.
Constantine built a chain of lavish churches from Rome to the Holy Land.
And in 321 the state officially accepted the Lord’s Day, declaring Sunday a
public holiday.32
At the same time, the first Christian emperor made sure to tighten his grip
on secular power. Constantine murdered his son, his wife, and the elevenyear-old son of a vanquished rival, while plunging into wars that caused the
death of hundreds of thousands,33 setting an example that was to be emulated
by other Christian rulers over the centuries. Burckhardt notes that church
leaders “uttered no word of displeasure against the murderous egoist.”
Enjoying every guarantee of favor from Constantine, the well-organized
clergy became “the most devoted agents for spreading his power,”
completely disregarding the fact that he stood with one foot in paganism and
hands drenched in blood.34
Whether Constantine’s conversion to Christianity was sincere is still
debated. More important is the impact it had upon the religious landscape.
Under his rule, the church gained a measure of political power and material
wealth that opened the way for its temporal triumph. Just as Christianity
waxed upon being granted official sanction, so did paganism wane. In the

fourth century, paganism was far from moribund. But once Constantine
defunded its shrines and diverted its treasures to Christian coffers, and once
the ancient temples lost their claim over local taxes, estate donations, and
festivals, paganism began to decline precipitously.35 Mindful of the power of
the newly installed Christian magistrates, substantial numbers of the empire’s
subjects took to the reigning faith. In one year alone, twelve thousand men
were baptised in Rome, along with a proportional number of women and
children.36
As the church’s earthly power flourished, so did its enmity toward any
kind of theological deviation. Generally, a willingness to tolerate dissent
does not increase with a group’s sense of empowerment. In the years after
Constantine, the practices of holy communion and baptism were enforced by
police, while the bishops prevailed upon secular rulers to suppress all
competing beliefs. In April 356, Constantius II, Constantine’s successor,
issued an edict that sanctioned death for persons convicted of worshipping
idols.37 The true believers of Christ deprived pagans of their houses of
worship, destroyed their literature and sacred icons, and tortured them “in
authority in the city,” to get them to admit to religious fraud.38 Riots incited
by the closing of pagan temples only spurred the bishops to demand more
severely repressive measures. The determination to increase the
“opportunities for faith” was a euphemism for suppressing any credo that
departed from the One True Faith. As Augustine and others argued, coercion
against pagans and against Christians who reverted to paganism was a virtue,
for Christ was like a general who must use military means to retrieve
deserters.39
In his famous debate with St. Ambrose, the learned pagan aristocrat,
Symmachus, made a last-ditch plea for religious tolerance and freedom of
conscience: “Since I do not repent, permit me to continue in the practice of
my ancient rites. Since I am born free, allow me to enjoy my domestic
institutions.” Predictably, Ambrose, archbishop of Milan, responded that
Christianity alone was the doctrine of truth and that every form of polytheism
led only to the abyss of eternal perdition. Ambrose’s friend, Emperor
Theodosius, drove home the archbishop’s argument by arbitrarily forcing
Symmachus into exile. Theodosius then propelled the hasty conversion of the
Roman Senate, which, keenly aware of the dangers of opposing a determined
monarch, voted by a lopsided majority for Jesus and against Jupiter.40

As Burckhardt notes, the pagans “did not know, or they forgot, that
Christianity, once tolerated, must inevitably become the predominant
religion.”41 Indeed, its determined intent was to become the only religion. By
January 395, paganism was completely banished from public life and largely
suppressed as a faith. With “the one true Church universal apostolic and
Roman” established by law, heresy was now likened to subversion.42 The
pagan rites of animal sacrifice and divination were declared a crime of high
treason against the state. The use of garlands, frankincense and libations of
wine, and other harmless ceremonies subjected the offender to forfeiture of
his home and estate or a heavy fine in gold and silver. Those who failed to
report or punish such deeds faced equally severe sanctions.43

Silencing the Pagans
Anyone attempting to investigate pagan critiques of early Christianity
discovers that such literature no longer exists. It was systematically
destroyed by church authorities after Christianity became the approved
religion early in the fourth century. To determine what pagan writers thought
about Christianity, modern researchers must forage for comments in letters
and writings dealing with other topics. Other fragments survive, ironically,
because they are quoted by Christian polemicists who are bent on refuting
them.
One tireless critic was the third-century philosopher Porphyry, a
neoplatonist theist and student of Plotinus. The surviving remnants of his
fifteen-volume work, Against the Christians, contained many surprisingly
modern-sounding arguments, and evoked critical responses from several
generations of Christian writers, including church fathers like Jerome and
Augustine.44 To their credit, Porphyry and other pagan philosophers gave no
currency to widely circulated accusations that Christians practiced ritual
murder, incest, cannabilism, and group sex.45 Instead, they concentrated on
what was to them Christianity’s highly improbable history and theology,
posing such questions as:
§ Why would God select such a backwater as Galilee to send his son?
And why such a laborious and haphazard method of propagating the faith
across the entire world?

§ Why would an omnipotent, omniscient God need to descend to earth in
human form to bring about a moral reformation?
§ Why would God so heartlessly deny an opportunity for salvation to the
countless generations born before the advent of Jesus? Was it only then, after
such a long period, that he remembered to judge the human race?
§ How does it happen that Christians take their origins from Judaism yet
despise some of the very things that Jewish Scriptures teach? Why did God
give contradictory laws to Moses and Jesus?
§ If the Gospels are eyewitness reports, why do they all give such widely
conflicting accounts of Christ’s suffering and crucifixion?
§ Why do the miraculous events described in the Gospels seem so fraught
with deceit and trickery, as when the tiny placid lake of Galilee is described
as a tumultuous sea that Jesus calms and walks upon?
§ Why did Peter (Acts 5.1–12) preside over the deaths of two devoted
believers who handed over all their land and possessions to the Christ sect
but committed the “sin” of keeping a little for themselves?
§ Why would Jesus reappear after his death only to an obscure few rather
than to the multitude or to his enemies who never believed he was the
Messiah? What evidence do we have that the dead can be resurrected?46
Emperor Constantine sought to silence Porphyry’s voice by destroying
his treatises. Later pro-Christian emperors also burned pagan critiques of
Christianity. A century after Constantine, in 448, all surviving copies of
Porphyry’s work were condemned to the flames by church authorities. Other
notable pagans whose anti-Christian polemics were torched include Celsus,
Galen, Lucian, and Julian the Apostate.47
One of today’s historians who looks favorably upon the early Christians,
Stewart Perowne, makes no mention of how they relentlessly eradicated
critical pagan literature. Of Celsus’s book, The True Word, Perowne
comments laconically “this we do not possess,” without explaining why we
do not possess it. He assures us that Celsus puts forth “the usual appeal” and
“all the familiar arguments” against the Christian faith, though he offers not a
hint as to what these familiar arguments might be. Perowne then refers to the
eight volumes of Origen’s “learned” and “great apologetic work,” Against
Celsus, “all of which have come down to us.”48 The reader is left with the
impression that it was just by happenstance that Origen’s writings survived

intact while Celsus’s work is entirely lost to us. We know of Celsus’s
critique only as much as Origen chooses to tell us.
Some of the Christian texts that incorporated sections of Porphyry’s
polemic solely for purposes of rebuttal were themselves burned in order to
eradicate what the bishop of Apollinarius called the “poison of his
thought.”49 In sum, a rich corpus of critical literature, one whole side of a
monumental debate that lasted over two centuries, is mostly lost to history
because the ascendent side chose to silence its opponents by force when it
could not do so by reasoned argument.

Accepting the Powers that Be
Christianity is sometimes credited with cleansing Western society of
pagan decadence, and with standing against class power and privilege. “By
renouncing all that the pagan world had coveted and striven for,” writes
Lewis Mumford, “the Christian took the first steps toward building up a new
fabric out of the wreckage.”50 It is a dubious hypothesis. Far from renouncing
the values and institutions of antiquity, the early church embraced Roman
notions of law and property, and offered no resistance to the emperor’s
autocratic rule or to the corruption and venality of the royal entourage, no
opposition to aristocratic wealth and entitlement, no objection to the
merciless tax machine and harsh criminal law, and no noticeable protest
against poverty, slavery, female subjugation, and most other social abuses.51
“What is certain,” remarks Aram Vartanian, “is that the Christianization of
the Roman Empire did nothing to democratize or liberalize its laws. Rome
continued to be what we would now call a military dictatorship, even under
the best of its emperors.” The church accommodated itself to the existing
imperial absolutism “and even set up the bishops of Rome as ‘spiritual
emperors’ in their own domain.”52
Writing in the Wall Street Journal, conservative historian Elizabeth FoxGenovese gives credence to another specious, time-worn notion: “[I]t was in
Christianity that the concept of individual freedom originated.”53 In fact, long
before Christ, during the Roman Republic and before that in ancient Athens
and other Greek city-states, there existed pagan jurists and democratic
leaders who expressed concern for the rights of citizens against privilege and
arbitrary state power.54 Fox- Genovese notwithstanding, one is hard put to

locate in the entire corpus of early Christian thought an advocacy of
individual freedom against secular or ecclesiastical power. Such a concept is
not to be found in Paul, Jerome, Ambrose, or Augustine. If anything, we
repeatedly encounter a ready acceptance of autocratic secular power and an
eagerness to enlist it to hunt down heretics, free thinkers, reformers, and
other purveyors of heterodoxy.
In Europe, both before and after the Reformation, whether in Protestant or
Catholic countries, the established ecclesiastics usually sided with the
princes against the peasants, showing little sympathy for the democratic
rights of commoners. Even as late as the French Revolution and the uprisings
of 1848 which raised the banner of individual rights against monarchist rule
throughout Europe, Catholic and Protestant churchmen sided overwhelmingly
with the antidemocrats.55 Through the Middle Ages, the church hierarchy
opposed workers guilds, and through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
and even into much of the twentieth century, Catholic and Protestant churches
were more likely to oppose than support labor unions.56
Not long after Jesus’ death, the apostle Paul counseled total obedience to
the state (the very Roman state that had crucified his savior), claiming in
Romans 13.1 that “The powers that be are ordained by God.” Since there
exists no authority save by act of God, it follows that those who do not
submit to earthly rulers are in effect resisting celestial authority “and shall
receive to themselves damnation.” Preaching while that homicidal autocrat,
Nero, was sitting on the throne, Paul assures his followers that the ruler is
both virtuous and benign, working for the good of all and ready to punish
evildoers. He deserves obedience not only out of fear “but also for
conscience sake” “for he is the minister of God.” So should people “render
tribute” (taxes) to the authorities, for they do God’s service.57 Soon after this,
at the instigation of a rival Christian faction, Paul himself is said to have
been arrested and executed by the divinely ordained secular authorities.58
Did Christianity ameliorate the plight of the poor, as is often supposed?
In fact, once the Roman Empire became Christianized, the chasm between the
prosperous and the impoverished, especially in the West, reached new
extremes “with enormous riches concentrating in the hands of the senatorial
class.”59 “Distinctions of rank and degree multiplied and the inequalities of
property widened.”60 The year 332 saw the promulgation of a law binding all
coloni and their progeny to the estates upon which they labored. Henceforth,

they could neither flee nor be released by their masters. By reducing free
peasants to the legal status of serfs, ecclesiastical and secular landholders
secured a permanently cheap labor supply. Similarly in the towns,
membership in crafts and trades were unalterably fixed with no possiblity of
transfer. Two privileged groups exempted from these onerous laws were the
landowners and high officials. “As for the role of the Christian Church in all
this,” even Vogt grudgingly allows, “it cannot be said to have voiced any
protest against the subjugation of the middle and lower orders.”61
In sum, contrary to conventional belief, Christianity launched no great
challenge against the dominant socio-economic order. The church raised no
outcry against the inequitable social relations that bred poverty, slavery, and
wars of conquest—as well as patriarchal domination, homophobia, cruelty to
animals, and the like. Under the Christianized Roman Empire, taxation
became still more oppressive, and the criminal law grew increasingly
severe. Crucifixion was abolished but burning people alive at the stake
became a favored mode of execution, a way of killing someone without
technically violating the stricture against shedding blood.
During the “post-classical era,” writes Joseph Vogt, pagan jurists were
“partially responsible for an increasing brutality in the criminal law and in
forms of punishment. . . . Numerous crimes were subject to the death penalty,
often carried out in hideous fashion.” Vogt avoids mentioning that the “postclassical era” was the Christian era, and that the increasing brutality of the
Roman law occurred during a time of Christian ascendancy.62 The practice of
torture and mutilation—applied by the Romans in their judicial proceedings
under severely limited circumstances—now became more common and was
sanctioned by law. Ordeal by torture replaced the trial. The rack, the wheel,
the stake, the spiked collar, spiked bed, spiked box, thumbscrews, branding
irons, scalding vats, and hot pincers became part of Christianity’s hideous
new arsenal in the war against heretics and infidels. Punishment by ordeal—
involving everything from branding and whipping to stocks and ducking
stools—carried into Protestant regions centuries later, including newly
settled communities in North America.63
Some things did change for the better. By the fifth century, an end was put
to the bloody extravaganzas of the amphitheater. Never one to mince words,
Augustine referred to the Roman games as “the filths of the Circensian
pastimes.”64 Christian leaders generally opposed the arena not so much for

its bloodletting and brutality but for the pagan rites and processions and the
cultlike homage paid to the emperor at such events.65
There were other Christian reforms. The church abolished human
sacrifice and denounced infanticide. Certain prison conditions were made
less harsh, at least on paper. Unilateral divorce, an exclusively male
prerogative, was made more difficult as was the keeping of concubines by
married men. The bishops ruled that the prohibition against adultery applied
to husbands as well as wives, which had not been so among the Roman
pagans. But under early Christian codes, the husband of an adultress could
compensate for his injury by remarrying, while the wife of an adulterer could
not.66
Those who celebrate Christianity’s contributions to Western civilization
might want to remind themselves of one of the church’s most appalling gifts
to human tyranny, the Inquisition, a heresy hunt ordained by the papacy that
wreaked misery upon Europe from the early thirteenth century until well into
the eighteenth. Endowed with nearly limitless authority, shrouded in secrecy,
and freed from all accountability, the inquisitors indulged in unfettered
butchery and rapacity, taking lives and confiscating property, growing rich in
the process, treating the accused as having no rights, and treating everyone,
from the meanest to the highest, as potentially suspect.
The victim’s guilt was assumed in advance and confession was to be
extracted by guile or ordeal. One’s regular church attendance and generous
oblations, one’s verbal professions of strict devotion to orthodox doctrine,
one’s willingness to subscribe to whatever was demanded by the tribune—
all were as naught. For the accused might still be nursing a secret heresy. The
Inquisition had to uncover the impossible: the unspoken thoughts in a
person’s head. But luckily, the task was made easier by the procedure itself.
The victim need not be proven guilty; suspicion alone was enough to bring on
the fatal judgment. The inquiry almost always ended in execution or, less
frequently, life incarceration in a dark dungeon.
Along with its judges, the Inquisition had its armed retainers,
extortionists, spies, and of course, torturers and executioners. Lea writes that,
except among the Visigoths, torture had been “unknown among the barbarians
who founded the commonwealths of Europe, and their system of
jurisprudence had grown up free from its contamination.” Not until the
thirteenth century did it begin to be employed “sparingly and hesitatingly” in

judicial proceedings, after which it rapidly won its way into the Inquisition,
administered at first only by secular authorities—on command from the
Inquisitional tribune. In 1252, church canons prohibited ecclesiastics from
being present when torture was administered, perhaps an implicit admission
that the procedure was morally tainted. Yet within a few years, inquisitors
and their servitors were absolving each other of “irregularities” under the
papal bull so that they might directly supervise torture sessions.67
Those who confessed were burned as admitted heretics. Those who
withstood all pain and mutilation and did not confess were burned as
unrepentent heretics. Heresy itself retained a conveniently vague and elastic
meaning. Prisoners who confessed under torture were tortured again to gain
information about other evil-doers among their own family and friends, then
tortured again if they subsequently recanted any of the coerced testimony—
after which they were burned at the stake. Witnesses too were sometimes
tortured in order to extract properly damning testimony. Anyone who showed
sympathy or support for the accused, who dared to question the relentlessly
self-confirming process, was doomed to meet the same fate.68
In 1484 German princes were reluctant to give the Roman Inquisition
entry into Germany. The Inquisition loomed as a rival authority, one inclined
to go into business for itself, condemning not only the poor but some of the
rich and well born and expropriating their estates. But the grave anxiety
occasioned by peasant insurrections made the princes more tractable. The
Inquisition opportunely arrived upon the scene, in Michelet’s words, “to
terrorize the country and break down rebellious spirits, burning as Sorcerers
today the very men who would likely enough tomorrow have been
insurgents,” channeling popular restiveness away from the ruling interests
and against witches and demons.69
One immortal character whom Christian mythology let loose upon the
world with renewed vigor for the better part of two thousand years was
Satan. Endowed with an unflagging potency excelled by no one save God
himself, the devil exuded an evil presence that inspired churchmen to evils of
their own. Sometimes Satan displayed a ubiquity that even the Almighty did
not seem able to emulate. The more the “Evil One” was hunted down, the
more he surfaced everywhere, until God’s world seemed to be his. Indeed,
among his various titles were the “Prince of Darkness” and “Prince of the
World.” Beheld in the depths of night or in broad daylight, on shadowy lanes

or by well-lit hearths, in bedrooms and even church pews, Satan incarnate
was a protean genius who could assume the form of any creature or object,
able to occupy any space including the bodies of ordinary mortals. Thus did
Inquisitional judges sometimes tremble when the bedraggled widow or
frightened shepherd was hauled before them, for these “simple-minded
devils of shepherds and sorceresses might be taken with the ambition to enter
an Inquisitor.”70
Some historians actually have apologetic words for the Inquisition.
Ignoring all evidence to the contrary, Carlton Hayes and his associates claim
that the Inquisition’s most frequent penalty was a mere fine and confiscation
of property, with imprisonment reserved only for the “more severe cases.”
And some suspects were required to undertake expensive pilgrimages, or
“wear distinctive markings on their clothes.” Hayes makes no mention of
torture, and claims that the death penalty was applied only to the “relatively
few” who refused to recant their heresy or who relapsed after recantation.
The inquisitors, it seems, did not burn heretics but conscientiously strove to
save their immortal souls through conversion.71
A different summation of the Inquisition is offered by Lea, who has done
the monumental study of this subject: “Fanatic zeal, arbitrary cruelty, and
insatiable cupidity . . . it was a system which might well seem the invention
of demons.”72 In fact, it was the invention of the Christian church of that day.
A religion is not something entirely apart from the crimes committed in its
name. The church’s war against heresy began in the first generation of its
existence and continued without stint for more than sixteen hundred years.
Centuries of Christianity’s mean-spirited, violent propagation of a monopoly
faith created the fertile soil upon which the Inquisition took root and
flourished.

Affluent Believers
A popularly accepted view, as one writer puts it, is that Christianity’s
“converts were drawn in an overwhelming majority from the lowest classes
of society.”73 Another writer maintains that Christian proselytizers made their
earliest inroads “chiefly, if not exclusively, among the obscurer and poorer
classes.”74 Another claims that Christianity was busy “planting itself among

the poor and ignorant and deriving its support for centuries from the laboring
man.”75
Certainly, numbers of Jesus worshippers were drawn from the lower
ranks since the vast majority of people were of modest means. But the early
Christ sects were not primarily vehicles of the downtrodden and
misbegotten. They took root within settled communities, among rich
merchants as well as poor workers, prosperous slaveholders as well as
slaves, attracting a disproportionate number of middle- and upper-class
people, including such contemporaries of Jesus as Joseph of Arimathea;
Sergius Paulus, governor of Cyprus; and Publius, the head citizen of Malta.76
Jesus himself appears not too troubled with the plight of the poor. When his
apostles criticize a woman who poured precious ointment on his head, “for
this ointment might have been sold for much, and given to the poor,” he
praises the woman for having “wrought a good work upon me,” and advises
his disciples not to worry themselves, “For ye have the poor always with
you; but me you have not always.”77
The Acts of the Apostles reveal that Paul—himself an educated upperclass Roman citizen—converted a number of propertied persons such as
Erastus, “steward of the city” at Corinth; Crispus, the chief ruler of the
synagogue in Corinth; Felix, a noble Roman official and his wife; King
Agrippa; Phoebe, the “patroness” of many; Lydia, a wealthy “trader in
purple,” a luxury product; and Greeks and Jews in the city of Ephesus, who
responded to Paul’s preaching by destroying their books valued at fifty
thousand pieces of silver.78
As with any sect, the Jesus proselytizers were not indifferent to
converting persons whose wealth and rank would lend prestige and material
assistance to their cause. “Mindful of their precarious status in Roman
society,” notes Torjesen, “Christian communities looked to members with
social status and wealth to be patrons and to function as their protectors.”79
During Christianity’s earliest decades, various apostles were dependent on
persons of means for their expenses, including the costs of their many
voyages. Paul and Barnabas journeyed to distant Pisidian Antioch less
because they were moved by the Holy Spirit and more because the Cypriot
governor “directed them to the area where his family had land, power and
influence.”80 In time, the Christian clergy came to live completely off the
offerings of their parishioners.

By the third century, aristocratic converts were being moved quickly into
leadership positions within the church.81 Cyprian of Carthage, a pecunious
landowner and aristocrat, became a benefactor of the church after his
conversion and was easily elected bishop although he was still only a
catechumen and had not even been baptized.82 Luise Schottrof maintains that
the early church was populated mostly by persons of modest means, yet she
observes that “rich women and educated men” made invisible the gospel of
the poor and came to play a predominant role in church organization.83 From
I Timothy (written probably in the early second century and falsely ascribed
to Paul) and I Peter to the treatises of Tertullian (c. A.D. 155–220), church
leaders felt it necessary to urge Christian women to eschew elaborate
adornment, jewels, gold, finery, and cosmetics.84 Such admonitions were so
persistent, we might infer, because enough female church members could
afford elaborate attire.
There was a notable presence of moneyed women in the early church.85 A
Christian lady of wealthy social status was Egeria, who in Jerome’s time
revealed herself as “well-read in Scripture and worthy of the hospitality of
great bishops and monks.”86 There was also Melania the Younger, born into a
wealthy Roman family at the end of the fourth century, who taught Emperor
Theodosius and polemicized against heresy.87
Elevation in the church hierarchy came not only to those of affluent
background but to those who won the patronage of rich backers. In the middle
of the third century, for instance, the wealthy matron, Lucilla, bought the
bishopric of Carthage for her servant Majorinus with a large amount of
silver.88 An unidentified Christian woman of wealth financed Origen’s
education and launched his career as the foremost theologian of the Greekspeaking churches.89 Origen’s vision was of a church led by upper-class
males who gave guidance to those elements in society who needed it:
workers, women, the poor, and the uneducated.90
In 212, Tertullian informed the governor of his province that Christians
permeated every stratum of Carthaginian society, “men of your own rank
among them, noble ladies and all the outstanding persons of the city. . . .”91 In
the eastern cities, likewise, affluent Christians were already serving on town
and city councils, funding civic games, and working as magistrates, lawyers,
and other professionals in provincial cities. During the first few years of

Valerian’s reign (A.D. 260–267), the emperor’s secretariat was staffed mostly
by Jesus worshippers.92 Valerian himself evidently believed that Roman
knights, senators, and ladies of quality were involved in the Christ sect.93
If early church fathers like Augustine, Ambrose, and Jerome championed
a church of the indigent and oppressed, of slaves and penniless peasants, they
gave remarkably little evidence of it. Descended from an aristocratic Roman
family, Ambrose (339–397) acquired a liberal education, hobnobbed with
Roman nobility, and served as consular of Liguria. At age thirty-four, before
he had received the sacrament of baptism, Ambrose was transformed from
governor to archbishop of Milan.94
Jerome maintained a literary correspondence with cultivated persons all
over the world, and socialized with prosperous parishioners, one of his
students being the wealthy Pammachius.95 Another of Jerome’s close
acquaintances was Paula, a Roman matron of considerable wealth and social
standing who founded monasteries.96 While living in Rome from 382 to 385,
Jerome “taught asceticism to a circle of wealthy women,”97 for whom the
instruction must have been an uplifting divertimento.
As befitting the devotees of Jesus, affluent church leaders sometimes
downplayed their own prosperous origins. While serving as bishop of
Hippo, Augustine announced (Sermon 356), “A gift of costly raiment . . . may
sometimes be presented to me as becoming apparel for a bishop to wear; but
it is not becoming for Augustine, who is poor, and who is the son of poor
parents. . . .” The bishop was seriously misleading his congregation. He and
his parents were anything but poor. Never in his life did he suffer material
want. As a youth, Augustine frequented the baths and was sent to Carthage to
pursue his studies. Like other upper-class young men, he supported a
concubine, a woman whom he could not marry because of her lower social
rank but with whom he lived for fifteen years and raised a son. Early in his
career, Augustine was appointed to the prestigious chair of rhetoric in Milan,
where members of the imperial court were in residence. And for a number of
his adult years he resided on his portion of the family estate in Thagaste.98
On one occasion, Bishop Augustine admonished his congregation for
failing to take up a clothing collection for the poor. This suggests that the
congregation itself was not poor, just not very charitable.99 Augustine himself
associated mainly with well-appointed Christians. There was Nebridius, a

close friend who had “an excellent family estate and house”; Dioscorus, a
young Greek, and Alypius, a Carthagenian youth, both of whom could afford
to study abroad; Romanianus, a man of great riches whose wealthy male
companions also associated with Augustine; Pontitianus, who occupied a
high office in the emperor’s court; Innocentia, whom Augustine describes as
“a very devout woman of the highest rank in the state”; Hesperius, a large
property owner; Verecundus, to whose sumptuous estate Augustine retreated
for a time; Largus, proconsul in Africa; Count Darius, imperial agent sent to
Africa; Boniface, military commander of the Roman army; Classicianus,
described by Augustine as “a man of high rank”; Proba, widow of a man who
was said to have been the wealthiest individual in the Roman Empire; and
Paulinus, who acquired great wealth by the two quickest means, inheritance
and marriage, and who as bishop of Nola erected a majestic basilica for the
congregation and a lavish dwelling for himself and his rich wife.100
Not without reason does one modern-day Catholic scholar, Abbot
Ricciotti, conclude that the Christians were “not inferior to the pagans and
often superior” in social status. Many “were cultured and learned,” “held
high offices in the state and were leaders of their communities.”101
Vogt would have us believe that the wealthy church of the postConstantine era had the resources and dedication “to relieve poverty and
distress . . . shouldering the task of relieving misery wherever it was
found.”102 But how could the church muster sufficient resources to alleviate
“misery wherever it was found” when poverty and misery were so
widespread? How could the church attend so generously to the impoverished
multitude while not draining its own coffers and, indeed, while continuing to
amass more and more wealth for itself? Individuals and organizations
become rich not by giving away treasure but by accumulating it. Rather than
sharing the wealth, the upper clergy busily shared in the wealth. So, by the
250s, there were men like Paul of Samosata who, while occupying the
metropolitan see of Antioch, accumulated a vast personal fortune by extorting
“frequent contributions from the most opulent of the faithful.”103
The church proved less than immune to temporal blandishments. As early
as the fourth century, corruption, luxury, and declining morals had become a
serious problem among clergy and vagabond monks who “wandered about in
search of legacies and inheritances.”104 In July 370, Emperor Valentinian
instructed the pope that male clerics and unmarried ascetics must stop lurking

about the homes of affluent women and widows with a mind to insinuating
themselves or their churches into the ladies’ bequests. Twenty years later, his
successor deplored these “despoilers of the weaker sex,” while conceding
that the law had not stopped them.105 Apparently, neither had the pope.
By the reign of Constantine, “most of the bishops, many of the priests and
deacons and some of the minor clergy and monks were or had been wealthy
men, who had never done any productive work.”106 In the centuries to follow,
the higher clergy became the special province of the sons of moneyed and
pedigreed families, men who invested their energies wholly in maintaining
their landed estates and increasing their revenues.107 In time, priests were
appointed by the nobility, while church offices were sold outright to the
highest bidder.108
As of the late sixth century, the church owned hundreds of thousands of
slaves, who worked its immense holdings in Gaul, Italy, Greece, Syria,
Egypt, and other parts of northern Africa, with bishops enjoying incomes
considerably larger than those of any provincial governor. In Italy alone, the
church possessed 1,600 square miles of the best land.109 The papacy was the
preeminent feudal overlord, claiming among its fiefs not only a number of
towns and principalities but the kingdoms of Portugal, Aragon, Poland,
Sicily, Hungary, and, for a time, England.110
Rather than relieving misery wherever it was found, the church through
most of its early history performed no concerted missionary outreach to
impoverished rustics and latifundia slaves. With Christianity a predominantly
urban movement, the great mass of rural poor remained largely inaccessible
to itinerate preachers like St. Paul who traveled from city to city. “The
peasantry and persons in slavery on the land were the most underprivileged
classes. Christianity left them largely untouched.”111 The downtrodden
seldom had the leisure to indulge in pursuits relating to their immortal souls.
The relatively few Christian clergy who ventured into rural areas thought
none too well of the impecunious inhabitants, in some cases considering them
little better than clodhoppers and savages.112 A remark by Origen reveals a
class bigotry that one might expect from a high-ranking churchman: “Not even
a stupid man would praise the poor indiscriminately; most of them have very
bad characters.”113
Beginning with Paul, Christianity focused attention on personal piety and
individual salvation, offering no opposition to the unjust economic conditions

of the day. This approach allowed the church to appeal to persons of high
rank, including eventually the emperor himself, who would have been
decidedly put off by any kind of egalitarian religio- economic agenda.
The collusion with temporal authority and wealth continued well into the
Reformation. Martin Luther championed the cause of his rich and powerful
patrons, the German princes, and vehemently denounced the half-starved,
overtaxed peasants who dared to rebel.114 The supposedly austere John
Calvin was not immune to the blandishments of royalty, entertaining a thirtyyear friendship with the Duchess of Ferrara to whom he presented the first
copy of his Institutes.115
Christianity is not the only new religion to have attracted—and been
attracted to—affluent followers at its inception. The earliest converts to
Islam were mostly young men of considerable privilege. Studies of the
Mormon Church, Christian Science, the Unification Church (Moonies), Hare
Krishna, and various Hindu sects in North America show that followers are
drawn predominantly from the relatively affluent and better educated
classes.116 My impression of Buddhist groups in California, Colorado, New
York, and Massachusetts is that the participants are overwhelmingly college
educated and middle or upper class. The Buddha himself was born Siddharta
Gautama (c. 560 B.C.) into a wealthy and privileged family in northern India.
It seems that lower-income working people, while not immune to evangelical
enthusiasms, generally have neither the time nor inclination to pursue newly
packaged esoteric belief systems.
In the final analysis, contrary to the widely received view, Christianity
prospered and triumphed because it aligned itself with the prosperous and
the triumphant. The blood of the martyrs measured less than the commanding
collaboration of secular authorities, the threat of the sword, the fires of the
stake, and the worldly puissance of the bishops.

Saints for Slavery
Enjoying wide currency is the notion that Christianity challenged “the
whole institution of slavery” with “the idea of brotherly love,” as one
historian puts it.117 Another claims that the post-Constantine church obeyed
the Christian command to “set the captives free.”118 In fact, the church did no
such thing. Sacred Christian texts have nothing critical to say about slavery.

The Old Testament, incorporated as part of the Christian Bible, repeatedly
condones the taking of slaves in war. In Numbers 31.17–18, after killing all
the men of Midian, Moses instructs his soldiers to murder every male child
and every mature woman. But “all the women children,” the child virgins,
“keep alive for yourselves.” So through much of the Old Testament: mass
murder, pillage, rape, and the enslavement of foreigners are acceptable
practices, sometimes mandated by the Almighty himself.119
The New Testament either keeps its silence or actually endorses slavery.
St. Paul’s claim in Galatians 3.28 that “there is neither bond nor free, there is
neither male nor female: for ye are all one in Christ Jesus” is sometimes
mistakenly treated as an egalitarian avowal. In fact, he is simply dismissing
worldly inequities as being of no great moment, urging his followers to focus
on the higher—if less tangible—equality we presumably enjoy in God’s
eyes. One’s station in life matters not, for God loves all, but with a love that
leaves earthly inequalities much intact.
Paul makes clear where lie his sympathies. He tells his followers to
“cast out the bondwoman and her son; for the son of the bondwoman shall not
be heir with the son of the free-woman.” He instructs servants to “be
obedient to them that are your masters . . . with fear and trembling, in
singleness of your heart, as unto Christ.” He admonishes “servants” to “obey
in all things your masters,” and “count [your] own masters worthy of all
honor, that the name of God and his doctrine be not blasphemed.”120 Since all
authority comes from God, the master’s command must be obeyed.
When a runaway slave (identified only as a “servant”), joins Paul’s
entourage and becomes a Christian, the apostle is faced with a problem. He
is personally acquainted with the slave’s master Philemon, who is also a
Christian and who hosts a church at his residence where Paul himself had
been active. As a Christian, the runaway supposedly is now like Paul “a
prisoner of Jesus Christ,” and in Christ everyone is equal. Yet the apostle,
ever mindful of the master’s earthly interests, sends him back to Philemon,
with a letter urging that he be treated “not now as a servant, but above a
servant, a brother beloved.”121 Paul has not a critical word about Philemon’s
presumed right to treat another human being as his property. We have no
record of why the slave had felt compelled to flee a presumably good
Christian such as Philemon, nor how he was received upon being returned to
his overlord.

It should be noted that in most English translations of the New Testament
and in the writings of post-apostolic church fathers such as Augustine, we
repeatedly encounter the misleading term “servant”—which in contemporary
English denotes a free employee—to describe those who were actually
slaves. Paul was not admonishing and reproaching servants, as we
understand the term, but slaves. The Greek doule and doulos are translated
as maidservant and servant, when in fact the references usually are to slaves.
In Latin, servus means servant or slave, with no real distinction between the
two terms and no suggestion of free labor; just as in modern English,
“servitude” does not refer to service but is synonymous with slavery. Such
euphemistic translations conceal the truly oppressive nature of social
relations during early Christianity and their ready acceptance by certain
apostles.
In keeping with their own class backgrounds, the post-apostolic saints
and bishops are all drearily supportive of the ruling-class crime of slavery.
St. John Chrysostom advises affluent Christian widows not to remarry since
they themselves are perfectly capable of disciplining their slaves without
need of a husband.122 St. Augustine considers slavery divinely ordained, a
needed corrective for some. He observes that even Daniel, “that man of
God,” confessed to the Almighty that the sins of his people were the cause of
their captivity. “The prime cause, then, of slavery is sin,” that is, the sins of
the enslaved not the enslaver. Servitude “does not happen save by the
judgment of God, with whom there is no unrighteousness, and who knows
how to award fit punishments to every variety of offense.”123 No slaveholder
could have fashioned a more serviceable ideology.
Regarding those “exceptional instances” when virtuous believers find
themselves in bondage to wicked slavemasters, Augustine offers this feeble
reassurance: “[T]he lowly position does as much good to the servant as the
proud position does harm to the master.” Echoing Paul, he urges slaves to
serve their masters “heartily and with good-will . . . not in crafty fear, but in
faithful love.” He concedes that God created none of us by nature to be
slaves, but the present penal servitude “is appointed by the law” to preserve
“the natural order and forbids its disturbance.”124
Another illustrious saint-for-slavery is Ambrose. For him, enslavement is
a path to rectitude, for “the lower the station in life, the more exalted the
virtue.”125 Needless to say, the aristocratic Ambrose never thought to exalt

his own virtue by placing himself in servitude. For St. Ignatius, slaves should
“bear their slavery for the glory of God, that they may win from Him thereby
a better liberty” in the next life. When Christian slaves proposed that their
freedom be bought by funds from an Asian church community, Ignatius
opposed the move. He feared that once free to indulge themselves, they
would become “the slaves of desire.”126
Early church authorities cautioned ordinary Christians against sheltering
fugitive slaves. In the 340s, the Council of Gangra threatened to
excommunicate and anathematize anyone who provoked slaves to
insubordination. Slaves who took refuge in church were returned to their
owners after an inquiry, with a rebuke to whichever party was thought to
deserve it, a procedure whose aftermath likely bore more heavily upon the
slave than the slaveholder. The church did little to evangelize slaves, even
those owned by the worshippers of Christ. In time, the monastaries, being
among the biggest landowners, numbered among the biggest slaveholders.
Many Christian owners considered pagan slaves of better value than
Christian slaves, for they would not have to be excused from work on the
Sabbath. Slaves were regularly denied baptism unless given a good
testimonial by their Christian masters, and they were accepted into the church
only with reluctance.127
Persons held in servitude were debarred from ordination into holy
orders, for as an early pope and saint, Leo I, noted, “[T]he sacred ministry is
polluted by such vile company, and the rights of owners are violated.”128 An
early church council in Spain ruled that Christian women who beat their
maidservants (slaves) to death were to be punished by being denied holy
communion for several years.129 The relatively mild sanction bespeaks the
slight value placed on a slave’s life by ecclesiastical authorities.
It is easier to find pagan writers who were critical of slavery than
Christian ones. The pagan Roman jurist, Florentinus, condemned servitude as
“contrary to nature.” And the younger Seneca vigorously denounced the
inhumane treatment of slaves—but stopped short of advocating their
emancipation.130 Occasionally, Christian writers deplored the enslavement of
Christians, but they accepted the enslavement of heathens, a practice that
became especially praiseworthy in later times if it led to forced conversion.
Indeed, from the fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries, Christian missionaries

in search of forced conversions became actively connected to slave
traffickers.131
In sum, there was nothing in early Christian teaching and practice that
rejected slavery and much that supported it. So it was for over a thousand
years, throughout the entire Middle Ages. There were a few minor exceptions
such as Pope Gregory the Great (540–604) who, upon freeing two of the
church’s many slaves, talked of the “men whom nature from the beginning
produced free” and who should be reinstated to their birthright. Yet Gregory
ordered no widespread manumission, except of Christian slaves owned by
Jews. Ste. Croix was able to find “no general, outright condemnation of
slavery, inspired by a Christian outlook, before the petition of the Mennonites
of Germantown in Pennsylvania in 1668.”132
But there were individual Christian dissidents more than a century before
the Mennonites. In the early 1500s in Santo Domingo, Bartolomé de Las
Casas and a few other clergy (including the Dominican Antonio de
Montesinos, probably the earliest champion of Indian rights) preached
against the enslavement of native West Indians. Las Casas prevailed upon
Pope Paul III to issue a papal bull declaring that the indigenous peoples had
reason and souls and were therefore entitled to freedom. Las Casas
eventually came out against the use of African slaves as well.
Such voices were the rare exceptions that should not distract us from the
many Christian friars who not only supported but profited from the cruel
vassalage imposed upon native populations—be it in Mexico, Peru,
Española, California, or the Philippines.133 Regarding the Philippines, under
Spanish rule, the priests and friars took possession of the lands without
benefit of legal title, “until they were in a position of absolute dictatorship in
their respective parishes,” writes Charles Olcott. “Enormous rents were
charged and the people were taxed without mercy, while the friars, who held
the land, escaped all taxation and accumulated fortunes. . . . Many stories
were circulated, and not denied, of gross immorality on the part of the
priests, besides rapacity and cruelty.”134
In California and the Caribbean, the missions were centers for enslaving
indigenous populations, forcing the natives to work under conditions that
amounted to slave labor. Normally healthy and vigorous people, the Indians
sickened and died in great numbers once they were confined to mission
compounds.135

For centuries, the church was itself the largest slaveholder in Europe. As
late as the sixteenth century in Spain, Christians were still debating whether
African slaves had souls or were subhuman animal creations.136 Well into the
nineteenth century, in the United States, while some clergy joined the
abolitionist ranks, many more remained vigorous apologists for slavery,
writing almost half of all defenses on its behalf, often citing the Bible as their
authority. Prominent proslavery clergy could be found in the North as well as
the South.137
It cannot be held that Christians preached one thing on Sunday and
practiced another the rest of the week. In respect to slavery, preachment and
practice coincided all too well. Whether during the late Roman Empire or in
the antebellum United States, Christian teaching offered an ideological
justification for the worldly interests of a ruthless slaveholding class, and
Christians themselves were among the leading slaveowners. Few of us were
taught such things in Sunday school or any other school.
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BISHOPS AND BARBARIANS, JEZEBELS
AND JEWS

C

hristianity is credited with having saved Western civilization from
barbarism. In truth, for more than a thousand years, during what some
call “the Age of Faith,” church leaders persecuted heretics and Jews,
championed the subjugation of women, propagated homophobic intolerance,
and collaborated with secular overlords in the oppression of the peasantry.
Our schoolbooks and Sunday school classes have scarcely a word to say
about such things. The church also warred against scientific exploration and
exercised a censorial grip on learning, enjoying a monopoly control over
written records, a control that still influences the popular understanding of
the role of Christianity in history.

The Myth of the Devout Peasant
For an example of how Christian hegemony monopolizes the historical
record, consider the prevailing image of medieval peasants and their
relationship to the church. Many of us have been taught that during the Middle
Ages, Europe’s peasants enjoyed a symbiotic system of vassalage with their
secular and ecclesiastical lords. Furthermore, they were sustained in their
daily toil by their deeply held religious convictions. As one noted textbook
on European history put it, the peasant’s “simple piety was proverbial.”1
Regarding this image of the devout peasant, E. H. Carr asks:
I wonder how we know this, and whether it is true. What we know as the
facts of medieval history have almost all been selected for us by generations
of chroniclers who were professionally occupied in the theory and practice

of religion, and who therefore thought it supremely important, and recorded
everything relating to it, and not much else. The picture of the Russian
peasant as devoutly religious was destroyed by the revolution of 1917. The
picture of medieval man as devoutly religious, whether true or not, is
indestructible, because nearly all the known facts about him were
preselected for us by people who believed it, and wanted others to believe
it, and a mass of other facts, in which we might possibly have found evidence
to the contrary, has been lost beyond recall.2
During medieval times, the keepers of the faith were also the keepers of
the records, a historic fact still embodied in the French word “clerc,” which
can mean clergyman, scholar, or clerk; and in the English “clerical,” an
adjective pertaining both to clerks and clergy. Henry Charles Lea reports that
ecclesiastics “monopolized . . . the educated intelligence of the age.”3
Similarly Frederick Engels mentions how the clergy’s monopoly over the
written word gave education “a predominantly theological nature.”4
With the recording of history so thoroughly controlled by one favored
estate, the peasants had virtually no opportunity to speak for themselves.
While there do exist numerous studies of feudal communities, they rarely
offer any direct testimony from the common folk. But, in 1965, not long after
Carr voiced his regret that all contrary evidence “has been lost beyond
recall,” the three surviving volumes of the Inquisition Register of Jacques
Fournier, Bishop of Pamiers, transcribed in 1318–1325, were retrieved from
the Vatican Library and published. These tomes contain exhaustive
depositions elicited by the Inquisitional courts from the peasantry of
Montaillou, a village in southern France suspected of being a hotbed of
Albigensian heresy. They offer a richly detailed description of village life
taken directly from the mouths of the peasants themselves.
Drawing from this Inquisitional record, Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie wrote
a detailed study of peasant life in Montaillou. The picture that emerges is of a
people whose interests ranged far beyond religion to include such things as
property, farming, cooperative communal services, crafts, festivals, family
relations, and love affairs.5 The peasants of 1318 were inclined to be loving
toward their children, and wept more easily than we, both in happiness and
sorrow. Nor were they particularly enthusiastic churchgoers, according to
one of the religious dissidents. In his words: “Not half of [the priests’]

parishioners go to hear them preach or understand anything of what they
say.”6
One villager remarked to a group of men in the community, “Instead of
burning heretics they ought to burn Bishop Fournier himself, because he
demands that we pay carnelages, or tithes in lambs.”7 While this statement
would be treated by the inquisitors as a blasphemy against the church, in fact,
it was a decidedly secular complaint about class exploitation. The peasant
did not want his labor and property expropriated by a parasitic, high-living
cleric. Bishop Fournier’s efforts were not confined to theological policing.
He imposed increasingly onorous tithes, extending them to previously exempt
agricultural products. Two of the villagers contemplated paying someone to
kill the bishop “So we won’t have to pay tithes on the lambs.”8 Not without
cause did some of the village heretics claim that “the priests do not do their
duty, they do not instruct their flock as they should, and all they do is eat the
grass that belongs to their sheep.” And “The Pope devours the blood and
sweat of the poor. And the bishops and priests, who are rich and honored and
self-indulgent, behave in the same manner.”9
Heresy in Montaillou seems to have stemmed less from theological
disputes and more from a resistance to the economic thievery of the church
hierarchy.10 The impression one gets is that these peasants were not involved
in church affairs so much as the church was involved in their affairs. They
feared not God but the Inquisition. They were preoccupied not with eternal
salvation but earthly survival.
Le Roy Ladurie’s study of Montaillou confirms Carr’s suspicions but it
most likely will not overturn the conventional history that treats the feudal
peasantry as devout rustics who accepted their station in life as vassals of
paternalistic overlords. This was the picture created at the point of origin by
the churchmen themselves in a feudal Europe that probably had as many
ecclesiastical lords as secular ones. It remains to this day the picture of
slaves, serfs, colonized indigenous peoples, and workers presented by those
who see no reason to advertise the bleaker side of class history. Commoners
are either depicted as more or less content with their lot, or they are
“conveniently forgotten altogether by most of those who pass judgment on the
past.”11
What is underestimated in the conventional view of this “Age of Faith”
are the material forces of class exploitation. Engels saw important material

class interests at play in the peasant wars he studied. That they sometimes
were cloaked in a religious idiom “may be explained by conditions of the
time.”12 It would be a mistake to reduce all religious controversies to their
economic corollaries. Disputes about Scripture, liturgy, and the nature of the
godhead were often pursued as if one’s salvation were at stake—as indeed
was believed to be the case. At the same time, class interests frequently did
come into play. In Europe, the imposition of tithes, the sale of indulgences,
and various other church practices that were the burning issues of the
Reformation were the means by which the ecclesiastic hierarchy
expropriated the earnings of common people, a forced upward redistribution
of income that could fuel mass unrest.
Not surprisingly, popular disaffection spilled over into theological issues
such as the church’s monopoly over Scripture and its unwillingness to
publish a vulgate Bible or tolerate informal home-centered forms of worship.
Religious oligarchy worked hand in hand with economic oligarchy, and
popular struggle against one often entailed struggle against the other. Indeed,
in many instances the two oligarchies were one and the same: often the feudal
lord was a bishop and the manor a monastery. The church not only colluded
with the landowners, it was itself the largest single landowner in most
European countries, expropriating wealth from the labor of slaves and serfs
as might any secular overlord.
Although conditions varied between regions, the overall plight of the
medieval peasantry was far from enviable. Peasants faced a heartless burden
of rents, tithes, taxes, bailiff charges, personal dues, and fees for the use of
such monopolies as mills, communal ovens, and breweries. “Their yields
and incomes were low, their feudal burdens were heavy, and the deductions
for the various dues to the church, the manor and the state left them and their
families with only very little for their own consumption.” In addition, bad
harvests, livestock disease, war, and armed raids easily turned their lot into
“a living nightmare.”13
Over the centuries, sporadic peasant uprisings against insufferable
conditions assumed such scope and fury as to send tremors throughout
aristocratic Europe. The year 579 saw a major peasant insurrection against
the Merovingian king because of tax burdens. Serious revolts occurred in
841 and 843 against feudal rule in Saxony. Peasant rebellions in thirteenthcentury northern and central Europe shook Drenter, West and East Frisia,

Dithmarschen, and especially Stedingerland from 1207 to 1234. In Germany,
there were four major upheavals in the 1300s and forty in the 1400s. Nor
should we forget the Jacquerie of 1358 in France, the massive peasant
insurrections throughout England in 1381 and in Flanders between 1323 and
1328, the Hussite rebellion in Bohemia in the early fifteenth century, the
peasant wars in Germany during the Reformation, and the revolts of the
French townships in the early 1600s.14 Even this incomplete list belies the
image of a placid, rustic multitude living in mutually serviceable relations
with their lords and bishops.
Conventional texts that deal with the medieval period sometimes give
passing recognition to the poverty and wretchedness of the serfs’ lives. What
they seldom do is draw a causal link between that poverty and the lords’
wealth. Contrary to conventional wisdom, class conflict in feudal times was
not a rarity but a constant. Even in the early Middle Ages, various kinds of
peasant resistance probably occurred more frequently than we realize:
sabotage, fleeing the manor, violating prohibitions, and refusing to pay dues
or perform certain services or abide by particular regulations.15
In her study of a community near St. Albans, England, during the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Rosamond Faith found a long struggle
between peasants and landlords over rents, forced work service, communal
rights, and access to game and fisheries.16 For decades, the St. Albans
townspeople made common cause with the peasants to resist the abbot’s
demand that villein tenants “owed suit,” obliging them to have their cloth
fulled and their grain ground at the abbey’s mills, with a portion of each
going to the abbot. This arrangement was both an expense and a nuisance for
the peasants who preferred to perform such functions in their own homes.
The abbey’s chronicler waxes indignant as he gives us his side of the story—
which is the only side we have—an account that reverses the roles of victim
and victimizer: “The men of this town rising up against us like wild people,
began to propose a great outrage against us; to no little damage to our church
they fulled their cloths and ground their own corn to please their own wishes
and also—just as if they were allowed to do so—ventured to erect handmills in their own houses.”17 To settle the matter, the abbot sent armed bands
of men to seize the tenants’ hand mills, confiscate their cloth, and imprison
the resisters.

The abbey’s mills were large and expensive and represented a
substantial capital investment and a source of considerable profit. The
peasants’ hand mills were small and cheap, consisting of two round
millstones. It was, writes Faith, “a conflict over technology.”18 It was even
more a conflict over class relations, an encapsulation of embryonic
capitalism, involving:
§ the concentration of the means of production in the hands of the few
who could afford a large capital investment (the abbey’s mills cost £100);
§ the need to valorize that investment and realize an ongoing profit;
§ the de-skilling of ordinary people, divesting them of their tools and
domestic crafts, transforming them into dependent consumers of a monopoly
service;
§ the use of armed force to impose an exploitative social relationship
upon a resistant population.
Rebellions against these conditions, and the brutal ways they were
suppressed, seldom make it into our schoolbooks. Not surprisingly, writers
who are in denial regarding the class oppression of their own day remain
sedulously oblivious to class oppression long past.

The Curse of Eve
The gender of a society’s deity is likely to be determined by the gender of
those in power. In ancient Egypt, Ethiopia, Libya, Mesopotamia, and other
early civilizations, women exercised public authority and played a
preeminent role in society—and female deities were the main object of
reverence.19 These pre-Indo-European cultures are described by
archaeologist Marija Gimbutas as matrifocal, agricultural, sedentary,
egalitarian, and peaceful. They “contrasted sharply with the ensuing protoIndo-European culture which was patriarchal, stratified, pastoral, mobile,
and war-oriented, superimposed on all Europe, except the southern and
western fringes . . . between 4500 and 2500 B.C.”20 In that patriarchal world
from which Christianity emerged, the deities were fittingly male: Yahweh,
the Lord Jehovah, God the Father, and the Christos god-king, Jesus the Son.
Some of the faithful claim, however, that the Christian veneration of the
Virgin Mother helped to elevate women from the lowly status accorded them
in Greco-Roman society. In fact, for all their Ave Marias, male church

leaders repeatedly proclaimed the inferior nature of women. This accords
with Max Weber’s observation that nominal equality of women and men
before God is no sure indication that women enjoy equality of opportunity
anywhere in the religious community. Nor does the presence of female
figures of veneration or female cult leaders denote or promote gender
equality within the cult if that cult or religion has a male godhead and a maledominated mythology.21 Referring to rustic Christian communities, Jules
Michelet summed it up: While the Virgin as ideal woman was more highly
esteemed with each century, the woman of real life remained in low regard.22
Nor should this surprise us, for Mary’s idealized image was that of the maledominated woman: the suffering, nurturing mother; gentle, passive, loyal, and
pure.
The Christian view of woman draws less from Mary than from the Old
Testament image of Eve, the corrupter of Eden, who partook of Satan’s
offerings, casting an affliction upon humanity, for which all women thereafter
were to live in submissive atonement. In Genesis 3.16, Yahweh places a
curse upon Eve for her disobedience: “I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and
thy conception; in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children; and thy desire shall
be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee.” The image of Eve as the
corrupter of humankind obtains to this day in the Christian mythology. A
hymn I recently heard at a High Episcopalian church contains the line, mundi
primam materiam, quam Eva turbavit (“the primal matter of the world,
which Eve threw into chaos”); another hymn tells of plangentia vulnera
mortis, que Eva edificavit in tormenta animarum (“the sobbing wounds of
death that Eve built into torments for souls”).23
Some feminist scholars of theology tend to downplay the misogyny that
inheres in early Christian theology. They emphasize how male supremacy
was a product of the secular society in which the church happened to find
itself; as Christianity developed from a sect into a church and moved into the
mainstream of the Greco-Roman world, so did that world’s gender ideology
insinuate itself into the church community. Hence, these scholars say, we can
conclude that misogyny is historically incidental rather than theologically
central to Christianity. And one need not—and should not—abide by sexist
prejudices to be a good Christian.24
Those of us who might welcome the notion of a nonsexist Christianity
still should not downplay the misogynist strictures that clutter Scripture and

other early church writings. The Old Testament, incorporated as part of the
Christian Bible, reeks with fulminations against the idolatries and
licentiousness that the Levite priests ascribed to the worshippers of the
ancient female deity. In Jeremiah, Ezekial, Hosea, and elsewhere, devotion to
the female godhead is equated with harlotry, infidelity, dissipation, and
witchcraft.25 Jezebel, wife of a Hebrew king of Israel, comes down to us as
the prototypic vixen, the treacherously evil female, although her real sin was
to follow the ancient religion of Asherah, a female godhead. For this, she
was gruesomely murdered by one of Yahweh’s approved agents.26
According to the Old Testament, a young woman should be stoned to
death if found not to be a virgin. If a man lies with a woman who is betrothed
to another, they are both to be stoned to death, “the damsel, because she cried
[out] not.” But a man who rapes a virgin who is not betrothed simply must
pay her father fifty shekels of silver “and she shall be his wife; because he
has humbled her.”27 Note that the payment for injury is not to the victim but to
the paterfamilias who owns her. The victim is now nothing more than
unmarriageable damaged goods. She has no choice but to enter a forced
marriage with her rapist in order to mitigate the shame that has been brought
upon her by the rape. Meanwhile, the rapist suffers no shame for his crime
and no serious sanction as long as he makes proper amends for the damage
done to the patriarch’s virginal property. Such attitudes still prevail in much
of the world. Even in North America, there continue to exist communities
where the rape stigma is greater for the victim than the victimizer.
Some Hebrew men had several wives, and some Old Testament kings
collected as many concubines as they could sustain. But for women it was a
different story. A woman who dared to be intimate with someone other than
her husband was guilty of a shameful abomination often treated as a capital
crime. Under the Levite law only the husband could obtain a divorce, and
this by simply writing a note, a bill of divorcement. A married woman, even
a faithful one who had borne children, had no legal standing whatsoever and
in most cases could be “put away” at will.28
The New Testament offers little that is actually new in the way of gender
relations. I Timothy 2.13–14, probably written decades after Paul’s death but
borrowing on his name and authority, tells us: “For Adam was first formed,
then Eve. And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived was
in the transgression.” That same epistle (2.11–12) instructs: “Let the woman

learn in silence with all subjection. But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to
usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence.” There are Paul’s
instructions in Ephesian 5.22–24: “Wives, submit yourselves to your
husbands, as unto the Lord. . . . [A]s the church is subject unto Christ, so let
the wives be to their own husbands in every thing”; and in I Corinthians
11.3,7: “[T]he head of every man is Christ; and the head of the woman is the
man.” The man “is the image and glory of God: but the woman is the glory of
the man.” Again in I Corinthians 14.34–35: “Let your women keep silence in
the churches: for it is not permitted unto them to speak; but they are
commanded to be under obedience. . . . And if they will learn any thing let
them ask their husbands at home.”29 The apostle Peter (I Peter 3.1–2,6)
instructs wives to “be in subjection to your own husbands,” voicing only
“chaste conversation coupled with fear.”
Over a century later, Origen echoes Paul’s admonition: “For it is
improper for a woman to speak in an assembly, no matter what she says, even
if she says admirable things or even saintly things; that is of little
consequence since they come from the mouth of a woman.”30 Origen’s older
contemporary, Tertullian, writing probably in 202, advises women to walk
about “as Eve mourning and repentent” the better to expiate the ignominy
which all females collectively inherit from the first woman, the odium of “the
first sin” that delivered ruination upon the human race. Warming to his
subject, Tertullian goes on: “You are the devil’s gateway. You are the first
deserter of the divine law: you are she who persuaded him [Adam] whom the
devil was not valiant enough to attack. You destroyed so easily God’s image
[which is] man,” It is woman’s fault that “even the Son of God had to die.”31
Two centuries later, St. Ambrose, archbishop of Milan, declared, “It is
just and right that woman accept as lord and master him whom she led to
sin.” And St. John Chrysostom, bishop of Constantinople, warned, “Among
all savage beasts none is found so harmful as woman.” St. Augustine, bishop
of Hippo, wrote that “woman is incomplete without man,” but man is
complete unto himself for only he is made in God’s image. The progenitor of
the Protestant Reformation in the sixteenth century, Martin Luther, believed
that “the regiment and dominion belong to the man as the head and master of
the house.” And Luther’s younger contemporary, John Calvin, maintained that
political equality for women would be a “deviation from the original and
proper order of nature.”32

Women were not only inferior, they were carnally transgressive.
Christian churchmen were long preoccupied with female concupiscence.
They considered the female body to be perilously seductive, the source of
lustful offenses for which the woman herself was at fault. The German
inquisitors, Kraemer and Sprenger, described women as intellectually
deficient, unable to grasp philosophy, burdened with weak memories, not
inclined to self-discipline but ready to follow their impulses. A woman was
an imperfect creature made from a bent rib, therefore always ready to
deceive, more likely than a man to abjure her faith, more susceptible to
inordinate affections and malicious passions, a shameless Jezebel given to
lustful abominations, and more inclined to seek revenge through witchcraft or
other means. All of which explains why so many more females than males
were judged to be witches: they “cast wicked spells on countless men and
animals” and they “consort with devils.”33
Images of female lasciviousness enfevered the minds of abstemious
Christian males, to be expunged only with uncompromising denunciations. In
Revelation 2.20–23, St. John the Divine denounces a female leader of the
church in Thyatira: “[T]hou sufferest that woman Jezebel, which calleth
herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my servants to commit
fornication. . . . Behold, I will cast her into a bed, and them that commit
adultery with her into great tribulation, except they repent of their deeds. And
I will kill her children with death. . . .”
Epiphanius reconstructs his theological contest with Gnostic female
Christians as a self-flattering seduction scene: “Not only did women under
this [heretical] delusion offer me this line of talk . . . with impudent boldness,
moreover, they tried to seduce me themselves . . . because they wanted me in
my youth.”34 Jerome relates an oddly kinky story about a young man who was
chained naked on a bed of flowers, only to be sexually assaulted by a
beautiful and wanton courtesan. To preserve his virtue and quell his swelling
temptation, the youth bit off his tongue.35
Never to be outdone in rooting out concupiscence is Augustine, who
wrote, “There is nothing which degrades the manly spirit more than the
attractiveness of females and contact with their bodies.” If a man were
aroused by “the scent of a woman, or her long hair,” or other “feminine
attributes” but could not find “release of his passions” in a woman, he would

turn “to sow his seed in a boy or man.”36 So the great church father blames
female allure for causing male homosexuality and even pederasty!
On the subject of women, secular Christian rulers proved no less
deranged than their ecclesiastical counterparts. The first Christian emperor,
Constantine, ruled that females who were “willing accomplices” in a rape—
whatever that might mean—were to be burned to death, while unwilling ones
should still be punished for failing to scream and bring assistance from
neighbors.37 By putting the burden of proof on the victim, such a ruling must
have discouraged women from seeking retribution, and served as a standing
invitation to rapists.
There were women who spoke out against this dreary misogynistic litany.
Christine de Pizan (c.1363–1431) argued that with Holy Mother Mary as
queen of heaven and “head of the feminine sex,” it was incumbent upon men
to treat women with respect and reverence rather than reproach and abuse.
Women were to be applauded for their many contributions to human society
and civilization.38 Such sentiments, when not suppressed altogether, were
destined to leave the churchmen unmoved.
Christianity did not just happen to find itself in a sexist Greco-Roman
society—not to mention a sexist Judaic society—it was an integral part of
those worlds. Absent any conscious theological challenge to the contrary,
Christianity became strongly supportive of patriarchal despotism. Just as it
embraced ruling-class values relating to slavery and other politico-economic
relations, so did it incorporate the dominant view on gender: the female’s
traditional virtues were chastity, modesty, submissiveness, silence, and
familial dedication. Her realm was limited to hearth and home, and even
there she had to defer to male judgment.39
It was not always so. A number of early semi-secret, household
congregations were led by women priests, bishops, and prophesiers.40
Women appear in early documents identified as diakonos (minister),
apostolos (missionary), presbyteros (priest), and even episcopos (bishop).
Paul’s repeated counsel that women refrain from speaking in church and from
exercising authority within congregations would have been oddly superfluous
had women not been doing such things. St. Epiphanius (c. 315–402)
complained that “women among them are bishops, presbyters, and the rest, as
if there were no difference of nature.”41

By Tertullian’s day and in the two centuries to follow (A.D. 200–400)
female church leaders came under heavy fire and were eventually pushed out
of their positions. Male clergy were accorded the title “father,” a term not
found in early Christian texts and specifically rejected in Scripture.42 (So we
read in Matthew 23.9: “And call no man your father upon the earth: for one is
your Father which is in heaven.”)
In the polemics of that period, we first encounter the niggling arguments
against female clergy that to this day are promoted by the Vatican hierarchy:
women could not be ordained because Jesus had only male disciples; and
women could not sermonize because Paul thought they should hold their
tongues in church gatherings.43 Male opposition to female clergy rested on the
presumption that publicly active women were unnaturally masculine, shirking
their obligations to home and family, and prone to be shameless and
unchaste.44
We have no idea how women clergy defended their right to address the
religious community since their writings were not deemed worthy of
preservation by generations of male scribes. Some glimpses of their
arguments survive in the works of male polemicists who repeat them only in
order to rebut them. Thus, we hear that some Montanist women clergy
attributed a special grace to Eve because she was the first to eat of the tree of
knowledge. They also note that the sister of Moses was a prophetess, and that
Philip the apostle had four daughters who prophesied. Such contentions are
known to us only because they are alluded to by Epiphanius, a fourth-century
defender of church orthodoxy, who dismisses them as “useless
testimonies.”45
Through much of Christian Europe over the centuries, women were
forbidden to make depositions in court or give testimony. They were forced
into marriages not of their choosing, and could be put away at their husband’s
caprice. During the Middle Ages “peasant women often suffered more under
the burden of daily labor than men, especially among the lower peasant
classes.”46 For hundreds of years throughout Christendom, lasting well into
the eighteenth century, tens of thousands of women were burned as witches.
Women were sometimes burned at the stake for other transgressions: talking
back to a priest, stealing, prostitution, masturbation, adultery, and bearing a
child out of wedlock.47

Michelet offers some suggestive statistics on witch burning: five hundred
in three months in Geneva in 1513; eight hundred at Wurzburg—almost in one
batch—and fifteen hundred at Bamburg, both of these exceptionally tiny
bishoprics. In Toulouse, four hundred souls were treated to the horrors of the
auto-da-fé on a single occasion. The numbers were even larger in Spain
where Jews and Moors were thrown in with witches. One judge in Lorraine,
who burned eight hundred women, boasted that sixteen of the accused had
committed suicide—most likely to escape the impending torture and flames
—which he took as certain evidence of their guilt.48 Nor was there much
concern if the blameless were snared. As one medieval theologian explained,
“Why does God permit the death of the innocent? He does so justly. For if
they do not die by reason of the sins they have committed, yet they are guilty
of death by reason of [the Christian doctrine of] original sin.”49
Well into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, in most Christian nations
women were denied advanced education and could not vote. Catholic and
Protestant clergymen were in the forefront of the fight against women’s
suffrage, arguing that female submission was ordained by God. Women could
not serve on juries, obtain divorces, make wills, sign contracts, open bank
accounts, or claim property rights against their husbands, including the right
to control the money they earned or inherited. Women who struggled for
legalized abortion and contraception encountered vehement resistance, most
persistently from Protestant fundamentalists and the Roman Catholic Church,
as remains the case today.50
As late as 1931, a papal encyclical by Pius XI proclaimed that married
life presupposed subjection and obedience of the wife to the husband. The
encyclical reaffirmed one by Leo XIII, from several decades earlier, which
charged that female involvement in public affairs and other activities outside
the home were likely to cause a woman to neglect her duties to husband and
children and debase her womanly character.51
In 1977, the Vatican reaffirmed the traditional view that women could not
be ordained into the priesthood for it would violate “the type of ministry
willed by the Lord Jesus Christ and carefully maintained by the Apostles.”52
And in the 1990s, Pope John Paul II held fast to the policy of excluding
women from the clergy and denying them the right to artificial birth control
and safe legal abortion.

By the mid-twentieth century, after protracted debate, some mainstream
Protestant denominations in the United States ordained female ministers and
included women in their policymaking bodies.53 Whatever the long overdue
gains made by women, the Christian ministries remain overwhelmingly maledominated to this day. At the same time, women continue to do most of the
unpaid work in the churches. Ages ago there were the church dames or
bénédictes, as they were called in sixteenth-century France, who kept the
chapel in good order. Today we have the church ladies who teach Sunday
school, organize the bazaars, cook the potluck dinners, do the mailings, raise
funds, and volunteer for charity work.
Modern-day male theologians and historians continue to downplay the
history of female clergy in early Christianity. “When a woman’s name [in the
early church] is associated with a title, both Catholic and Protestant
translators tend to minimize the office,” notes Karen Jo Torjesen. “Instead of
translating diakonos as ‘minister’ as they do for male office holders, they
arbitrarily translate it as ‘deaconess,’” a lesser rank.54 Luise Schottroff cites
male theologians who decide on their own that diakonia, when applied to
females, is an office of charitable service, but when applied to males it
becomes the work done by missionaries like Paul. Schottroff finds numerous
examples of such exegetical surgery performed by male theologians on early
texts that contain no such differentiation.55
Today’s German theologians seem even more unflinchingly retrograde
than their American cohorts. Schottroff records how she was anathematized
by her male colleagues in Germany when she put forth her anti-patriarchal,
class-egalitarian thesis on Christianity.56 When Torjesen, herself a professor
of Women’s Studies in Religion at Claremont Graduate University, sent her
German mentor, Ekkehard Muhlenberg, a copy of her book When Women
Were Priests, he wrote back saying “I’m afraid I cannot bring myself to read
it.” Likewise, when Karen King edited a book on feminine images in
Gnosticism, which she gratefully sent her German mentor, Hans-Martin
Schenke, she discovered that the subject held no interest for him; he gave the
book to his wife, thinking she might have some use for it.57
In ancient times, Levite patriarchs and then Christian clergy sought to
stamp out the deeply rooted worship of female deities. Many of Paul’s
attacks on idolatry were directed against the goddesses Artemis and Isis. The
first Christian emperor, Constantine, suppressed the worship of Ashtoreth as

“immoral.” In 380, Emperor Theodosius closed the temples of Eleusis and
Artemis. “It was said he despised the religion of women.”58 The campaign to
obliterate the female deity continues to this day in the realm of scholarship.
The overwhelming prevalence of male archeologists, historians, and
theologians, who are imbued with a patriarchal Judeo-Christian perspective,
heavily influences what is emphasized and what is considered hardly worth
mentioning. Although female godhead temples were unearthed in nearly
every Neolithic and historic excavation, one male scholar simply echoes the
Old Testament by writing that the female deity was worshipped primarily on
“hills and knolls.” A leading archaeological authority describes the female
religion as “orgiastic nature worship, sensuous nudity and gross mythology,”
replaced by Israel’s “purity of life” and “lofty monotheism.”59
Without benefit of evidence, various male scholars reduced the
prehistoric female religion with its all-powerful female deity to nothing more
than a fertility cult. “But archeological and mythological evidence of the
veneration of the female deity as creator and lawmaker of the universe,
prophetess, provider of human destinies, inventor, healer, hunter and valiant
leader in battle suggests that the title ‘fertility cult’ may be a gross oversimplification of a complex theological structure,” Merlin Stone argues.60
While the pre-Judaic female religion is labeled a “cult,” a term that
connotes something less fine than “religion,” the primitive rituals and
mythologies associated with the Judeo-Christian Yahweh (or Jehovah) and
later the Christos godhead are always respectfully described by these same
scholars as “religion,” just as the words “God,” “Lord,” and even “He” are
carefully endowed with capital letters, while “queen of heaven,” “goddess”
and “she” remain lower case. The female deity who was worshipped as
creator of the universe is frequently accorded but a line or two, if mentioned
at all, and although she is referred to in most historical documents of the
Near East as the “Queen of Heaven,” some writers are willing to know her
only as the “Earth Mother.”61 Once again, the available evidence is no match
for the established ideology.

The Burning of Books
An image likely to come to mind when thinking of the medieval church is
of cloistered monks, the keepers of learning and literacy, toiling with quill

pens to produce beautifully lettered manuscripts. Torjesen tells us that “these
monasteries were the bearers of the literary culture of Roman imperial
Christianity, preserving the literary wealth of the Roman period. . . .”62
Harold Mattingly sees the church as “a bulwark against insurgent barbarism”
during “the dark centuries.”63 Henry Lucas describes the medieval church as
“the repository of ancient culture . . . transmitting the literature and learning
of antiquity. . . . [P]hilosophy, theology, art, literature, and learning flourished
under its protective wing.”64
The reality is something else. Once the church gained official status under
Constantine, there followed what Luciano Canfora describes as “the
melancholy experiences of the war waged by Christianity against the old
culture and its sanctuaries: which meant, against the libraries. . . . The
burning of books was part of the advent and imposition of Christianity.”65
Book burning began rather early as a Christian practice. As recorded in the
New Testament, Christian converts in Ephesus responded to Paul’s preaching
“and the name of the Lord Jesus” by destroying a large store of books valued
at fifty thousand pieces of silver.66 After bestowing legitimate status upon
Christianity, Constantine demanded the surrender of heretical works under
penalty of death. In 435, Theodosius II and Valentian III consigned all
heretical Nestorian books to the bonfire. And punishment was threatened for
those who failed to deliver up Manichean writings for burning.67
One chronicler described a scene in the capital during Justinian’s reign
that had numerous parallels throughout the empire: several pagan Greeks
“were arrested and taken forcibly from place to place, and their books were
burned in the Kynegion and so were the images and statues of their miserable
gods.”68 The Kynegion was the site where the corpses of those condemned to
death were flung.
In 391, in Alexandria, a Christian throng, led by the bishop Theophilus,
destroyed a major portion of antiquity’s greatest bibliotheca, the Serapeum,
the annex or “daughter library” to the main edifice (the latter was known as
the “Museum”). The Serapeum, wherein was housed the pagan temple of
Serapis, contained an irreplaceable trove of scrolls and codices dealing with
history, natural science, and literature.69 Gibbon bemoans this destruction of
the library of Alexandria: “and near twenty years afterwards, the appearance
of the empty shelves excited the regret and indignation of every spectator
whose mind was not totally darkened by religious prejudice.”70

Canfora debunks the widely held misapprehension that Julius Caesar—
himself a great supporter of libraries and learning—burned the library of
Alexandria, a myth given renewed currency by George Bernard Shaw’s play,
Caesar and Cleopatra. The fire that occurred during Caesar’s expedition in
Alexandria was on the waterfront and nowhere near the library. Documentary
evidence shows the library was still flourishing decades after Caesar’s
expedition to Egypt. In the years after the Serapeum was gutted, the
Christians also purged the Museum, the main library, so that by the time it
was destroyed by Islamic invaders in 641, it housed mostly patristic
writings.71
In pagan times, the Romans had libraries of up to 500,000 volumes. But
with Christianity in command, the ancient academies were closed and in
many dioceses laymen were forbidden to read even the Bible.72 By the end of
the fifth century, the profession of copyist had disappeared, as had the
reproduction of most secular writings. The six largest monastic libraries in
the sixth century contained collections numbering a paltry two hundred to six
hundred volumes, mostly religious in content.73 The Greeks and Romans had
produced a rich literature, but in Christendom, from A.D. 500 to A.D. 1100,
hardly a book was written that currently wins our attention. Michelet
describes the medieval church’s scholastic “schools” as “lighted by the
merest glimmer of day through a tiny slit.” For hundreds of years “between
Abelard and Occam the progress made is—nil!”74
The great Greco-Roman tradition of secular learning and education was
undone not only by the general decline of Roman civilization but also by the
ideological force of Christianity triumphant. While depicted as an oasis of
learning amidst the brutish ignorance of the Dark Ages, the church actually
was a major purveyor of that ignorance, a regressive influence in such fields
as literature, philosophy, art, theater, science, medicine, anatomy, astronomy,
mathematics, and commerce, suppressing these subjects entirely or confining
them to theological servitude.
During the Dark Ages there were few instances of book burning because
there were few books left to burn. The revival of learning and inquiry that
came with the growing prosperity of the eleventh and twelfth centuries
(labeled the “High Middle Ages” by some historians) also brought a revival
of the church’s bonfires. In 1210, the writings of suspected heretics at the

University of Paris along with works by Aristotle were torched. In 1229, the
Council of Narbonne condemned the possession of any portion of Holy Writ
by laypersons. Works by Jayme I of Aragon and William of St. Amour were
burned. The forbidden writings of Albigensians and Waldensians were flung
into the flames. In 1239, Pope Gregory IX attempted to cleanse western
Europe of Jewish books, especially the Talmud, which he and his associates
incorrectly believed contained blasphemous allusions to the Savior and the
Virgin. From the thirteenth to the early fifteenth centuries, in Paris, Aragon,
Castile, Toulouse, and other such places, wagonloads of the Talmud and
other purportedly blasphemous Hebrew books were publicly burned.75
Up until the late sixteenth century or so, the church hierarchy viewed
unbridled literacy among the masses as a threat to religious and social order.
Secular learning was perceived as a gateway to heresy. But from the
seventeenth century onward, with the growing dissemination of the printed
word, the guiding policy of both Catholic and Protestant churches was not to
attempt the impossible task of completely denying access to reading
materials, but to control what texts were read and how they were
interpreted.76
The Christian church of late antiquity and the Middle Ages also waged
war against nature and the flesh, including concerted campaigns against
bodily hygiene. The Roman Empire’s great public baths were closed. Saints
were saluted for having never washed. A naked display of one’s body risked
mortal sin. Personal ablutions were deemed a kind of defilement, not only in
the cloister but also among laypersons. “Never a bath known for a thousand
years!” hoots the irrepressible Michelet.77 No wonder so many of the faithful
were afflicted with boils, skin ulcers, and other dermatological torments.
Upon becoming the official religion of the empire, the church waged war
on the thousands of beautiful edifices that served as pagan sites of worship.
“Many of these temples were the most splendid and beautiful monuments of
Grecian architecture,” laments Gibbon. The emperor had an interest to
maintain the splendor of his own cities and the value of his possessions. But
as long as they stood, and regardless of what neutralized use they might be
put to, such buildings remained lures for a possible pagan restoration. So,
during the 380s, throughout the Roman world, “an army of [Christian]
fanatics, without authority and without discipline,” invaded peaceful pagan
precincts and perpetrated “the ruin of the fairest structures of antiquity. . . .”78

The goal of the triumphant Jesus worshippers was to convert “the whole
world to Christianity. The thrust was forward, outward, and global.”79 This
expansionist missionary zeal continues into modern times, contributing to the
obliteration of the historical memories and cultural heritages of indigenous
peoples around the world. As Christianity expanded into distant lands so did
its suppressive mechanisms—including its time-honored practice of book
burning. For example, in Mexico in the early sixteenth century, church
authorities, assisted by the swords of conquistadores, denounced all Aztec
and Mayan hieroglyphic books as the works of the devil, and systematically
torched them, so depriving us of invaluable sources of historical data on
Mexico’s early civilizations.80
In 1995, a best-seller by Thomas Cahill breathed new life into the myth
of the church as a citadel of light and learning. Cahill portrays the monastic
clergy as having “saved” classical civilization from those whom he calls
“unwashed barbarians,” who “descended on the Roman cities, looting
artifacts and burning books.”81 While the barbarians certainly looted, Cahill
offers not a scrap of evidence to support his repeated assertions that they
burned books or waged—as the Christians long had been doing—a
Kulturkamp against lay literacy and learning. The barbarians seemed little
interested one way or the other in written texts.
The one actual incident Cahill offers of books being damaged by
invaders occurred centuries after the fall of Rome, in Ireland, when “Viking
terrorists,” as he called them, looted some monasteries and “destroyed books
by ripping off bejeweled covers for booty.”82 Note, even in this instance their
interest was in the valuable gems, not in the destruction of books as such.
Cahill offers the interesting theory that, from the last days of the empire
until what he calls “the rise of medieval Europe,” the less rigid and more
literate Irish clergy rescued from extinction the classical and ancient folk
literature (including Ireland’s own rich contributions), and reintroduced such
works to Scotland, England, and the Continent in the seventh and eighth
centuries. Cahill’s thesis is not of his own invention. Other historians have
noted that Irish monastics produced an impressive flowering of classical
learning. They not only preserved Greek and Latin literature but relished
them with true literary enthusiasm.83 If the Irish thereby “saved civilization,”
it was not from the barbarians but from their fellow ecclesiatics on the
Continent.

Actually there were places in addition to the Irish monasteries in which
literature and learning were preserved and even advanced: in the private
manors of some few learned aristocrats, in the cities of the Byzantine Empire
of southeastern Europe, among the Moors of northern Africa and Spain, and
in other locales peripheral to Christendom. But Cahill’s book, How the Irish
Saved Civilization, would have had far less sales appeal had he more
accurately entitled it, How the Irish Played a Limited but Valuable Role
Along with Others in Preserving a Portion of What Might be Called
“Civilization.”
Cahill offers not a word about the closing of academies, the destruction
of libraries, the banning of books, and the overall intellectual repression
waged by the Christian church well before the fall of Rome and continuing
long afterward. From about 320 to 395, the twenty-eight public libraries in
Rome “like tombs, were closed forever,” as he quotes the lamenting
Ammianus Marcellinus—whom he fails to identify as a pagan and a noted
fourth-century historian.84 Again, the impression left is that the barbarians
were to blame, but the closings occurred during the time of Christian
domination, years before the barbarians sacked Rome in 410.85
Cahill does drop a few hints regarding Christianity’s war against
learning, mentioning Pope Gregory’s hostility toward pagan classics, and St.
Jerome’s fear of damnation for having read Cicero. Ironically, the one actual
case Cahill gives of book burning is by a pope: Honorius III’s order in 1225
to torch all copies of a metaphysical work of some originality by Irish
philosopher John Scotus Eriugena.86
Along with the closing of academies came the closing of minds. There
was no limit to the enmity that leading churchmen felt toward secular arts and
learning. The church fathers “despised all knowledge that was not useful to
salvation,” along with every earthly and corporeal delight including the
enjoyment of music, art, and literature.87 Early in the third century Tertullian
related how in the next life he would laugh and exult when he beheld the
proud monarchs, sage philosophers, deluded scholars, celebrated poets,
tragedians, dancers, and others all groaning in the abyss and burning in the
eternal flames.88 With equal vehemence, Augustine disdains the “so-called
liberal arts” that occupied his earlier years when he was “the vile slave of
vile affections.” Secular learning was worse than superfluous, it was
pernicious. His studies in rhetoric, logic, music, geometry, and arithmetic had

led him not to God but to his own “perdition.” But now, as a Christian, he felt
he could spend a lifetime studying only the Scriptures yet not fully plumb
their rich mysteries.89
Before we blame the barbarians for destroying classical civilization, we
might question whether the terms “civilization” and “barbarian” convey an
accurate impression of the respective cultural levels of contending forces in
the fifth century. In the mind of the modern reader, “civilization” probably
suggests a higher degree of social development and literacy than was actually
enjoyed in fifth-century Christendom, and “barbarian” conjures up images of
hairy brutes in animal skins. In fact, the northern peoples had a level of civil
organization, folk culture, agriculture, and military technology that in many
respects was the same or not much less advanced than what existed to the
south. In the first century B.C., long before the sacking of Rome, Gaul was
“more extensive in area, more populous, richer in resources and only slightly
less advanced technologically than Italy.”90 Something of the same might be
said of Germany. On various occasions during the early centuries of the
Christian era, contingents of Germans and other northerners were allowed to
settle within the empire and even join the Roman army. “Many of these
German officers were men of brilliant talents, fascinating address and noble
bearing.”91
Another familiar but misleading image is of Rome being sacked and the
empire being overturned by a horde of marauding barbarians. In 410, the
Visigoths, led by King Alaric, entered the city in an attempt to force the
emperor to accept their demands for a homeland. Many Roman commoners—
demoralized by the heavy taxes, corruption, and despotism of the late empire
—were either indifferent to the invaders or actually welcomed them.92
Roman servants and slaves joined in the looting of wealthy residences and
the killings that ensued. On orders from Alaric, the invaders did little damage
to churches, public buildings, and the city in general.93 After six days, the
Visigoths departed. They may have sacked Rome but they hardly brought
down Roman civilization.
Even with the subsequent takeover of Roman territory and the appearance
of Germanic tribes along much of the Mediterranean shore, as Henri Pirenne
notes, the northern tribes thought to settle themselves “in those happy regions
where the mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil were matched

by the charms and the wealth of civilization.” Their aim was not to
disassemble the Roman Empire “but to occupy and enjoy it.” What they
preserved far exceeded what they destroyed or introduced anew.94
To be sure, from the sixth to the tenth centuries, successive invasions by
Slavs, Bulgars, and Magyars from the east, piratical Scandinavians from the
north, and Saracens from the south had a seriously disruptive effect on
Greco-Roman society and commerce. The point to remember, however, is
that much of the civic impoverishment was effected before these invasions,
and must be credited to the narrowly spirited Christian orthodoxy that strove
without stint for monopoly control over all cultural and intellectual output.
While a Christianized western and central Europe slumped into the Dark
Ages, there was no comparable devolution in the Byzantine Empire of
southeast Europe, and there was an extraordinary intellectual burgeoning
throughout much of the Arabic world.95
In sum, contrary to the conventional wisdom, we should spend less time
blaming the barbarians and more time scrutinizing the role played by
Christianity in ushering in a stagnation that lasted for the better part of a
millennium.

Preparing the Holocaust
Upon emerging as the established religion early in the fourth century, the
Christian church launched a reinvigorated war against other beliefs.
Responding to the exhortations of their bishops and priests, Christian mobs
destroyed pagan temples and sanctuaries, along with places of worship used
by Jews, Donatists, Manichaeans, and other infidels and heretics, many of
whom paid with their lives, most of whom had fared better under the pagan
emperors than under their Christian successors.96
The treatment measured out to Jews composes an especially horrid
record. Up until the early fifth century A.D., official Roman policy recognized
the right of Jews to practice their strange religion (strange to the Romans
because it was monotheistic) as long as they lived peaceably with their
Gentile neighbors and with each other.97 In A.D. 41, Emperor Claudius
cautioned the Alexandrians “to behave gently and kindly toward the Jews . . .
and not to dishonor any of their customs in their worship of their god.”98
Christian bishops were generally unsuccessful in inducing the emperors to

stop treating Judaism as a protected religion. Even decades after
Constantine’s edict that led to Christianity’s emergence as the official statesupported religion, Emperor Theodosius (379–395) issued decrees pointing
out that the Jewish sect was prohibited by no law and that Jewish assemblies
were not to be suppressed nor synagogues destroyed or despoiled.99
In time, the civic immunities that had been granted to the Jews were
gradually rescinded by Christian rulers.100 For the better part of two thousand
years, papal proclamations, church sermons, pastoral letters, hymns, council
edicts, and the pronouncements of bishops and leading theologians heaped
contumely upon the Jews for their refusal to embrace Christianity and for the
crucifixion of Jesus. If we rely on Scripture, which is all we have on this
question, there seems to be no evidentiary grounds for blaming the Jews for
the murder of Christ. The gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke clearly
indicate that the Jewish multitude had nothing to do with the plot against
Jesus. If anything, the populace enthusiastically endorsed the sermons he
directed against a corrupt and privileged priestly class. Jesus’s potentially
seditious remarks caused the pharisees and elders to conspire against him,
but because of his popularity among Jewish commoners, they moved
cautiously. “And the scribes and chief priests . . . sought how they might
destroy him: for they feared him, because all the people were in admiration
of his doctrine. . . . And they sought to lay hold on him, but feared the
people.”101
The crowd that eventually called for Jesus’ crucifixion composed but a
minute and unrepresentative segment of the two million or so Jews in
Palestine, most of whom probably never had any direct contact with the
preacher from Galilee. The other three or four million Jews living in
Antioch, Alexander, Rome, and elsewhere throughout the empire had little
sense of what was happening in Jerusalem and most likely had never heard of
Jesus.
Scripture aside, only a grotesquely racist blood theory of inheritable and
collective guilt can blame Jesus’ death on millions of Jews who had no part
in the incident—and millions more born in the centuries that followed.
Historically speaking, the crucifixion was the work of the Roman secular
authorities who carried out the deed, egged on by a handful of upper-class
pharisees.

The image of the Jews as Christ-killers took shape in the fourth Gospel
(ascribed to St. John), the author of which, writing from a hostile perspective
outside the Jewish world, tirelessly uses the phrase “the Jews” where the
earlier gospels talked of pharisees, scribes, elders, and priests as plotting
against Jesus.102 The slander was repeated down through the ages, hardening
into an informal dogma. In 200, Origen charged that Jews had committed the
most heinous crime of all: the murder of Christ, for which they suffered the
destruction of their nation.103 At about that time, St. Clement, serving as pope,
ruled that the Jews were to blame for Nero’s persecution of Christians.104 A
half-century later, St. Cyprian demanded the expulsion of all Jews from his
diocese at the point of the sword, if need be.105 More than a century later, St.
John Chrysostom, bishop of Constantinople and a leading church father,
sermonized, “The Jews sacrifice their children to Satan. . . . They are worse
than wild beasts . . . lower than the vilest animals. . . . Their religion is a
sickness. . . . God always hated the Jews. It is incumbent upon all Christians
to hate the Jews.”106 The synagogue, he told his congregations, was “worse
than a brothel”; it was “a criminal assembly of Jews . . . a den of thieves, a
house of ill fame, a dwelling of iniquity, the refuge of devils.” The Jews
“know only one thing, to satisfy their stomachs, to get drunk, to kill and beat
each other up like stage villains and coachmen,” and Christians were
strongly admonished never to associate with these “lustful, rapacious,
greedy, perfidious robbers . . . this nation of assassins and hangmen!”107
This same Chrysostom is described by one Protestant divine as “the most
eloquent of preachers” who brought “tidings of truth and love.” And Cardinal
Newman described Chrysostom as “a bright cheerful gentle soul” with an
emotional temperament “elevated, refined, transformed by the touch of
heaven.”108 In our own day, sociologist Rodney Stark strives in that academic
fashion to present himself as a neutral commentator by neutralizing his
subject matter. Stark argues that we should not dismiss Chrysostom as a
“raving bigot,” but see him as one among a number of ecclesiatical leaders
who labored hard to separate the church from the synagogue in an age when
the two were still closely intertwined. Chrysostom’s attacks on Judaism
“reflect efforts to consolidate a diverse and splintered [Christian] faith into a
clearly defined catholic structure.”109 In fact, there is no reason to assume that
these two views of Chrysostom are mutually exclusive: the bishop did indeed
labor manfully to consolidate the faith, and he also was a raving bigot.

Consider the other saintly bishops. St. Ambrose, archbishop of Milan,
defended the burning of a synagogue by a Christian mob, telling Emperor
Theodosius with deliberate defiance, “I hereby declare that it was I who set
fire to the synagogue: indeed, I gave the orders for it to be done so that there
should no longer be any place where Christ is denied.”110 In A.D. 415 St.
Cyril, bishop of Alexandria, incited a Christian mob to expel the Jews from
the city and seize their property.111 At about that time, St. Augustine, bishop
of Hippo, declared that the fate of the Jews is to be downtrodden and
dispersed, and that “the true image of the Hebrew is Judas Iscariot, who sells
the Lord for silver. The Jew can never understand the Scriptures and forever
will bear the guilt for the death of Jesus.”112 St. Jerome warned, “Jews are
congenital liars who lure Christians to heresy. They should therefore be
punished until they confess.”113
Jerome, Ambrose, Augustine, and others were not obscure friars. They
were leading doctors of theology and influential churchmen, whose writings
had a widespread and lasting impact. They bestowed a respectablity on antiSemitic preachments that continued through the Middle Ages and into modern
times.114 In the thirteenth century St. Thomas Aquinas considered it lawful
and desirable “according to custom, to hold Jews, because of their crime, in
perpetual servitude. . . .”115 Several centuries later, Martin Luther, convinced
that his modified version of Christianity would be readily accepted by the
Jews, was furious to discover otherwise. It was their malevolent obstinacy
that made them reluctant to convert, he concluded, and not any deficiencies in
his doctrine or practice. So he attacked the Jews with the full measure of his
hatred, urging that their synagogues and homes be destroyed and they be
driven out of the country: “Verily a hopeless, wicked, venomous and devilish
thing is the existence of these Jews . . . our pest, torment, and misfortune.”116
Eric Meyers reports a wealth of archaeological findings in Italy and near
Galilee of closely related communities of Jews and Christians living
harmoniously together, a condition that did not survive Christianity’s
emergence as the triumphant religion in the fourth century.117 In Spain and
other parts of western Europe, during the Dark Ages (A.D. 500–1000), there
was a stream of decrees from church and state officials ordering the
populace and lower clergy to refrain from friendly relations with Jews. This
suggests that the people paid little heed to such directives, preferring to

continue their everyday social intercourse with Jews, failing to perceive
them as demonic or dangerous.118 As Joshua Trachtenberg comments:
The constantly reiterated fulminations of Church authorities against close
social and religious intercourse between the two groups (“It comes to such a
pass that uneducated Christians say that Jews preach better to them than our
priests,” complained Agobard), against eating and drinking and living with
Jews, testify to their unimpaired and cordial intimacy. Even the clergy had to
be forbidden from time to time to be friendly with Jews. . . . Christians took
service in Jewish homes as nurses and domestics, and Jewish traders dealt in
ecclesiastical articles. Business relations were markedly free and close, and
there are many instances of commercial partnerships between adherents of
the two faiths.119
The Jew of Christian legend, the Christ-killer who rejected and was
rejected by God, the devil incarnate who allegedly indulged in secret
poisonings, blood rites, anti-Christian sorcery, ritual murder of Christian
children, desecration of the sacred host, and other abominations—such a
creature bore little relationship to the real Jew whom the common people
knew. The demonized Jew “was entirely the creation of theological thinking;
an exotic plant that did not speedily take root in the newly converted lands.
The European peasant had to learn—and he learned slowly—that he was
expected to equate the theological Jew with the neighbor whose friendship he
enjoyed and with whom he worked and dealt.”120
Anti-Semitism is usually ascribed to popular prejudice and a more or
less spontaneous mass hysteria. In fact, anti-Semitic campaigns—like other
such political, racial, and religious witchhunts—are frequently initiated and
engineered from on high. Much of political life involves the rational
manipulation of irrational sentiments by ruling elites. During the early
centuries of Christianity, anti-Semitism was primarily the hyped product of
ecclesiastic and secular leaders whose interest was to secure their hold over
the populace. The problem was that the mass of people did not share their
preoccupation with heretics and infidels. Nor did the peasantry have any
great interest in Christianity itself, retaining for centuries a sub rosa
attachment to magic, sorcery, and ancient pre-Christian practices.121 If they

needed centuries of prodding to become fullblown anti-Semites, perhaps it
was partly because they were such lukewarm Christians from the start.
The officially proscribed Jew served as a convenient scapegoat, blamed
for famines, plagues, pestilence, pillage, material want, and other supposed
manifestations of divine displeasure. Anti-Semitism helped distract the
populace from their real grievances about land, taxes, and tithes. Better the
people storm the synagogue than wreak their fury upon the manor, the
monastery, and the cathedral, inhabited as these latter were by their fellow
Christians—who also happened to be their real oppressors.
Throughout the Middle Ages and into later times, Jews were afflicted
with a gamut of legal and social disabilities that diminished their social
status and stigmatized them in the eyes of Christians. They were subjected to
forced conversion, periodic confinement, expulsion, special taxes, extortion,
ghettoization, confiscation of property, bans on their religious observances,
and the burning of their synagogues. Jews were banned from public office
and most professions. They were forbidden to own farmlands or engage in
export and import business. In various locales, authorities prohibited
marriage and all other social contact between Christians and Jews. And there
were occasions when Jewish children were forcibly removed from their
families and handed over to Christian households or monasteries.122 What
business monasteries had with children is not explained.
In 1215, at the initiative of Pope Innocent III, the Fourth Lateran Council
(an ecumenical council) adopted a series of measures to degrade and
impoverish the Jewish population of Europe: trade boycotts, social
ostracism, expulsion from all positions of authority and trust, and the wearing
of a distinctive badge that visibly branded Jews as a race of outcasts.123
Not all classes were eager to inflict such injuries upon the Jews, notes
Malcolm Hay. “Hatred was the product of a clerical propaganda.” During the
Middle Ages, in countries like Spain, “no social class except the clergy
showed any inclination to attack the Jews, who, owing to their intelligence
and their industry, were contributing to the prosperity of the country. . . . But
Jewish prosperity anywhere was regarded by the papacy as contrary to Holy
Writ and a menace to Christendom.”124 As church leaders made clear in
repeated pronouncements, the infidel Jews should be allowed to live, but
only in a state of misery under the Christian yoke so that they might bear
witness to the true faith which they stubbornly abjured. “Their own sin

consigned them to eternal slavery,” wrote Pope Gregory to his bishops in
1233.125
By the early medieval period, church efforts at setting Christians against
Jews was having the desired effect. Even then, the anti-Semitism of the
common folk was “supported by the official policy of the Church, actively
propagated by all its organs of popular instruction, given added weight by the
legislative enactments of secular and ecclesiastical authorities.”126 The mobs
that attacked and despoiled Jews, reducing them to desperate levels of
impoverishment, were often led by nobles and higher clergy who saw
opportunities for stealing property or evading repayment of debts to Jewish
creditors.127
One notable exception to a millennium of Jew-hating popes and bishops
was Innocent IV, who in the mid–thirteenth century vigorously and repeatedly
called for humane treatment of Jews and who urged secular authorities to
defend Jewish communities from Christian avarice. His proclamations “will
surprise readers who have been brought up on history books [in which] Jews
never appear except as greedy usurers. . . .”128 Speaking of which, Christian
usurers were far worse than their Jewish counterparts, who tended to lend at
lower rates. Numerous observers from Geoffry of Paris, a medieval
chronicler, to Thomas Witherby, an early-nineteenth-century Englishman,
offer similar testimony regarding the willingness of Jewish lenders to incur
greater risk at more reasonable rates. Even Bishop Grosseteste, no friend of
the Jews, advised the faithful to patronize the more reasonable Jewish
moneylenders and shun the Christian usurers because they were “all without
mercy.” Some of the unscrupulously rapacious Christian moneylenders were
financed by bishops and princes, who shared in the profits.129
If anyone was obsessively engaged in the pursuit of money, it was the
wealthy ecclesiastic and secular leaders of Christendom, who in this regard
differed little from most other ruling classes in history. The authorities who
engaged in mass expulsions of Jews from England, France, Germany, and
Spain from the late thirteenth to late fifteenth centuries may have been
propelled by a desire to preserve the “Christian purity” of their lands, but
another more substantial motive was cupidity. Jewish property, homes, gold,
silver, and precious stones were confiscated. As Malcolm Hay notes, the
bishops and princes who attacked Jewish communities “were all animated by
the same profit-making motive.” Whatever the defammatory charges leveled

against the Jews, “the result was always the same: Jewish money went into
the pockets of the hunters.” Jews who had any money or property were
hunted to death.130
Entire Jewish communities were massacred, often at the urging of popes,
bishops, priests, and nobility. Major massacres occurred in Germany, one of
the worst in 1196. There were massacres in England in 1290, and in various
European cities during the Black Death epidemic of 1347–1350. The next
two centuries saw massacres in Hungary, Spain, and the Ukraine.131 In 1451,
John of Capistrano led the Inquisition against Jews in northern Europe in an
orgy of criminal bloodletting that did not prevent his being canonized a holy
saint and defender of the faith. During the crusades, at the urging of church
leaders, Christian troops deemed it their duty to massacre Jewish
populations as a prelude to their campaigns against infidels in the Holy
Land.132
There were instances during the Middle Ages when church and state
authorities issued condemnations of anti-Semitic outrages and mob passions.
But never was there a denunciation of the theological ill will that incubated
such violence. And the mildness of papal letters deploring the brutal
mistreatment of Jews stands in striking contrast to the vehemence and venom
expressed by the church hierarchy when denouncing Jewish misdemeanors
(such as employing Christian domestics or failing to show a proper
humility).133 Thus, St. Bernard, though credited with criticizing the massacre
of Jews by crusaders, himself delivered hate-ridden homilies against the
Jews who were lower than “brute beasts,” “a race who had not God for their
father, but were of the devil, and were murderers.”134
By the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries conversion to Christianity was
no longer a way to escape persecution. A prime target of the Spanish
Inquisition were Jews who had converted but were suspected of secretly
practicing Judaism. Thousands of conversos were burned at the stake. Thus
“Jewish blood taint” continued to be treated by church inquisitors as a
contaminant irrespective of religious subscription, laying the grounds for the
racialist anti-Semitism of Nazism.135 In Russia and eastern Europe in the
mid–seventeenth century, killings of Jews were accompanied by dreadful
tortures; victims had their hands and feet amputated, were split asunder,
flayed alive, roasted on coals, burned at the stake, or boiled alive in scalding
hot water.136

From the nineteenth century onward, Jews gained emancipation in
Christian countries throughout Europe, yet continued to confront serious
discrimination. In 1800, in the United States, Jews were barred from holding
state and local public office by provisions in most state constitutions that
required officials to believe in the divinity of Jesus.137 In Germany, Russia,
Rumania, and elsewhere, Jews continued to suffer limitations on where they
could live, and were barred from certain trades, professions, and government
posts. Whole communities of Jews were subjected to forced conversion or
deracination.138 In Russia, the Czarist government fingered the Jews as
exploiters of the peasants. Through the nineteenth century and at least until
the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, peasants launched pogroms against
hundreds of Jewish settlements while police looked the other way.139
Toward the end of the nineteenth century, Pope Pius IX unsuccessfully
opposed an Italian law that granted Jews equal rights in Italy. And to divert
the public’s attention from the anticlerical attacks of the day, Pius issued a
series of anti-Jewish pronunciamentos. Meanwhile, Catholic publications
throughout Europe launched Jew-baiting attacks.140 Political conservatives
founded anti-Semitic political organizations and publications in Germany,
France, Austria, Hungary, and elsewhere.141
Former Jesuit theologian Peter de Rosa noted that, while the Roman
church published over one hundred official anti-Semitic documents through
the centuries, “not one conciliar decree, not one papal encyclical, bull, or
pastoral directive suggests that Jesus’ command, ‘love your neighbor as
yourself,’ applied to Jews.”142 Not until 1959, on orders from Pope John
XXIII—described by Encyclopedia Judaica as “the first pope to show a
high personal regard for Jews and Judaism”—were anti-Semitic passages
expunged from the Good Friday prayer, including a reference to the
“perfidious Jews.”143 And it was not until the Second Vatican Council in
1965 that church leaders formally condemned anti-Semitism and repudiated
the notion of Jewish guilt for the crucifixion of Jesus.
Seen in this historical context, the Holocaust is not the mysterious
enormity it is sometimes made out to be. To ask incredulously, “How could
such a thing have happened?” is to overlook the fact that Jewish people had
been maligned, persecuted, and massacred for almost two millennia. When
the Nazis came along, their venomous message fell on ground long fertilized
by Christianity’s age-old war against the Jews. Pierre van Paassen concludes

“that Hitler neither could nor would have done to the Jewish people what he
has done . . . if we had not actively prepared the way for him by our own
unfriendly attitude to the Jews, by our selfishness and by the anti-Semitic
teaching in our churches and schools.”144 Others such as Trachtenberg, Cohn,
Schottroff, Grosser, and Halperin agree that “the underlying spirit of the
Holocaust is almost 2,000 years old.”145
Hannah Arendt sharply disputes that view, claiming that modern antiSemitism is a uniquely contemporary phenomenon; a chasm separates the
modern world from both antiquity and the Middle Ages with respect to
Jewish affairs. Furthermore, she argues, modern anti-Semitism is racial in
form, with no roots in Christianity, and is itself anti-Christian.146 (Here
Arendt must be thinking of the anti-Christian strain in Nazism and in some of
the atavistic German volk cults.)
Arendt’s view is open to serious challenge. To posit a sharp discontinuity
between the modern world and earlier ages, as she does, “runs against
common sense and sound historiography,” argues John Gager.147 There are no
fixed and distinct periods in history other than those percolated in the minds
of historians, who out of necessity must impose some organization upon time
and social experience. Certainly the New Testament has made the transition
from antiquity to the modern age, and in regard to Christian anti-Semitism,
portions of the New Testament provided the first seeds. There are passages
in the fourth Gospel and elsewhere that fuel the myth of the Jews as Christ
killers.
Arendt notwithstanding, the images of the Jew as the cause of economic
disasters; the Jew as carrier of a blood taint, as beastial, diabolic,
avaricious, treacherous, murderously preying upon the Gentile community,
and deserving of perpetual suffering and even extermination—such cruel
caricatures propagated by popes, bishops, and saints over the centuries can
also be found mutatis mutandis in Nazi propaganda. Nazi minister of
propaganda Joseph Goebbels made clear his debt to Christian demonology
when he exclaimed: “Such is their wickedness that no one should be
surprised to see a Jew as the personification of the Devil among our people,
representing everything that is evil.”148
To be sure, not all Nazi anti-Semitic caricatures were appropriated
directly from Christian sources; some came via nineteenth-century rightist
political organizations and other secular propagandists. But these latter

images, in turn, had a theological source. A study by Uriel Tal shows the
impact in Germany during the Second Reich (1870–1914) of two antiSemitisms, one Christian, propagated widely by pastors and theologians, and
the other explicitly anti-Christian. The latter variety had borrowed heavily
from Christian sources.149 For instance, the expression, “the Jews are our
misfortune,” adopted as a slogan by the leader of the Christian-Socialist
Party in Germany in the late nineteenth century, later became a popular Nazi
motto. While erroneously ascribed to the nationalist ideologue Treitschke, it
actually comes from Luther.150
More significant than words were Christianity’s terrible practices:
ghettoization, forced deracination, denying legal and economic rights,
expropriating property, defiling synagogues, looting and destroying Jewish
homes and businesses, burning sacred and secular Jewish literature, forcing
the wearing of badges of dishonor, humiliating assaults, unspeakable torture,
and repeated massacres—all were part of Christianity’s war against the Jews
centuries before the Nazis put these same practices into more systematic
operation from 1933 to 1945, exterminating six million Jews in what became
known as the Holocaust.
Nazi anti-Semitism served a scapegoating function similar to the older
Christian Jew-baiting. Hitler’s propagandists blamed the Jews for just about
all existing social ills in an effort to direct popular grievances away from the
giant cartels that were the major authors of economic injustice and hard
times.151
The Vatican itself belatedly seems to have recognized a link between
traditional Christian anti-Semitism and the Nazi variety. In 1998, it issued a
formal statement denouncing crimes against the Jews perpetrated over the
centuries, and deploring the generally dismal record of Christian nations in
assisting the Jewish people during the Nazi oppression:
Erroneous and unjust interpretations of the New Testament regarding the
Jewish people and their alleged culpability have circulated for too long,
engendering feelings of hostility toward this people. The fact that the Shoah
took place in Europe, that is, in countries of long-standing Christian
civilization, raises the question of the relation between the Nazi persecution
and the attitudes down the centuries of Christians toward the Jews. . . . The
history of relations between Jews and Christians is a tormented one. . . .

[T]he balance of these relations over 2,000 years has been quite negative. . .
. The spoiled seeds of anti-Judaism and anti-Semitism must never again be
allowed to take root in any human heart.152
While praiseworthy for the sentiments expressed, the Vatican statement
also can be criticized for what is left unsaid. Anti-Semitism is seen solely as
an “attitude” entertained by an undifferentiated population of Christians, a
product of something vaguely described as “Christian civilization.”
Relations between Jews and Christians are equivocally described as
“tormented” and “negative” in what amounts to a false balancing act. What is
missing is any reference to the crucial role played by the church itself, the
centuries of calumny and atrocity against a law-abiding minority by popes,
bishops, saints, monks, church-inspired mobs, and inquisitors. Also omitted
from the Vatican statement is any mention of the collaboration between
prominent members of the church hierarchy and the Nazis before, during, and
after World War II.153
Although the persecution of Jews throughout Christendom continued for
the better part of two millennia, it often goes unmentioned in textbooks on
European history, except for references to the Nazi Holocaust. The great
contributions of the Jewish people to science, medicine, art, literature,
commerce, and politics are seldom mentioned, though there sometimes is a
reference to how the Jews were forced to become usurers (with nothing said
of Christian usury).
In sum, contrary to popular notions, from early in its history Christianity
supported secular and ecclesiastical autocracy, class oppression, slavery,
sexism, and anti-Semitism. For centuries it had a severely regressive effect
upon just about every area of learning. In addition, church officials tortured
and executed tens of thousands of “witches,” and exterminated whole
populations of heretics, infidels, and Jews.
Far from being a purveyor of human rights, Christianity has more often
been an antagonist. Most of the struggles for class justice, emancipation,
gender equality, religious tolerance, and other rights have been waged by
secular, not religious, groups, a fact seldom acknowledged in our
classrooms.
In recent decades, those within the Roman Catholic Church who have
struggled for human rights and social justice have been repeatedly

suppressed by the Vatican under the aegis of Pope John Paul II. In the late
1970s, the Vatican threw its weight against the liberation theology movement.
John Paul II packed the College of Cardinals with conservatives. In Latin
America he appointed a large number of conservative bishops to
impoverished urban dioceses, transferring liberal ones to remote rural areas.
He suppressed liberation theology curricula in seminaries and imposed
Vatican manuals, silenced liberation theology theorists, and forbade liberal
and radical clergy from holding public office.154 The prelates were to
administer to souls and avoid engaging in political struggles. Meanwhile,
John Paul II, that most political of all popes, actively supported the political
involvements of his more conservative clergy and laity who operated in a
quasi-fascist organization, Opus Dei.155 The pope himself continually
intervened in world affairs, remaining up to his ears in counterrevolutionary
politics, even entering into a clandestine alliance with President Reagan in
an attempt to hasten the dissolution of Communism in eastern Europe.156
In the average school, instructors who raise serious questions about the
theory and practice of Christianity run the risk of encountering uncomfortable
pressures from parents, clergy, or superiors.157 Those who engage in a
critical research of Christianity’s history face certain hurdles. As Gager puts
it:
For the most part the task of dismantling the orthodox version of the past
consists of laborious deconstruction and intelligent guesswork. Frustration is
a constant companion. The problem is not merely that sources for the “other
voices” are missing. Such sources, after all, belong to the spoils of victory
and frequently have been consumed in the celebratory bonfires. An even
more persistent frustration lies in the difficulty of altering our habitual ways
of thinking. Without knowing it, we perceive the past according to paradigms
first created many centuries ago.158
Today, one would have to search long and hard to find a critical
discussion of the darker side of Christian history in the major media, history
schoolbooks, or in mainstream publications and other avenues of public
discourse. History has been kind to the Christians, even the worst among
them, because the Christians have written so much of it and because the

varieties of organized Christianity persist as highly coercive forces in
Western society.
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HISTORY IN THE FAKING

T

hose engaged in the manufacturing of history often introduce distortions
at the point of origin well before the history is written or even played
out. This initial process of control is not usually left to chance but is
regularly pursued by interested parties who are situated to manipulate the
record. Here are some examples of the phenomenon.

Suppression at the Point of Origin
Consider how the Inquisition kept its records. Although it committed
horrible crimes against hundreds of thousands of innocent people without
ever questioning its own rectitude and overweening power, inquisitors did
take pains to leave certain things out of the record. Torture was the
centerpiece of their modus operandi, yet in the official records of tribunal
proceedings, references to torture are curiously few. Confessions were
extracted but there is seldom anything to indicate by what means. In over six
hundred cases entered into the register of Toulouse from 1309 to 1323, only
one mentioned that the accused had retracted a confession made under
torture. But in the original confession itself there was no reference to torture.1
The testimony of surviving victims and other observers tells us that,
despite its absence from the official record, torture was a standard way of
wringing confessions from hapless innocents. Charles Henry Lea observes
that the chief inquisitor of Toulouse, “too emphatically expressed his sense of
the utility of torture on both principals and witnesses for us to doubt his
readiness in its employment.”2 Still, it is interesting that Inquisitional
authorities avoided mentioning the practice in the official records, perhaps
sensing that references to torture would detract from the validity of an
investigatory system that was, to put it mildly, self-confirming in its methods.

Probably the most famous victim of the auto-da-fé is Jeanne d’Arc
(known in the English-speaking world by the curious misnomer “Joan of
Arc”3). Her trial, execution, and subsequent rehabilitation demonstrate not
only how history is distorted at the point of origin by the victors, but in this
uncommon case, accorded an honest reconstruction when the victors are
eventually vanquished. Born in 1412, Jeanne d’Arc was an illiterate peasant
who began having mystical visions during adolescence. At age seventeen,
she led a French force to lift the English siege of Orléans. After a number of
other remarkable feats of arms, the Maid of Orléans, as she became known,
was captured, put on trial in Rouen, and charged with heresy. The political
character of the trial was not doubted even at the time. The Inquisition
presided, but it was the English who paid the court expenses and controlled
the proceedings. And whatever the outcome of the trial, they intended to
retain custody of the prisoner, whom they saw as a serious threat to their
rule.4
Having not the slightest evidence of Jeanne’s “heresy,” the prosecution
fixed on her male attire as visible proof of her unwomanly, unnatural spirit
and her refusal to submit to church authority and therefore confirmation of
“heresy.” Jeanne herself proffered a more mundane explanation: “It is more
licit and fitting to have man’s clothes since I am with men than to have
woman’s clothes.”5 Toward the end of her trial, when she finally realized that
neither God nor the French were likely to rescue her, she abjured, agreeing to
sign a document of penitence and to wear women’s clothing, remarking that
she preferred signing to burning. (“Eh bien, je préfère signer plutôt qu’être
brûlée.”) Still, she was found unrepentent and guilty of heresy and burned at
the stake in 1431.6
Twenty-five years later, French forces under Charles VII liberated Rouen
and all of Normandy, making it possible to ascertain how the Maid’s trial had
been conducted. The documents were preserved at the archbishopric; and a
number of the witnesses were still alive, including the court notaries who
had faithfully transcribed Jeanne’s testimony. In a Trial of Rehabilitation
ordered by Charles, it was discovered that the twelve articles of accusation
against the Maid, including the charge that she would not submit herself to the
determination of the church, had never even been read to her, yet they
contained testimony that was the very opposite of what she had given.7

The official document of abjuration (cédule) found in the court record
was a lengthy statement in which Jeanne repeatedly accused herself of having
feigned revelations, blasphemed God and his saints, incited schism, desired
“cruel effusion of human blood,” and worn clothes that were “dissolute” and
“against natural decency.” Would Jeanne d’Arc really have confessed to such
self-damning abominations? The answer came during the Trial of
Rehabilitation, when the notaries and other eyewitnesses revealed the
existence of another cédule, differing from the implausible one inserted into
the official record, one that the illiterate Jeanne had actually signed with an
X, after it had been read to her. As various witnesses recalled, it was a brief
statement of not more than seven or eight lines in which she agreed to forsake
male attire and submit to the authority of the church, the agreement she had
been led to believe would save her from the stake. That document had
disappeared from the trial record.8
A pretrial report investigating Jeanne’s early life—which had evoked the
bishop’s wrath because it showed her in a most favorable light as a decent
and well-regarded person—was also not to be found. In addition, Jeanne
agreed to submit to a physical examination (if properly conducted by a
reputable matron) to prove she was still a virgin. This report too does not
appear in the record, doubtless because it failed to support the image of
“excommunicated whore,” concocted by some of her antagonists.9
Regarding the Maid’s “relapse,” which became the excuse for burning
her, the official record leaves the impression that she defiantly returned to
wearing male clothing at the first opportunity and by this wicked practice
demonstrated her heretical insubordination. But the rehabilitation uncovered
something else about her sartorial recidivism. One account noted that her
jailers had hid her female garments and given her only male clothes which
she was forced to wear when taken from her cell. Other witnesses recalled
that the English had done “much wrong and violence” to her in prison when
she was dressed as a woman, leaving “her face covered with tears,
disfigured and outraged.” There is testimony that an English lord raped or
attempted to rape her when she was dressed as a woman, causing her again
to don male attire even though it would seal her doom.10
Some of the participants in the original trial who had served the
prosecution were not too happy about the new inquiry. When brought before
the rehabilitation court, they insisted that it was all so long ago; and, of

course, they could not remember much of anything; and in any case they had
played a minor part in the proceedings.11
The heresy charges brought against Jeanne d’Arc twenty-five years
earlier were refuted from the evidence obtained during the new trial.12 In
sum, our understanding of the history of her trial, both its content and
process, would have been decidedly different had not French forces driven
the English out of Normandy and taken the opportunity to set the record
straight.
When it comes to suppressing historical materials, no ruling coterie can
match the Roman Catholic hierarchy. While governments withhold documents
for decades, the Vatican withholds them for centuries. Consider the plight of
Filippo Tamburini, a priest who in 1995 wrote a scholarly book on crimes
committed centuries ago by monks, nuns, priests, and some nobles and
merchants. Murder, sodomy, fornication, adultery, castration, bestiality, theft,
forgery, and piracy were among the transgressions. Tamburini used
documents dated from 1451 to 1586, drawn from the secret Vatican archive
(l’archivo segreto vaticano) where he had worked for twelve years. They
consisted of public statements of penitence from sinners who sought a return
to their ecclesiastic or secular stations in life. In every case, the church
granted a pardon to the well-appointed murderers, rapists, thieves, and other
felons.13
But there was no pardon for Father Tamburini, who was destined to
suffer the fate of whistleblowers everywhere. Like most organizations, the
Vatican is inclined to deal more harshly with those who publicize
institutional crimes than with those who commit them. Summoned before an
archbishop, Tamburini was barred from the archives and issued a severe
condemnation for having published Vatican documents without permission.
His only solace might be the knowledge that in an earlier era he would have
suffered more severe sanctions.
When interviewed, Tamburini remarked, perhaps too naively: “Maybe
they thought it was material from sacramental confessions and I had
published something I shouldn’t have. But they are public cases.”14
Obviously, what aggrieved the Vatican was the release of “public cases” that
had been kept snugly under lock and key for five hundred years, cases that
revealed the hierarchy’s tolerance for the worst sort of crimes when
committed by the best sort of people.

Governments are among the prime suppressors and fabricators of
historical information. And war records are among the most readily
concealed and thoroughly doctored. There is the famous and utterly
disastrous battle of Passchendaele in World War I, also known as the Third
Battle of Ypres, in which British commander in chief Sir Douglas Haig sent
an entire army to its destruction in order to advance nine thousand yards
deeper into an indefensible bog. The costs at Passchendaele were so
devastating that British army records were virtually combed clean to conceal
the truth from the public. Official histories put British casualties at a fictional
238,000. Haig’s own horrified private admission: “Have we really lost half
a million men?” was closer to the truth.15 Even a standard reference book
like Langer’s encyclopedia puts Passchendaele casualties at 400,000, a
figure much higher than the official toll.16 Though the battle was fought in
1917, most of the extant documentation in the United Kingdom continues to
be withheld from the Public Record Office.
In his revealing reassessment of Haig, Dennis Winter discovered that the
official record of World War I was “systematically distorted” both during the
conflict and in the subsequent official history.17 Winter ascertained that
Commander Haig had rewritten his diary after the events, inserting his
seemingly uncanny anticipations of those same events, calculated to make
him seem brilliantly prescient and to disguise his unerring ability to choose
the most catastrophic time and place for military engagements.18
Haig’s woeful lack of tactical skill was evident as early as 1915 at the
“battle” of the Marne, a series of bungled manuevers and lost opportunities.
On one occasion he opined that “artillery only seems likely to be really
effective against raw troops”; the machine gun is “a much over-rated
weapon”; and “cavalry will have a larger sphere of action in future wars.”19
To demonstrate the latter two hypotheses, Haig actually sent massed cavalry
against machine guns at Monchy les Proeux, with predictably horrifying
results.
Haig was not the only one tampering with history at the point of origin.
The most detailed transcripts of British Cabinet records of 1914–1918 still
remain inaccessible to the public. War Office records, the prime minister’s
minutes and diary, and the personal papers of various officers and officials
have either been locked away, severely weeded, or have disappeared
altogether. So many orders, intelligence reports, unit command diaries

(which commanders were required to keep), and conference minutes have
been destroyed as to make impossible any real check of the official history.20
The historian originally assigned to write an official popular narrative of
the Great War (as World War I was called) was Sir John Fortescue, former
royal librarian and author of a highly respected study of the British Army.
Considered “an ideal choice, sound to the point of tedium,” as Winter
describes him, Fortescue produced a volume in 1918 that violated all official
expectations. It stated that the government had failed to prevent the war when
it had the power to do so, that Haig had panicked during the retreat from
Mons and deserted a fellow commander at the battle of Le Cateau, and that
Sir John French (Haig’s predecessor as commander in chief) had been
overwhelmed by events and reduced to a bewildered spectator. For
committing such truths, Fortescue was sacked and his manuscript
suppressed.21
Behind all this cover-up was something more than a desire to protect
personal egos and public reputations. British leaders had witnessed four
monarchial dynasties—Romanov, Hapsburg, Hohenzollern, and Ottoman—
swept away in popular uprisings. In Britain itself, as Winter reminds us, the
rulers faced trade-union militancy, Irish rebellion, and an embittered people
who suspected they had not been told the whole story about a bungled war
that had lasted four terrible years, killed 1 million Britons, wounded another
2.5 million, and left the German Army unbroken. It was feared that a candid
revelation of all the losses and deceptions might only incite public outrage
and threaten the whole structure of upper-class rule. As one cabinet secretary
put it: “Is it really to the public advantage that our national heroes should be
hauled off their pedestals? It has somewhat the same effect as would be
produced if some distinguished churchman were to marshal the historical
evidence against the Saints.”22
Even more remarkable, the cover-up remained operative over seventy
years later. In the 1980s, when Winter embarked on his study of Haig, he
discovered that Staff College conference minutes “would abruptly disappear
when I requested access. The Earl of Derby’s diary appeared and
disappeared within a few weeks.” Lord Rawlinson’s diary, which Winter
and several other historians had previously consulted, suddenly
“dematerialized” from the Army Museum with an assurance that it had never
been there. And so it went throughout his ten years of research, moving

Winter to comment wryly, “Few historians have the good fortune to receive
such clear indication that their research is proceeding on the right lines.”23
An example of how a dominant class can control what is said about its
own history is offered by historian Carroll Quigley, who for twenty years
studied the Cecil Rhodes–Alfred Milner Round Table group that had such a
decisive influence on British policy from 1891 through World War II.
Quigley himself was close to establishment elites in this country and Great
Britain. After teaching at Princeton and Harvard he spent the rest of his
career at Georgetown’s School of Foreign Service, was a consultant for the
Brookings Institution, the Pentagon, and the State Department, and taught
Western Civilization and history. Not surprisingly, Quigley was in agreement
with most of the Round Table elites, but he was bothered by some of their
methods and thought their inherited wealth and power held serious
implications for democratic governance. He was disturbed both by their
influence over events and their control over the recording of those events:
No country that values its safety should allow what the Milner Group
accomplished in Britain—that is, that a small number of men should be able
to wield such power in administration and politics, should be given almost
complete control over the publication of the documents relating to their
actions, should be able to exercise such influence over the avenues of
information that create public opinion, and should be able to monopolize so
completely the writing and teaching of the history of their own period.24
This comment is from Quigley’s first book, The Anglo–American
Establishment, which was rejected by fifteen publishers, and finally
appeared posthumously more than thirty-two years after its completion. His
major work, Tragedy and Hope, supposedly went out of print immediately
after publication in 1966. Quigley was entitled to recover the plates from
Macmillan, but after much stalling, the publisher claimed that the plates had
been “inadvertently” destroyed.25

Cold War in the Archives
With political victory comes the opportunity to monopolize the historical
record. After the German Federal Republic (West Germany) annexed the
German Democratic Republic (East Germany) in 1990 (misleadingly

described as a “reunification”), GDR official records, libraries, and school
texts were systematically purged of materials and ideas that conflicted with
the orthodox procapitalist, anti-Communist, West German perspective. The
prestigious Otto-Suhr Institute in Berlin was closed and its 230,000-volume
library disbanded, including collections that had replaced the ones destroyed
by Nazi book burnings of the 1930s. The institute’s materials on antiSemitism were dispersed through auctions, along with its 78,000-volume
collection of leftist history and politics, and the 31,000 volumes pertaining to
the conservative connivance that preceded the Nazi takeover in Germany.26
The willful destruction of any library is egregious. In the case of the
Otto-Suhr Institute, progressive scholars around the world who are studying
the history of the Third Reich, Nazism, and anti-Semitism have been
deliberately deprived of a rich informational resource. The dissolution of the
institute and its library “is part of a larger pattern, both in Germany and
worldwide,” observes Patricia Brodsky. Public and factory libraries in the
former German Democratic Republic “have been burned or emptied of books
pertaining to GDR history, Marxism-Leninism, and the like.” Police raided
and temporarily closed down the Central Party Archive at the Institute for the
History of the Workers Movement in Berlin, another internationally
significant research facility. Alternative bookstores in several German cities
were raided, copies of a leftist newspaper seized, and bookstore personnel
threatened with prosecution for distributing the “subversive” publication.27
Federal Republic officials also launched a concerted campaign to distort
or erase the historical record preserved in antifascist memorials and
concentration camp museums. One whole wing of the museum at
Buchenwald, dedicated to such topics as international solidarity in the camp,
the war crimes tribunal, and “the well-documented continuity between the
Third Reich and the political and industrial leadership of the Federal
Republic has been dismantled,” reports Brodsky. In its place there is now a
special memorial to postwar internees—who were for the most part Nazi
collaborators implicated in Holocaust crimes. Such assaults on historic
materials that shed a critical light on fascism and reactionism are not random.
“They illustrate the revival of the Cold War campaign to downplay, obscure,
and, where possible, destroy all traces of antifascist culture.”28
As might be expected, the struggle to define Germany’s history has
extended into education and scholarship. For more than two decades after

World War II, critical inquiry into the Third Reich was not encouraged in the
Federal Republic. West German schools taught almost nothing about Nazism
(while East German schools took a vigorously damning approach to the
subject). The erstwhile Nazi affiliations of leading figures in the Federal
Republic’s economy went unmentioned. Nazism was regarded as a passing
aberration. Its horrific crimes were acknowledged but attributed mainly to
the personal demonic genius of Adolf Hitler, as was the entire Nazi
movement.29
By the 1970s, scholarly studies began to take a more critical tack, leaving
no doubt about the enormities of Nazism. Yet the process was limited, and
many Nazi sympathizers remained in positions of authority.30 Some leading
West German historians still did not think too harshly of the Hitlerian past.
Biographies were written of Hitler that emphasized his skills and
performance, while saying little about the massive crimes he perpetrated
against humanity.31 Historians like Ernst Nolte seemed to blame Nazism on
Communism, arguing that the threat of Bolshevism caused the German
bourgeoisie to rally around a militant reactionism. Hitler and his followers
feared that the Soviet Communists would target Germany with their fell
designs, so the Nazis launched a campaign to save their nation. The war itself
was an attempt by Hitler to build a unified West as a bulwark against the Red
tide, argues Nolte. In response, Richard Evans points out that through 1940
and well into 1941, Hitler committed nearly his entire force to subjugating
Western Europe, offering not the slightest suggestion in his military
conferences and discussions that he feared a Russian attack. According to
Hitler’s propaganda minister, Joseph Goebbels, the Nazi leadership believed
(correctly) that the USSR would stay out of the conflict for as long as it
could, preferring to let the warring capitalist powers exhaust each other.32
There are those of us who have argued that the Nazis saw the Soviet
Union as the ultimate target of their aggression.33 This differs from saying, as
does Nolte, that Hitler was acting to defend the West from a Soviet Union
readying for a war of conquest, or that Moscow so menaced the supposedly
freedom-loving politico-economic elites in Germany as to justify their
accepting and, in many cases, actively supporting a monstrous movement like
Nazism.
Nolte and others also downplay the scope and ferocity of German
military brutality during the war, including the Holocaust. Facing the Red

Menace, Germany supposedly had no choice but to act decisively and harshly
in the East. Andreas Hillgruber, Joachim Fest, and other well-known,
neoconservative West German historians share Nolte’s position in part or
whole, having made little effort to explore the German Military Archives at
Freiburg or captured Nazi documents and other materials that offer a fuller
picture of mass atrocities in the Nazi-occupied portions of Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union.34 Their work, while not identical to outright Holocaust
deniers, does have the same effect of blurring the line between fact and
fiction, persecuted and persecutor.35
The attack against East German socialist history launched by capitalist
West Germany should remind us that the cold war is not over. It continues full
force in the realm of ideology and historiography. A decade after the
overthrow of the Soviet Union, a stream of television documentaries, books,
and articles continue to propagate the old claim that the USSR was
implacably bent on world conquest. The specter of Communism still haunts
the bourgeois world. The goal of anti-Communist ideologues is to make
certain that no alternative system ever again challenges the hegemony of
global capitalism.
Until the early 1990s, historians of the cold war relied almost
exclusively on Western records to draw inferences about Soviet intentions.
But in recent years, the Russians and their former Warsaw Pact allies have
begun opening their archives for research. This has allowed some
mainstream historians and other cold warriors to exercise a tailor-made
selectivity of documents in order to buttress their view of a besieged “Free
World” acting defensively against a relentlessly menacing Soviet
Juggernaut.36
A more careful reading of the newly attained Soviet archival materials
and of the books and articles based on them suggests a markedly different
view. Surveying the literature, Melvyn Leffler concludes that “the cold war
was not a simple case of Soviet expansionism and American reaction. . . .
Soviet leaders were not focused on promoting worldwide revolution.”
Rather they were primarily concerned with rebuilding their country,
maintaining its security, and protecting its immediate borders. “Governing a
land devastated by two world wars, they feared a resurgence of German and
Japanese strength. They felt threatened by a United States that alone among
the combatants emerged from the war wealthier and armed with the atomic

bomb.” Soviet officials had no premeditated plans “to make Eastern Europe
Communist, to support the Chinese Communists, or to wage war in Korea.”37
Standard histories of the cold war assume that the Soviet Union exercised
a lockstep control over docile “satellite nations,” the latter being little more
than puppets within a monolithic “Soviet bloc.” The new documents throw a
different light on the relationship between Moscow and its allies. Communist
leaders in Poland, Hungary, East Germany, Cuba, Afghanistan, and elsewhere
“could and did act in pursuit of their own interests, sometimes goading the
Kremlin into involvements it did not want.”38
The newly excavated archival materials also reveal that Stalin was not
determined to impose a fixed design upon the economies and societies of
Eastern Europe. Even as late as 1947, he seemed chary of acting too
precipitously, especially when relations with the Western powers remained
uncertain.39 The documents show, as a number of scholars have pointed out,
that Stalin nursed no desire for an overarching confrontation with the West.
Above all, Soviet policy was based on realpolitik and security
considerations.40 Such a view of history has yet to win much attention in U.S.
corporate-owned media or corporate-produced textbooks that see the cold
war as the product of Soviet aggrandizement against the “Free World.”

Classified History, USA
U.S. leaders point with pride to the free flow of information in our
supposedly open society. Yet these same leaders regularly withhold or
destroy official materials, thereby seriously distorting the historical record at
the point of origin. Millions of U.S. government documents have remained
classified for fifty years or more. The War Department records on the
Abraham Lincoln assassination were kept secret for sixty years, finally
placed in the public domain in the mid-1930s. When researching the
conspiracy behind Lincoln’s murder, Theodore Roscoe discovered that some
records of the “U.S. Army secret intelligence” were still classified almost
one hundred years after the assassination.41 What question of national
security could be involved here? How many Confederate spies were
prowling behind Union lines in 1960, the year Roscoe’s book was
published?

Perhaps the most famous disclosure controversy in recent U.S. history
concerns the study that became known as the Pentagon Papers, an extensive
top-secret history of U.S. involvement in Indochina from World War II to
May 1968. The report was commissioned by Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara, and compiled by thirty-six anonymous historians, mostly
academicians who worked for the State Department and Defense Department.
It revealed how for two decades officials deceived the Congress and the U.S.
public while pursuing a war of aggression and attrition in Indochina. A
Department of Defense consultant, Daniel Ellsberg, risking prison and
sacrificing his government career, managed to copy the papers and get them
into the hands of the New York Times and the Washington Post with a
commitment to publish. In the interests of “national security,” President
Nixon’s Justice Department went to court to get prior judicial restraints
placed upon publication of the documents. In its final decision, the Supreme
Court decided that the newspapers could continue publishing the documents
—an unusual instance in which judicial action rescued a fragment of history
from official suppression.42 By exposing the deceptive and criminal methods
of the war waged in Indochina, the Pentagon Papers did not harm national
security, as some officials claimed, but it did raise troublesome questions
about the legitimacy of U.S. policy in Indochina, and that was the real cause
for concern.
Suppressing documents is a major industry of the national security state.
In 1995, the Department of Defense, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),
and the Justice and State Departments performed some 3.6 million
classification acts. In 1996, the number climbed to more than 5.8 million, or
about 21,500 classifications every workday of the year.43 As much as $16
billion is consumed annually on classifying a growing stockpile of secret
documents, involving the efforts of 32,397 full-time federal employees. All
this despite President Clinton’s much publicized executive order to promote
declassification.44 Issued in 1995, presidential executive order 12958
mandates automatic release of documents that have been kept secret for
twenty-five years or longer, and sets a ten-year limit on current secrets.
However, in what amounts to a giant loophole, the order does allow
exceptions for “very sensitive” materials. At the same time, the Clinton
administration extended to the National Security Council the same broad
protection from public scrutiny that is reserved for White House papers.45

From 1993 to 1996, as part of the declassification effort, the National
Security Agency (NSA), the Pentagon’s spy service, released more than 1.3
million pages of documents, all of which were more than fifty years old,
some dating from before World War I. NSA officials were at a loss to
explain why these materials had remained secret for so long. The released
records represented but a small fragment of the billions of pages still
classified within that agency’s archives.46
It becomes extremely difficult if not impossible to set the historical
record straight when vital information is classified, then circulated among
small interconnecting circles within the national security state, and then
grudgingly released piecemeal over a period of decades or centuries.47 It
recalls Carroll Quigley’s warning about the Milner group: how a secret
unaccountable coterie of policymakers wields such power over events while
monopolizing the information about those same events, thereby thwarting
democratic accountability.
Researchers are further frustrated when materials are so heavily redacted
as to be of no real value even when declassified. FBI documents in my
possession, dating from 1956 and finally declassified forty years later in
1996, relating to the activities and suspicious death of noted labor union
leader Walter Reuther, had their entire texts inked out.48 The same with
completely inked out FBI documents relating to Lee Harvey Oswald and the
assassination of President John Kennedy, stamped “Top Secret,” dating from
1963, and declassified thirty-one years later in September 1994 only after
much pressure from dedicated researchers.49 Such unreadable specimens put
a curious twist on the concept of “freedom of information,” leaving one to
wonder, what is there to hide?
The late FBI director J. Edgar Hoover and his counterparts in the CIA
and the military intelligence agencies amassed files on scores of famous
writers, poets, and artists, including such notables as William Faulkner,
Ernest Hemingway, Archibald MacLeish, Robert Frost, and Georgia
O’Keeffe. Government agents not only monitored their writings and speeches
but wiretapped and bugged them, opened their luggage, intercepted their
mail, and intimidated their associates. FBI agents even bullied librarians to
report what books the surveilled individuals were reading. Hoover parceled
out the damaging personal or political information to cooperative politicians
and journalists in order to deny the targeted persons jobs, promotions,

passports, and awards. When Herbert Mitgang used the Freedom of
Information Act to demand the files these agencies kept on famous authors
and artists, much of what he requested was refused and much of what he got
was heavily redacted, even in regard to writers who had been dead for forty
years.50 Again this raises the question, what is there to hide? And how can
we keep police state agencies from fabricating a self-serving version of
history, including the history of how they themselves violate our democratic
rights?
The CIA and other U.S. intelligence agencies have had a close
collaboration with Guatemalan military and paramilitary forces, dating back
to the U.S.-sponsored overthrow of the democratically elected reformist
government in Guatemala in 1954. These U.S. agencies have extensive files
on the more than 200,000 murders and disappearances in Guatemala. Under
pressure from the CIA, President Clinton retreated from earlier commitments
to release the files. In 1996, after much protest by critics of U.S. policy, the
Clinton administration declassified thousands of documents concerning
human rights abuses, mostly relating to cases in which U.S. citizens in
Guatemala had been raped, tortured, and killed. Guatemalan officials hoped
that the papers might reveal useful information about the longstanding links
between the CIA and the Guatemalan military, which was accused of
committing most of the crimes. But the documents that arrived were so
thoroughly excised as to contain little that was not already known. “[N]ot one
of these documents has any value at all in a judicial proceeding. . . . These
are not declassified documents; they are censored documents,” announced
Julio Arango Escobar, head of the special prosecution team appointed by the
Guatemalan government. Guatemala’s leading newspaper, Prensa Libra,
complained that, as in the past, “all that became known was what the CIA
wanted.” And Helen Mack, a human rights campaigner whose sister was
killed by the Guatemalan military, pointed out that Washington continued to
cover up its knowledge of abuses by exempting the CIA and the Defense
Department from public disclosure.51 In sum, much of the terrible history of
U.S.-sponsored political murder in Guatemala was suppressed by the very
agencies that participated in the deeds.
After several more years of pressure, enough pertinent information was
finally released for the Guatemalan Historical Clarification Commission to
report that the Guatamalan military had committed “acts of genocide” against

the Mayans during the thirty-six-year war against the poor. The declassified
documents revealed how the United States government gave money and
training to the Guatamalan military, and along with U.S. private companies
“exercised pressure to maintain the country’s archaic and unjust socioeconomic structure.” In addition, the U.S. government and its various
agencies, including the CIA, lent direct and indirect support to illicit state
operations, many of which were carried out “without respect for any legal
principles or the most elemental ethical and religious values, and in this way
completely lost any semblance of human morals. . . .”52
The Freedom of Information Act [FOIA] “allows the [CIA] to be
exceedingly stingy in responding to requests from historians, journalists and
citizens for documents.”53 Confronted with an FOIA lawsuit regarding its
role in the 1954 coup in Guatemala, the CIA released barely 1,400 of
180,000 relevant pages, nearly half a century after the events. The agency
reportedly destroyed most of its files on other covert actions in the 1950s and
1960s, including all records relating to its role in the overthrow of reformist
prime minister Mohammed Mossadegh of Iran in 1953.54 A volume of State
Department papers on Iran, published in 1990, omitted any mention of the
CIA’s part in that coup. In protest, Warren I. Cohen, a historian at Michigan
State, resigned his post as chair of the State Department’s advisory
committee on historical diplomatic documentation, complaining that “the
State Department is playing games with history.” This expurgated Foreign
Relations of the United States volume now sits authoritatively on thousands
of library shelves.55
The CIA promised that it would release documents on the 1953 coup in
Iran, the 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba, its covert operations supporting
political interests in France and Italy in the 1940s and 1950s, insurgencies in
Indonesia and Tibet in the 1950s and 1960s, insurrections in the Belgian
Congo and the Dominican Republic in the 1960s, and secret actions in North
Korea and Laos. But little has been forthcoming.56 The agency did not
mention releasing materials about CIA involvement in the brutal wars of
attrition it waged against revolutionary governments in Nicaragua,
Mozambique, Angola, and Afghanistan during the 1980s, which resulted in
millions of deaths and laid waste to all four countries. Nor was there any
mention of its support for the death squads that have killed hundreds of

thousands of peasants, trade unionists, students, clergy, and others throughout
Latin America and parts of Asia and Africa.57
In 1996, fed up with unfulfilled promises to release records, George C.
Herring of the University of Kentucky resigned from the CIA’s Historical
Review Panel, a group that was supposed to assist in declassifying data.
Herring called the CIA’s promises merely “a carefully nurtured myth.”58
Another panel member, historian John Lewis Gaddis, remarked, “It can only
be to the advantage of the agency to come clean and release the stuff. Not
releasing it conveys the impression of there being something to hide.”59 Is
there something to hide?
Numerous reasons are given to explain the CIA’s resistance to
declassification:
§ The agency is said to be steeped in “a culture of secrecy” and cannot
quite grasp the idea of open information.60 In fact, the agency has no problem
swiftly declassifying information that might benefit it or one of its operations.
§ The CIA’s declassification efforts supposedly are bogged down in
bureaucratic inertia. Actually, the CIA suffers little bureaucratic inertia when
mobilizing vast resources for terroristic intervention abroad. With a budget
of about $3 billion a year, the agency has allocated less than $1 million to
declassification.61 Not bureaucratic inertia but deliberate political intent is
behind the logjam.
§ It has been suggested that the CIA does not want to be embarrassed by
having to expose failures such as the Bay of Pigs.62 In fact, the Bay of Pigs is
already well known as a CIA fiasco. More likely the agency does not want to
disclose too much about its more successful machinations.
§ Agency officials say they must be careful about declassification so as
not to compromise their “sources and methods.” Here they are inching closer
to the truth.63 Sources from a half-century ago are not likely to be still
operative, but the CIA certainly does not want its methods advertised.
Throughout its history, the agency has resorted to every conceivable crime
and machination to make the world safe for the Fortune 500, using false
propaganda, economic warfare, bribery, rigged elections, sabotage,
demolition, theft, collusion with organized crime, narcotics trafficking, death
squads, terror bombings, torture, massacres, and wars of attrition.
In short, there is something to hide even with cases that are fifty or sixty
years old. It is a mistake to think that the CIA or any other national security

agency is unnecessarily uptight for refusing to declassify materials that
passed long ago into history. The agency understands that to publicize the
violent and criminal methods of its covert operations from decades past
would (a) reflect poorly upon its present image and current undertakings,
causing an outcry that might threaten its funding and functioning; (b) call into
question the entire legitimacy of U.S. global interventionism, its goals and
purpose; and (c) invite inquiries as to whether the CIA is still committing
those same crimes today—and there is no reason to believe it is not.
Besides being classified or excised, U.S. government documents are
often destroyed or “lost.” Sometimes the loss is not only to suppress history
but to thwart justice. Thus, for over a century Native American Indians have
been deprived of a simple accounting of money and land held in trust for
them by the federal government. The lands were managed by the government
and usually leased out to gas, oil, and timber corporations. As many as a
half-million Native American beneficiaries may have lost up to $10 billion
over the last century in extracted revenues. Pursuing the matter in the federal
courts, plaintiffs were informed by government officials that “records of
nearly century-old oil, gas, or timber leases have disappeared in many
cases.”64 In fact, official government records never just “disappear,” and they
are seldom just “lost.” More often, someone removes and destroys them for
reasons best known to that someone.
Consider the Iran-contra conspiracy. Before two congressional
investigative committees, Colonel Oliver North calmly described how he
shredded hundreds of pages of pertinent materials, in effect changing the
history of that covert operation before it could ever be written. In 1986, it
was discovered that the Reagan administration had been sending millions of
dollars’ worth of secret arms shipments to Iran, a country the White House
had publicly accused of supporting terrorism. Then, North’s secret team
circumvented the Congress, the law, and the Constitution, by funneling the
funds from the Iranian arms sale to Nicaraguan mercenaries known as the
“contras,” who were waging a CIA-sponsored war of terror and attrition
against the Nicaraguan population and its reformist Sandinista government.
Evidence indicated that the contra war was supported also with money from
drug trafficking, involving many of the CIA’s closest allies and operatives.
Some of the same secret routes used to bring arms to the contras brought
cocaine back to the United States.65 The congressional report that emerged

from the Iran-contra hearings did more to cover up than uncover the
operation, avoiding any probe of the CIA’s role in drug trafficking.66 Much of
this Iran-contra story remains untold and is probably lost to history.
For every Pentagon Papers controversy or Iran-contra scandal that bursts
into national headlines there are scores of other cases that get only passing
attention, if that. In 1992, in the wake of the Gulf War, when Representative
Henry Gonzalez, chair of the House Banking Committee, attempted to
investigate U.S. loan policy toward Iraq, the National Security Council
convened a top-level interagency meeting to suppress the release of all
germane materials. Gonzalez accused the Department of Agriculture of
spending an entire weekend shredding documents pertaining to the
investigation. A senior administration official confirmed that there had been
a “wholescale destruction” of documents in the Justice Department, “more
extensive than anything in anyone’s memory.” In numerous other instances,
the administration simply refused to produce the records that Gonzalez had
subpoenaed, or claimed that they had been “lost.”67
After landing in Haiti in 1994, ostensibly to restore stability and
democracy to that battered country, U.S. troops seized more than 150,000
pages of documents and photographs from the headquarters of the Haitian
military and from FRAPH, the previous regime’s most feared paramilitary
group. Officials of the democratically elected government of President JeanBertrand Aristide said that the return of the documents was indispensable to
their efforts to disarm and prosecute human rights violators connected with
the previous military regime. Human rights groups in Haiti blamed FRAPH
for most of the three thousand people killed in the 1991–1994 period, along
with thousands of other incidents of rape, torture, beatings, and arson. But
Washington continued to stall because, in the view of one Aristide adviser,
the purloined records were likely to contain data about the finances and
activities of U.S.-supported Haitian death squads, as well as information
about the location of arms caches hidden around the country by rightist
groups. Washington, the adviser noted, did not want to see the assassins and
torturers go on trial in Haiti and “have it emerge that they were paid and
supported by American intelligence.”68
In 1975 Congress ordered the release of the Nixon White House tapes,
thirty-seven hundred hours of private conversations between President Nixon
and his aides. Twenty-one years later only sixty-three hours had been

released.69 Ex-president Nixon litigated furiously to keep the tapes secret.
Nixon exercised what amounted to a posthumous grip on the recordings,
seeing to it that after he died the executors of his estate would continue the
fight to delay release. Under court order they won the right to excise and
destroy “private” portions of the tapes, a process that was to take three to six
years and cost the taxpayers more than $600,000. Most of the “private”
portions, critics maintained, were actually political discussions by Nixon
and others, which National Archive officials deemed “private” because the
president was acting not as president but as head of the Republican Party or
in some other such capacity.70 This decision assumed that Nixon could don or
discard his historically significant presidential status like a cloak.
Along with government secrecy, there are many centers across the
country that retain a tight grip on the private papers of people who once
served in positions of public trust. Families of notable personages also are
often slow in opening their archives. Public and private corporations release
only a thin stream of papers. In all, “the amount of actual truth that makes it
through the classification process to the general population each year is scant
indeed.”71
Additional problems are presented by presidential libraries, which often
seem less intent upon serving history than preserving the image of a
particular president. Various researchers have complained about materials
made available at the Kennedy library that were so severely excised as to
distort our understanding of John F. Kennedy’s presidency.72 The Kennedy
library is administered by the National Archives and Records
Administration, which is supposedly obliged under the law to run it
impartially. Likewise, the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library and Center for
Public Affairs in Simi Valley, California, seems to be more a mausoleum than
a research center. Even its director, Richard Norton Smith, allowed that
many of its displays were too hagiographic. Although Reagan left office in
January 1989, most of the library’s documents remain inaccessible for
“security” reasons or because they still have not been processed.73
As with textbooks, schools, and presidential libraries, so too history
museums have become “one way the dominant classes in the United States—
wittingly or unwittingly—appropriated the past,” writes historian Mike
Wallace. He argues that the museums tended to “falsify reality and become
instruments of class dominance. They generated conventional ways of

viewing history” that justified the capitalist mission as something natural and
inevitable.
And perhaps more importantly, they generated ways of not seeing. By
obscuring the origins and development of capitalist society, by eradicating
exploitation, racism, sexism, and class struggle from the historical record, by
covering up the existence of broad-based oppositional traditions and popular
cultures, and by rendering the majority of the population invisible as shapers
of history, the museums inhibited the capacity of visitors to imagine
alternative social orders—past and future.74
The same sanitized, mythologized McHistory is presented by numerous
corporate-sponsored historic theme parks, from Williamsburg to
Disneyland.75 The memorials and equestrian statues found in public parks,
government centers, and town halls offer a similarly skewed historical
record. Mount Rushmore features colossal heads of Washington, Jefferson,
Theodore Roosevelt, and Lincoln: two slaveholders, an imperialist, and a
reluctant emancipator. In 1999, there was serious discussion about giving
Ronald Reagan a place on Rushmore, the president who did so much for the
rich while leaving the world a dirtier, poorer place.
All over the United States monuments pay homage to military figures who
participated in unjust wars, including the defense of the southern slavocracy
and the slaughter of Native Americans, Mexicans, Spaniards, Filipinos, and
others. Far fewer are the monuments to abolitionists, pacifists, anarchists,
socialists, labor radicals, civil libertarians, and other champions of
egalitarianism whose efforts have afforded us the modicum of democracy and
social justice we possess today. In the entire United States there exists not a
single monument to the heroic volunteer veterans of the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade who fought fascism in Spain during the Spanish civil war (1936–
1939), save one obscure memorial plaque at the City College of New York to
the fallen students who served in the brigade.76
The idea that official documents contain the real history of what
transpires within the circles of power is a questionable assumption made by
too many historians, Daniel Ellsberg maintains. So much of the official
public record is deceptive, written as a cover or justification for existing
policy. “It’s almost never the case that a government official feels that his

boss and his policy is best served by the whole truth and nothing but the
truth.” The public record—consisting of official statements, interviews, even
background interviews, and released documents “is always distorted and a
great deal of it is lies,” concludes Ellsberg from his own insider experience.
Top-secret classified material is more reliable but still inadequate; much is
left unwritten for fear of leaks. The dedicated investigator must rely on a
combination of official documents, unofficial materials, private letters,
diaries, confidential or overheard conversations (when they come to light),
anonymous interviews, and other testimonies. Even then there is no guarantee
that the truth will out.77
Among the things rarely recorded in official communiques, Ellsberg
notes, is the top policymakers’ overriding preoccupation with domestic
political costs. Though constantly kept in mind, such a concern is seldom
admitted in the foreign policy area, where the reigning myth is that tawdry
partisan calculations play no part in statecraft. Other deliberations and
decisions never committed to writing include the use of nuclear threats and
the risks arising from them; bribing officials of foreign governments;
conspiracies to commit political assassination; political coups against other
governments; financing death squads, torturers, and terrorists; involvement in
massacres; and connections with organized crime and drug trafficking.
According to Ellsberg, most such concealment is not intended to protect
operations from foreign enemies but to avoid public accountability, limit the
political costs, or avoid criminal prosecution.78

Listening to the Muted Masses
If much of history is written by the victors, who then speaks for the muted
masses? Through the centuries there has been scarcely anyone to record their
glory and misery; few to take note of those obscure souls who wept for loved
ones lost in famous wars, the peaceful villages obliterated by the conquerer’s
holocaust, the women torn from their hearths by the military plunderers and
rapists.
It was Caesar, not those he vanquished, who chronicled the conquest of
Gaul.79 We can read much about the greatness of Charlemagne but who
records the miseries of the people enslaved in Charlemagne’s mines?
Volumes aplenty have appeared chronicling the exploits of Darius the Great,

Alexander the Great, Catherine the Great, Peter the Great, Frederick the
Great, and other self-styled “greats” whose major accomplishments were the
forceful exploitation and suppression of toiling populations. Fewer have
been the chroniclers who recorded how the course of history was changed by
the women and men who created the crafts and generated the skills of
civilization; those who developed horticulture and designed the first wagons,
seafaring vessels, and fishing nets, the first looms, lathes, and kilns; who
cultivated the first orchards, vineyards, and terraces; discovered the use of
medicinal herbs, and invented the written word, arithmetic calculations, and
musical instruments; those who did what Thorsten Veblen called “the work of
civilization.”80 One is reminded of Bertolt Brecht’s poem, “Questions from a
Worker Who Reads”:
Who built the seven gates of Thebes?
The books are filled with names of kings.
Was it kings who hauled the craggy loads of stone?
And Babylon, so many times destroyed, Who raised that city up each time?
In which of Lima’s houses, glittering with gold, lived those who built it?
On the evening that the Wall of China was finished
Where did the masons go? . . .
Philip of Spain wept when his fleet went down.
Was there no one else who wept?
Frederick the Great won the Seven Years War.
Who won it with him? . . .
A victory on every page
Who cooked the victory feast?
A great man every ten years.
Who paid the costs? . . .
Giving the people their due involves more than just giving them credit for
performing the drudgery of society. A people’s history recognizes ordinary
people as the source of most of the positive contributions that have made life
tolerable and even possible. To the princes and presidents, plutocrats and
prime ministers, we owe the horrors of war and conquest, the technologies of
destruction and control, and the rapacious expropriation that has enriched the
few and impoverished the many. It is from the struggles of ordinary

populations that gains have been made on behalf of whatever social
betterment and democracy we have.
A people’s history should give us (a) an uncompromising account of the
crimes of ruling interests, so many of which have been ignored or glossed
over by mainstream historians, and (b) a full account of how the common
people of history struggled against the oppressions of each age, a subject that
mainstream history seldom mentions, except in passing and often
disapprovingly.81
The gentrification of history takes place even before it is written, at the
point of origin. Public and personal papers and news reports are heavily
skewed in an upper-class direction, having been written and preserved by
those with the education, authority, or leisure to do so. In her study of the
struggles of southern womanhood, Anne Firor Scott notes: “This book deals
largely with women who left a mark on the historical record, which means
for the most part women of educated or wealthy families. In antebellum times
the wives of small farmers and the slave women lived, bore children,
worked hard, and died, leaving little trace for the historian coming after.”82
While too often the case, this is not entirely true. There does exist a
historical record consisting of more than the thoughts and deeds of the
prosperous. Doubtless, it is easier to locate the papers left by them. Certainly
the newspapers—owned by members of their class—bestowed wellestablished individuals a degree of attention seldom accorded those of lesser
station (as remains the case today). But information about the muted masses
can be found even among the papers of the oppressors themselves. As
Herbert Aptheker reminds us, by reading against the grain, one can glean
revealing data from plantation accounts, court records, prison documents,
police reports, newspapers, letters, and diaries. Furthermore, ordinary
working people, including African American women, arguably the most
oppressed of all, had dozens of organizations and left a record of impressive
struggle.83
Looking at the struggles in England during the Tudor-Stuart centuries,
1485–1688, Christopher Hill finds that the poor and illiterate did not leave
much written evidence—so he searches for their voices and ideas in popular
plays, in such literature as Pilgrim’s Progress, in oral folklore about Robin
Hood, and tracts written by Levelers and Diggers. Some of what the common

people did can be detected in the distressed and apprehensive letters,
speeches, and official statements of the gentry, nobility, and upper clergy.84
An example of how mass political consciousness might be reflected in
the records of the oppressor are the miles of files accumulated by the secret
police in Mussolini’s Italy, revealing an extensive opposition to fascism.
Police reports about suspicious doings in factories and neighborhoods,
oppositional flyers secretly circulated, isolated acts of sabotage, and
revolutionary graffiti on public buildings and even toilet walls, hailing Lenin
and Stalin and displaying the hammer and sickle, all duly recorded by the
police, provide an entirely different image of Italy under fascism, and help
explain the resilient and major role played by the Italian Communist Party
during the partisan war and after World War II.85
While it is frequently assumed that working people were too illiterate to
leave written records, in fact, by the early nineteenth century, through the
work of self-help agencies, there was in England a growing literacy among
large sections of the working class. It is also assumed that the lives of
ordinary people were too dull and obscure to merit recording, or that they
lacked sufficient time for literary exertions. Nevertheless, “intermittent
journals, and autobiographies written over a period of years and, often,
toward the end of life, are common enough,” reports John Burnett. “In the
main, working people who wished to write found time and energy to do so—
late at night, on their Sundays and rare holidays, in periods of unemployment
and in old age.” “But it remains true,” Burnett adds, “that the direct, personal
records of working people have not so far been regarded as a major
historical source, and that the whole area of such materials remains largely
unexplored territory.”86
All this speaks to the question of how the historical record is shaped by
forces that are often beyond the historian’s reach. These larger forces also
impact directly upon historians themselves, as we shall see in the next
chapter.
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IN RANKE’S FOOTSTEPS
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or centuries, the writing of history was largely the avocation of lawyers,
clergy, businesspeople, and men of private fortune. There were court
scribes who chronicled events in a manner pleasing to their monarchs. And
there were gentlemen amateur historians who wrote for gentlemen readers.
As late as the mid–nineteenth century there existed almost no professors of
history in U.S. universities. In 1884, when the American Historical
Association was organized, there were no more than fifteen professors and
five assistant professors teaching history exclusively; others combined
history with political science, philosophy, and other subjects. In time, the
growth of industrial society saw an increase in the nation’s college
population and a commensurate professionalization of academic disciplines,
including history.1 By the time the American Historical Review was founded
in 1895, there were about one hundred full-time college teachers of history,
almost half of whom had studied at a German university. “Thus the
professionalization of history meant a gradual transformation of the historian
from a gentleman-scholar into a teacher-scholar, who earned the support he
received by the instruction he provided.”2 Today the monarch’s scribes are
gone but others continue to do service as court historians.

His Majesty’s Servant
One of the most renowned nineteenth-century European historians was
Leopold von Ranke, whose loathing of popular revolution and unflinching
devotion to absolutism won him the favor of German monarchs. The
Revolution of 1830 was seen by Ranke as the opening salvo in a series of
popular rebellions that would threaten monarchist rule throughout Europe. He
believed that Europe was the region that God had selected for the growth of

the one true religion, Christianity, and that monarchy was Christianity’s best
protector. In 1831 he agreed to edit a political journal sponsored by the
Prussian government. Two years later, elevated to a professorship at the
University of Berlin, he launched a series of attacks in the journal against
liberalism, including the “dangerous ideas” of the French Revolution. Ranke
had nothing to say on behalf of individual rights. He opposed a constitution
for Prussia and argued against the establishment of a Prussian parliament, no
matter how circumscribed its powers.3
For Ranke, history was to be objectively grounded on facts, and facts
were to be ascertained in documents. But since documents were produced
mostly by the state, “objective factual history” tended to be history heavily
refracted through official lenses, fitting nicely with Ranke’s own
conservative predilections. Lord Acton saw Ranke as a scholar of great
stature, “almost the Columbus of modern history.” Yet, even Acton noted that
Ranke was better attuned to the shifting relations of cabinets and factions than
to the broader forces that make history.4
In 1841, King Friedrich Wilhelm IV of Prussia appointed Ranke official
historiographer of the Prussian state. Wilhelm subsequently called on him as
an adviser and in 1854 appointed him to the Council of State. Ranke’s other
royal admirer, Maximilian II of Bavaria, offered him a university position in
Munich, which he refused, then appointed him chair of the newly formed
Historical Commission of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences. With the
financial support it received from the Bavarian government, the commission
formed an institution for the scholarly study of German history that
subsequently supported publication of Historische Zeitschrift, the premier
journal of the German historical profession to this day.5
What is evident from all this is that the German monarchs of Ranke’s day
took history seriously. They financed chairs, commissions, journals, and
professional societies, taking care that these be staffed by gentlemen who
shared their own views about how past and present should be defined.
Further honors came to Ranke from the United States. In 1885, undeterred
by his antidemocratic sentiments, the gentlemen historians of the newly
formed American Historical Association elected Ranke as the AHA’s first
honorary member, on which occasion George Bancroft dubbed him “the
father of historical science” and “Germany’s greatest historian.”6

Coexisting with conservatives like Ranke within Germany’s history
profession were dedicated democrats and liberals, but they were not likely to
be granted awards, editorships, or special funding, nor be appointed to state
commissions, honorary societies, and choice academic posts. Ranke’s
contemporary, Theodore Mommsen, is a case in point. Early in his career, on
a recommendation from his teacher Otto Jahn to the Ministry of Culture in
Saxony, Mommsen was appointed a professor of law at the University of
Leipzig. After two years, he was dismissed for his democratic sympathies,
along with his sponsor Jahn and another scholar Moritz Haupt. This was
during the repressive aftermath of the 1848 revolution, and the government
was purging the university of dissidents. Mommsen survived in his
profession by moving to Switzerland, winning an invitation from the
University of Zurich, a less beleaguered institution.7 In 1881, he was elected
to the Reichstag, and became increasingly liberal as he grew older. Much of
his active political life came after he had made his reputation as a leading
historian of antiquity, which may explain how he survived in his early and
middle years in academia.8
Within the German history profession there were even some left
Hegelians like the notable Wilhelm Zimmermann, whose work on the German
peasant war stood as a classic in radical history for over a century, serving
as the basis for Engels’s book on the same subject. Scarcely off the press in
1841, his first volume was banned in Bavaria and Württemberg. Not long
after his involvement in the struggle of 1848, Zimmermann was dismissed
from his post as professor at the Karlsruhe Polytechnic and lived out the rest
of his life as a parson of a poor parish near Stuttgart, in marked contrast to
the well-paved road traveled by Ranke.9
In the 1830s and 1840s, with politics being too dangerous a topic for
open debate, the Young Hegelians focused on theological and philosophical
questions.10 But given the close ties between state and church in Germany, it
was foreordained that a movement of religious criticism would crystallize
into one of political opposition. Not surprisingly, Friedrich Wilhelm IV, the
same monarch who was heaping honors upon Ranke, sought to, in his own
words, “root out the dragon-seed of Hegelianism.”11
One casualty of Wilhelm’s repression was Bruno Bauer, who was
deprived of his teaching post because of his unorthodox philosophical views,
including his renowned critique of the Gospels and his denial of the

historicity of Christ. Another victim was Arnold Ruge, who was exiled from
university teaching after being refused a chair. Then there was Karl Marx, a
close companion of both Bauer and Ruge. Though endowed with a doctoral
degree and exceptional capabilities, Marx never even got his foot in the
university door.12
In England, too, “the university intelligentsia, from the beginning, were
coopted by the ruling class,” serving as trainers of the domestic and colonial
administrative cadre.13 Nevertheless, here and there could be found
historians iconoclastic enough to have their careers brought to a sorry finish.
There was the prominent case of Thorold Rogers, who labored from the
1860s to the 1880s to bring forth a monumental social and economic history,
the abridged version of which served as a text for the socialist movement
well into the twentieth century.14 Though he frequently took pains to inject
unfriendly comments about socialism into his writings, Rogers supported
striking farm workers and voiced enough anti-Tory opinions to get himself
run out of his professorship at Oxford.15
As in monarchist Germany and aristocratic Britain, so in republican
America: outspoken radicals had a markedly low survival rate in academia.
There was Daniel DeLeon, who received the prized lectureship at the newly
formed School of Political Science at Columbia College in 1882. Elected
president of the Academy of Political Science in 1884–85, DeLeon seemed
securely launched upon a promising career. But one day, while he sat with
some of his colleagues, a crowd of workers trundled by in the street below.
They were celebrating their victory after a hard-fought strike in which they
had been treated brutally by management and police. Hastening to the
window to view the procession, DeLeon’s colleagues expressed such utter
contempt for the laborers as to infuriate him. In short time, DeLeon threw his
support to Henry George, the radical single-tax advocate, whom the unions
were backing for mayor of New York. He began speaking publicly for
George, identified as “Professor DeLeon of Columbia College.” President
Barnard, supported by Columbia officials, acted swiftly to end the “outrage”
of associating the name of their institution with a “monstrous agitation” that
threatened to “overthrow the entire structure of civilized society.”16
Columbia was a pillar of the established order, preparing young men for
leadership roles in the financial and legal world and upper echelons of
government service. DeLeon’s political activities prevented him from ever

becoming a regular member of the Columbia teaching staff.17 Even though he
had demonstrated considerable ability as a scholar and a teacher he was not,
as would normally have been the case, offered a professorship. In 1889 he
left the faculty in disgust.18
In twentieth-century United States, a dismaying number of radical
academics came under fire. Among the better known victims were E. A.
Rose, Scott Nearing, Edward Bemis, and Paul Baran. Of special note was
Thorstein Veblen. Although his formal training was in economics, Veblen
regularly challenged the received truths of bourgeois history and social
science, which he saw as little more than an extended apologetic for the
existing politico-economic system. Common lore has it that his personal
lifestyle, including a stormy divorce and illicit liaisons with various women,
was the cause of his checkered career in academia. One of his editors sets
the record straight, noting that what really upset Veblen’s academic
employers and peers “was less his unstable ménage than his dangerous
thoughts. They got back at him in many ways. He was ‘not sound,’ they said;
‘not scholarly.’” They froze his meager salary and delayed his promotions.
Despite his fame, his productivity, and the relatively wide readership he had
gained, his choice of teaching posts shrank and never was he awarded a grant
for any research project he submitted.19
In 1918 Veblen published The Higher Learning in America, a slashing
critique of the mummery and cant that composes so much of the academic
world. When asked what the subtitle would be, he answered only partly in
jest: “A Study in Total Depravity.” In 1925, unable to completely ignore his
great scholarly contributions and his celebrity among a literate public, the
American Economic Association tendered Veblen the nomination for its
presidency, a shamefully long-overdue recognition. Even then the invitation
came only after some heated clashes within the association’s ranks. Veblen
refused the offer, remarking with some bitterness that it came too late.20

An “Aristocratic Profession”
If it is true that people frequently perceive reality, past and present, in
accordance with the position they occupy in the social order, then it is no
mystery that so much of the history handed down to us has an affluent, AngloProtestant gentlemen’s perspective. In both England and the United States

until recent times, the history departments of leading universities were
populated largely by relatively well-off Christian Caucasian males of
politically conventional opinion, who viewed the struggles of the world de
haut en bas, never knowing serious economic insecurity and having little
understanding of the tribulations of working-class life.
As late as 1890, many gentlemen historians—in the words of one—had
“no ambition to be known as a Professor of American History,” and
emphasized their European training and orientation so to avoid “being
regarded as an American provincial.”21 Relatively few courses in American
history were offered at Harvard and Yale, and none at all at Princeton. This
snobbery began to recede after the Spanish-American War of 1898, when the
United States was recognized as a world power by the European nations.
During the next fifty years American history became the most assiduously
cultivated field in both teaching and research.22
In the United States, through the first half of the twentieth century, a
noticeable number of prominent historians were wealthy (George Beer in
tobacco, Rhodes in iron, Beard in dairy farming), or editors of big business
publications (Oberholtzer), or quasi-official scribes for Rockefeller and
Ford (Nevins), or U.S. Navy admirals (Mahan and Morison).23 One of them,
Rhodes, remarked in no uncertain terms that they conceived of history as an
“aristocratic profession” and “the rich man’s pastime.”24 Herbert Aptheker
describes the gentlemen historians of that time as ultra-nationalist, male
chauvinist, white supremacist, and class elitist:
[They] wrote and taught history in very much the same way as bourgeois
judges have traditionally interpreted and administered the law, and for very
much the same reasons. . . . Naturally such individuals had “a somewhat
careful solicitude for the preservation of wealth,” as a sympathetic
commentator remarked of Schouler. Of course, in their books, the “wage
earner and farmer rarely appears,” as was said of McMaster. Certainly one
like Fiske would detest the Populists, and Rhodes thought of workers as
“always overbearing and lawless,” while to Oberholtzer, labor organizers
were veritable demons, guilty of “follies and excesses,” who turned “foreign
rabble” into “murderous mobs.”25

The founders of the history profession in the United States, writes Mark
Leff, “defined themselves and their immediate audiences as gentlemen, as a
genteel intellectual and social elite,” working in tandem with the patrician
class “to rein in the democratic excesses that so repelled them.”26 No
surprise that Henry Adams could not recollect ever having heard the names
of Karl Marx or August Comte mentioned during his student days at Harvard
College, the two radical writers whom he considered the most influential of
his time.27 As almost foreordained by his lineage, Adams himself developed
into a full-blown historian of the gentleman amateur variety, who bemoaned
the democratic intrusions of mass society and the passing of preindustrial
gentility.28
Some gentlemen historians have been more conservative than others.
Samuel Flagg Bemis, for instance, so zealously trumpeted the United States’
role in world history that his students dubbed him “American Flagg Bemis.”
A few like David Saville Muzzey and Henry Steele Commager had liberal
leanings on some issues, though gravely marred by the worst sort of ethnic
prejudice. Thus, for Muzzey, Native American Indians manifested “a stolid
stupidity that no white man could match.” The Reconstruction era was a
“travesty” for it placed “the ignorant, superstitious, gullible slave in power
over his former master”; it handed over southern state governments to
scalawags and inferior blacks who indulged in “an indescribable orgy of
extravagance, fraud, and disgusting incompetence.”29
Henry Steele Commager assisted Samuel Eliot Morison in writing a bestselling American history textbook that had only kind words for southern
slavery and only one name for four million enslaved Africans: “Sambo,
whose wrongs moved the abolitionists to wrath and tears . . . suffered less
than any other class in the South from its ‘peculiar institution.’” And “the
majority of slaves were . . . apparently happy. . . . There was much to be said
for slavery as a transitional status between barbarism and civilization. The
negro learned his master’s language, and accepted in some degree his moral
and religious standards.”30 The Morison-Commager textbook continued in
subsequent editions for more than twenty years.
The gentleman historian’s ethno-class bias was evident from the start.
The 1895 premier issue of the American Historical Review featured an
opening statement by William M. Sloane, a future president of the American
Historical Association: “We are Europeans of ancient stock” who “brought

with us from England, Scotland, Ireland, Holland, Germany, and France” a
“well-ordered, serious life” and created “a set of distinctively American
institutions.” The radicalism of European democracy—which Sloane
compared unfavorably to the “orderly, modern democracy” of “English
America”—if unchecked, would bring “anarchy and ruin” and “destroy all
greatness both in the making and in the writing of history.”31 Like many of his
associates, Sloane feared that the leveling tendencies of radical democracy
could only threaten his professional and class privileges and detract from the
quality of life as he and his kind knew it.
In the United States, before World War II, the accepted patrician norms of
the university “often debarred from academic life people whose ethnic or
racial background was different from that of the white, Anglo-Saxon,
Protestant ascendancy”32: Jews, Catholics, African Americans, Latinos, and
Asians. In the post–World War II era, the growth in enrollments and in
federal and state funding for higher education brought a greater diversity in
ethnicity, class background, and—to a lesser degree—political orientation
among academic historians. The conservative Anglo-patrician grip on the
profession was loosened though not broken. And with the loosening came an
improvement in the quality of historiography, with at least some scholarship
directed toward understanding the historical realities of class power and
exploitation.33
Such transitions did not go unnoticed among the patricians. In 1957, at
Yale, as class barriers and religious restrictions gave way to the post-war
influx of bright young men with G.I. Bill benefits, the chairman of the history
department confided his concerns to the university’s president, noting that
while the graduate program in the English department “still draws to a
degree from the cultivated, professional, and well-to-do classes, by contrast,
the subject of history seems to appeal on the whole to a lower social
stratum.” Referring to the doctoral applicants in his own department, he
complained that “far too few of our history candidates are sons of
professional men; far too many list their parents’ occupation as janitor,
watchman, salesman, grocer, pocketbook cutter, bookkeeper, railroad clerk,
pharmacist, clothing cutter, cable tester, mechanic, general clerk, butter-andegg jobber, and the like.”34
What was wrong with having historians who were drawn from “a lower
social stratum”? Addressing the annual meeting of the American Historical

Association in 1962, President Carl Bridenbaugh, himself a product of
Protestant Middle America, vented his ethno-class concerns in regard to this
“great mutation” (his term). Aware that the postwar G.I. Bill ushered in all
sorts of people who could not have gone to college in earlier times,
Bridenbaugh lamented, “Many of the young practitioners of our craft, and
those who are still apprentices, are products of lower middle-class or
foreign origins, and their emotions not infrequently get in the way of
historical reconstructions.” Urban-bred and influenced by the Old World
attitudes of their parents, they suffered from “environmental deficiency.”
Through no fault of their own, they lacked the understanding “vouchsafed to
historians who were raised in the countryside or in the small town.”35
Bridenbaugh’s reference to urban, foreign-born, lower-class mutants
(mostly Jews, it was understood) who were intruding upon his profession,
made clear his bigoted conviction, shared by other members of his
profession, that only middle- to upper-class white Protestant males from
“solidly American” towns had the proper intellect and rooted experience to
divine the complexities of America’s history.36
Patrician conservatives were not the only ones to indulge in this sort of
self-inflating pap. Even an independently-minded radical like William
Appleman Williams often claimed that his small-town Midwest origins
explained his insights into U.S. history.37 One might just as easily argue that a
limited small-town, Anglo-Protestant, ethno-class background was a
handicap, rather than an advantage, when trying to fathom the multivariated,
largely urban “American experience.” A case in point is John Franklin
Jameson, the first editor of the American Historical Review, who—
according to his biographer—felt that his “ambition to write the social
history of America was thwarted by his obvious distaste for people in the
mass and for ethnic groups other than his own.”38
The affirmative action programs beginning in the early 1970s brought
still greater ethnic and gender diversity to academe. But the journey from
undergraduate to graduate school and eventually to a tenured faculty slot at
one of the better colleges or universities still remained essentially a
conservative socialization process unconducive to iconoclastic critiques.
Nor did the lifestyle change all that much. As historian Theodore Hamerow
describes it:

By now the descendants of the Mayflower or the Sons of the American
Revolution are outnumbered on many campuses by members of the B’nai
B’rith or the Knights of Columbus.
Yet in a fossilized form, the old, genteel WASP tradition lives on. The
ethos of academic life still reflects the manner of the New England Brahmin
or the Southern gentlemen—sedate, dignified, poised, and slightly aloof.
Today those who earn their livelihood in colleges and universities may come
from a broader social and ethnic background, but they are still expected in
many places to adapt in speech and appearance to the old patrician style.
They gradually become absorbed and assimilated. . . . The donnish
refinement cultivated in the better schools is reminiscent of academic life at
the turn of the century, with its courtly manner and aristocratic studiousness.
If the founders of the American Historical Association could visit a
contemporary campus, they might be puzzled by the swarthy complexions
among the professors, they might wonder at the strange-sounding Celtic,
Latin, or Semitic names, But the flavor, the atmosphere of college life would
not be unfamiliar to them.39

Purging the Reds
Of the new arrivals who made their way into academia by midcentury,
those who encountered the most difficulty by far were the Communists and
other radicals. Consider the career of Herbert Aptheker, a prolific historian
and for most of his lifetime a prominent member of the Communist Party.
Aptheker produced groundbreaking works on antebellum slave revolts; he
edited a seven-volume documentary history of African Americans, and the
papers of W. E. B. Du Bois. He describes the job discrimination he
encountered early in his career:
My graduate degrees from Columbia included the Ph.D. granted in February
1943. Prior to that my efforts at job hunting had been quite unsuccessful in
colleges within New York, and the reason clearly was political. When I
returned from combat overseas and inquired of the late Prof. W. L.
Westermann of the possibilities of appointment at Columbia, he gently
remarked that while he thought I belonged there it was not possible for
Columbia to hire one with my political beliefs. Thereafter letters to the
employment office and to the history department at Columbia went

unanswered. Efforts to obtain an appointment continued through the forties
and fifties and sixties. I applied at Howard, University of Wisconsin, Reed
and many more. Departments indicated interest in employing me at Reed,
Northern Illinois, Buffalo and other places but these were always cut off at
the administatrative level—usually without anything in writing—though from
Buffalo there was first an enthusiastic offer from the chairman and then a curt
note from the same person to the effect that the administration did not look
with favor at the appointment.40
Aptheker goes on to relate how subsequently he was invited for an
occasional lecture or course at various schools, sometimes only after
protracted struggle, as at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
where he brought suit against the university after being invited to speak and
then denied access to the campus by the administration, and at Yale
University where he was asked to teach one guest course which the
administration initially refused to honor.41
Another prolific but underemployed historian was Philip Foner, who
authored or edited scores of pioneering books on labor history, African
American history, and related subjects. Foner and his three brothers were
among more than forty faculty and staff fired from the City College of New
York in 1941 during the anti-Communist witchhunt conducted by the
notorious Rapp-Coudert Committee of the New York State Legislature. It
was twenty-five years before Foner found another teaching post.42
During the 1940s and 1950s, hundreds of instructors were denied
contracts or turned down for tenure on political grounds at universities
around the nation. Opponents of such purges were intimidated into silence.
Many had to sign humiliating “loyalty oaths” as a prerequisite to keeping
their jobs. In some instances, the FBI actually set up office on campus,
working closely with university administrators to comb student and faculty
records and recruit students to spy upon their fellow students and professors.
According to one study, undergraduate William F. Buckley was a regular
campus informant, as was Henry Kissinger. A protégé of Arthur Schlesinger
Jr., Kissinger opened the mail of fellow graduate students and sent the
contents to federal authorities.43
Of the left academics who did manage to survive within the university
system, many had a hard row to hoe, as William Appleman Williams

discovered. In the early 1950s, Williams developed a critical view of the
prevailing cold war orthodoxy, seeing U.S. containment policy as
counterproductive, foolish, and shortsighted. He believed that normal and
friendly relations between the United States and the Soviet Union were
possible.44
Williams’s critique of U.S. foreign policy was not Marxist as such. He
seemed unaware that U.S. ruling circles had no interest in reaching an
understanding with Moscow and were dedicated to undermining any country
that departed from the global capitalist system.45 Yet his work was critical
enough for him to be targeted by academic and governmental cold warriors.
He could not get his articles published in the two major journals of the
history profession, the American Historical Review and the Mississippi
Valley Historical Review. One essay of his that offered a critical overview
of U.S. policy in Latin America from 1917 to 1933, with every single
footnote from a primary source and almost all from archival materials, was
returned by the editors as “insufficiently researched.” Another of his
submissions was rejected by a noted conservative figure in foreign relations
because Williams had cited documents not ordinarily used, ones that went
beyond officially sanctioned State Department records.46
Williams won a following among both students and the politically literate
public. Still, he endured the cancellation of book contracts on political
grounds, Red-baiting from colleagues, ferocious hectoring from cold war
operatives like Theodore Draper, slaps from publications like Time
magazine, and persistent badgering from the U.S. House Un-American
Activities Committee and the Internal Revenue Service.47 Williams’s
biographers conclude: “Offered very few grants, fewer jobs, and no
particularly prestigious ones over the course of his career, and awarded only
one honorary degree (by a Black community college) despite his later
presidency of the Organization of American History, Williams evidently
never entirely escaped an informal blacklist.”48
In a most unscholarly fashion, Harvard historian Oscar Handlin attacked
Williams’s The Contours of American History, calling it “a scandalously
intemperate polemic,” “farcical,” and “an elaborate hoax.”49 In 1971,
Michael Harrington, a “democratic socialist” and dutiful anti-Communist,
accused Williams of being a “Leninist” because of his critical views on U.S.
imperialism.50 One of Williams’s most persistent detractors was noted

historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr., who repeatedly attacked him for being the
“pro-Communist scholar” who failed to see that Marxist ideology and
Stalin’s “paranoia” made the cold war inevitable. Schlesinger took to the
New York Times and other mass circulation media (which readily
accommodated him) to wage an ideological crusade against all “the
sentimentalists,” “the utopians, the wailers,” and “fellow travelers” who
were “softened up . . . for Communist permeation and conquest.”51 In
contrast, Williams’s articles and commentaries, including his responses to
Schlesinger’s attacks, found an outlet only in publications of much smaller
circulation, such as the Nation and Monthly Review.
A staunch purveyor of the jingoist persuasion was Samuel Eliot Morison.
In his 1950 presidential address to the American Historical Association,
entitled “Faith of an Historian,” Morison called for an end to the
“imprecatory preaching” of antiwar critics that is “unbalanced and
unhealthy.” He wanted U.S. history to be written from “a sanely conservative
point of view” which he seemed to equate with objectivity and reliability.
Morison, a former admiral, then launched into his own imprecatory
preaching, beating the drum of cold-war anti-Communist conformity, firing
salvos at those in his profession who took a critical view of U.S. military
involvements and war in general. The historian, he warned, “owes respect to
tradition and to folk memory.” Lacking sufficient patriotic enthusiasm,
historians were largely responsible for youth’s “spiritual unpreparedness”
for World War II. In the two decades before that conflict, they robbed “the
people of their heroes,” and “repelled men of good will and turned other
men, many not of good will, to Communism.” Reviewing Morison’s address,
Jesse Lemisch, a progressive critic of mainstream history, thought it
unfortunate that “no one seems to have noticed the ludicrousness of an
admiral wrapping himself in the mantle of objectivity while haranguing his
audience on the glories of war and evils of pacifism.”52
The 1950s McCarthyite purges of academia were followed by the
suppression of the New Left in the late 1960s, a campaign that continued into
the ensuing decades. Noted mainstream historians such as Oscar Handlin,
Samuel Eliot Morison, and Daniel Boorstin vigorously supported the U.S.
government’s war in Indochina and the repressive measures taken against
both student antiwar activists and their more restive colleagues in the history
profession.

When it comes to trumpeting a fundamentalist patriotism, celebrating the
image of America as God’s gift to the world, no historian has been more
persistent than Daniel Boorstin. In 1953, before the House Un-American
Activities Committee, Boorstin zealously fingered former friends and
teachers as Communist subversives, and heaped praise upon himself as a
tireless anti-Communist fighter. In the 1960s he denounced student radicals
as “dyspeptics and psychotics,” and defended the University of Chicago
when it rejected student applicants who came from activist political
backgrounds.53
During the latter part of the twentieth century, the conservative sway over
the history profession was weakened but not broken. The absence of a
conservative monopoly is not to be mistaken for leftist dominance—even
when left-leaning scholars win election to top professional office. In 1999,
Eric Foner, who has written extensively about abolitionism and
Reconstruction from a sympathetic viewpoint, and who has been involved in
a variety of dissident campus political issues, took office as president of the
American Historical Association (membership fifteen thousand). That same
year David Montgomery, author of detailed studies of workers’ lives and
actively involved in labor struggles, became president of the Organization of
American Historians (membership nine thousand). The elections of leftleaning scholars like Foner and Montgomery does not gainsay Jon Wiener’s
observation that of the thousands of AHA and OAH members, “only a small
proportion are radicals or activists.”54
The iconoclasts, the Marxists, and the revisionists remain a minority,
ever vulnerable to political retribution by more conservative colleagues and
administrators. As Herbert Shapiro notes, “The notion that the U.S. academy
is dominated by radicals seeking to impose ideological conformity upon
higher education does not conform to reality. Professors with views of the
political Right continue to teach and their tenured positions remain
undisturbed. Conservatives are a presence in innumerable academic
departments, and no university is in the hands of leftists.”55 A study by two
mainstream social scientists showed that only 12 percent of the academic
historians considered themselves to be “left,” and 14 percent “conservative.”
The rest identify as liberal or middle of the road.56
The very structure of U.S. institutions of higher education with their
conservative top administrators, boards of trustees dominated by affluent

business elites, the growing corporate takeover of university functions, and
the dependency on public and private funding militates against anything
resembling a radical predominance.
Still, the pockets of dissent found on some campuses represent a
departure from the standard ideological conformity found in most institutions
in U.S. society. It is enough to incur the wrath of those who treat the mildest
signs of heterodoxy as evidence of a leftist takeover.57 Indeed, what really
bothers those who endlessly carp about the campus tyranny of “political
correctness” is not the orthodoxy of the politically correct “tyrants” but their
departure from orthodoxy, their willingness to critically explore gender,
ethnic, and class topics in ways that normally are treated as taboo. Leading
the fight against radical and multicultural revisionism have been such
conservative historians as C. Van Woodward, Gertrude Himmelfarb, Eugene
Genovese, Arthur Schlesinger Jr., and Daniel Boorstin. The McCarthyite war
they wage to suppress radical dissent is hypocritically portrayed by them as
a valiant struggle on behalf of free speech.58
The truth is, mainstream academics still predominate on most campuses
and control most of the graduate schools, academic journals, foundation
funding, and most of what passes for professional research. Such research in
recent years has taken a heavy turn toward cliometrics, the analysis of
aggregate bodies of numerical data, with a concentration on narrow and often
dull topics and a greater reliance on politically safe social-science
methodology and concepts.59
Historians like Schlesinger and Boorstin walk in Ranke’s footsteps,
faithfully serving the powers that be and reaping all the rewards, including
choice academic appointments, prestigious awards, and high-profile
nonacademic posts. Schlesinger served in the Kennedy administration, and
Boorstin was appointed Librarian of Congress. Enjoying the benefits of their
intensely partisan proestablishment careers, they advise their colleagues to
eschew partisan causes that might detract from the professional quality of
their scholarship.60

Publishing and “Privishing”
Of the left academics who manage to survive within the university
system, some are hardly immune to the legitimating constraints of mainstream

academe. Being more academic than left, they are primarily concerned with
showing themselves to be judicious and restrained, so well attuned to the
“nuanced complexities” as to ignore the stark realities. They take pains to
present themselves as standing above any “orthodox” left ideology. In this
they begin to resemble their more orthodox mainstream colleagues.
In their eagerness to neutralize themselves, scholars tend to neutralize
their subject matter. But history is never neutral. And relatively little of it is
purely stochastic and accidental. While we need not assume there is a grand
design to all that happens, we cannot rule out human agency, human intent,
and political interests that are purposive in their actions. Such history does
not come off as very “gentlemanly” in the patrician sense, nor very nuanced
—if by “nuanced” we mean the academically trained ability to mute and
dilute the brute realities of political economy and class power.
Consider Michael Apple, an educator who has produced a number of
worthwhile critiques of textbooks and publishing. Apple repeatedly tells us
that it is “reductive,” “simplistic,” and “mechanistic” to see economic
dominance as the major determinant of ideological predominance;more
“nuanced” and “elegant” are explanations that incorporate other intervening
variables. At the same time, he makes the claim that corporate publishers are
not ideologically motivated, for they put economic considerations ahead of
ideological ones when deciding what to publish: “In the increasingly
conglomerate-owned publishing field at large, censorship and ideological
control as we commonly think of them are less of a problem than might be
anticipated. It is not ideological uniformity or some political agenda that
accounts for many of the ideas that are ultimately made or not made available
to the larger public. Rather, it is the infamous ‘bottom line’ that counts.”61
The corporate publishing conglomerates, then, do not exercise political
censorship; they merely respond to the market, to what the public wants.
Apple offers no evidence to support this conclusion, nor does he explain
why seeing profitability as the sole determinant of what gets published is not
the kind of “economistically reductive” perspective he so abhors. Doubtless,
books that do not raise ideological problems are measured primarily by their
sales potential. But a truly nuanced analysis would allow us to search for
additional cases in which, irrespective of profitability, ideological
considerations might be operative. Instead of mechanistically dismissing
such a possibility out of hand, we should stay alert for titles that promise

good sales and healthy profits but still do not win publication or proper
distribution because they are politically beyond the pale, including works by
practiced and gifted authors. We might also want to look for cases in which
profitability and ideology interplay upon each other in a causal manner,
rather than treating them as mutually exclusive.
In any case, whether one explanatory model is more nuanced than another
does not perforce make it more grounded in reality. Such would have to be
determined by empirical investigation. Interestingly enough, on the rare
occasions Apple tenders specific examples from the real world, they seem to
support the straightforward “vulgar” model he bemoans in theory, as when he
relates how the National Association of Manufacturers and other business
and reactionary political groups succeeded in suppressing a history textbook
series by Harold Rugg because of its progressive orientation.62
As we enter the twenty-first century, we find the publishing industry
dominated by eight or so multibillion-dollar media conglomerates.63 These
giants are not noted for their willingness to support the efforts of progressive
authors, even ones that might win a substantial audience. This is
demonstrated by the difficulty such writers have finding a mainstream
publisher and the frequency with which they must turn to self-publishing or to
smaller houses that have only limited access to markets and few promotional
resources.
In 1888, Osborne Ward finished his two-volume study of the struggles of
working people in the ancient world, a subject largely neglected by the
historians of his day. The first edition of this work was circulated privately.
For almost twenty years Ward was unable to find a publisher because, as
Charles H. Kerr explained, “no capitalist publishing house would take the
responsibility for so revolutionary a book, and no socialist publishing house
existed.”64 In 1907 Ward’s work was published by Kerr’s socialist collective
and received an enthusiastic reception among those who heard of its
existence.
In 1920, American socialist Upton Sinclair wrote a scathing critique of
the business-owned press, The Brass Check, in which he portrayed the U.S.
press as little more than a class institution that served the rich and spurned
the poor. One acquaintance told him it was inconceivable that publication of
this book would be permitted in America. After exasperating experiences
with Doubleday and Macmillan, Sinclair decided to publish it himself. The

book enjoyed six printings and sold 100,000 copies within a half-year,
though it is difficult to find today.65
As noted in chapter one, labor’s story is still largely missing from U.S.
history textbooks. So Richard Boyer and Herbert Morais collaborated in
writing Labor’s Untold Story, an account of industrial struggles from the
1860s to the 1950s. The book is kept in print and distributed by the United
Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America, a labor union with an
honest and dedicatedly radical leadership. While well researched,
interesting in content, accessible in style, and widely translated and read
abroad, the Boyer and Morais book remains largely unknown among the U.S.
public and is rarely referenced by academic historians and other writers.66
Today, self-published books or books published by leftist labor unions
do not get the benefit of the Library of Congress’s Cataloging-in-Publication
(CIP) program, a tax-supported public service.67 And without cataloging,
most libraries will not even consider stocking a book, thereby denying it a
wider reading audience. Judy McDermott, chief of the Library of Congress’s
CIP division, dismissed self-published books as generally lacking in
professional quality and professional marketing, and dealing with materials
that appeal only to a limited audience. Of course, many commercially
published books are poorly written and appeal only to a limited audience, yet
they are cataloged, stocked, and circulated by libraries.68 As dissidents
within the American Library Association note, the procurement policies of
most public and academic libraries tend to exclude labor and Marxist studies
and critical historical works. “Complaints that skewed [book] collections
mislead users and distort history are seldom addressed by library
administrators.”69
Publishers think twice before incurring the ire of a powerful
multinational corporation, especially when the publisher is owned by the
corporate conglomerate, as almost all the big houses are. Many worthy but
controversial titles are simply rejected for publication and denied a contract.
“Less frequently, manuscripts that have been copyedited and announced in the
publisher’s catalogue can be yanked almost literally from the presses.”70
Sometimes, when publishers belatedly ascertain that they have signed up a
leftist or otherwise troublesome book, the contract will be abrogated before
publication, or if the book has already come out, the publisher—without
regard for the “infamous bottom line”—will cut off all promotional efforts,

withhold distribution, and shred the copies in stock. This process is known
among publishers as “privishing” but seldom talked about by them publicly.
An inquiry of senior editors throughout New York found that all of them were
familiar with the term “privishing” and agreed upon its meaning. None of
them were inclined to use it in front of authors. As one remarked, “Authors
don’t know the word. And I’m not going to let them know it’s in my
vocabulary either.”71
A book by Edward Herman and Noam Chomsky, dealing with the violent
repression committed throughout much of the world by the U.S. national
security state, was first contracted by Warner Modular Publications. The
publisher and editors were enthusiastically committed to promoting it. But
just prior to publication in 1973, officials of the parent Warner corporation
took notice of the work, were pained by its “unpatriotic” content, and
decided that it would not see the light of day. Although twenty thousand
copies had been printed and an advertisement placed in the New York Review
of Books, Warner corporation refused to allow distribution—in violation of
its contractual obligations. All further media advertising was canceled, and
thousands of flyers that listed the book were destroyed. Warner Modular
executives were warned that distribution of the Herman-Chomsky book
would result in their immediate dismissal.
Warner Modular editors sought to salvage the book by offering to
publish, as a counterbalance, a work that vigorously supported U.S.
interventionist policies abroad. At first the parent company grudgingly
accepted the idea, then decided to close down Warner Modular altogether,
selling its backlists and contracts to a small unknown company that did
nothing to promote the book. Meanwhile the Herman-Chomsky book was
enjoying lively sales abroad, having been translated into several lan-guages.
The authors concluded that the corporate censorship they encountered was a
function of the book’s political content and had nothing to do with market
considerations. The suppressed work eventually was reissued by South End
Press, a small independent publisher of progressive titles, with very limited
promotional resources.72
In 1974, Gerald Colby finished work on a critical history of the Du Pont
family business, covering the period from 1771 to modern times. Colby had
every indication that his book would be a bestseller. It was optioned to a
subsidiary of the Book of the Month Club; it received favorable reviews in

the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, and elsewhere; and it enjoyed brisk
early sales. But a Du Pont executive informed an editor at the Book of the
Month Club that Du Pont found the book offensive and “actionable.” Fearing
legal action, the book club dropped the title from its list.73
Colby’s book outlined Du Pont’s extremely unflattering history: its record
of strikebreaking, its search for cheap nonunion white labor, its support of
right-wing causes, its role in the rearmament of Nazi Germany in violation of
the Versailles Treaty, and the like. But was the book “actionable”? William J.
Daly, general counsel for Prentice-Hall, Colby’s publisher, ruled that aside
from four minor factual errors and one or two questionable adjectives, it was
fit for publication. Daly’s suggested revisions were adopted before
publication. Still, Prentice-Hall cut the book’s print run and slashed its
advertising budget. Though there continued to be a heavy demand, there were
no copies in stock.
Colby sued Du Pont and Prentice-Hall for breach of contract. The case
made its way through the courts until a three-judge appeals panel ruled
against him, labeling his book “a Marxist view of history” and therefore
predestined for a small market and not worthy of vigorous promotion—a
decision that superimposed a political judgment upon the facts of the case.74
Some publishers retain the illusion that they operate inde-pendently.
Writing in the New York Times, Edwin McDowell quotes a Macmillan
official who claims, “We have published books lately that we don’t
necessarily agree with, politically or philosophically, and we have supported
them to the fullest.” If there are relatively few titles of a radical nature on
trade lists, it is not because of censorship but because of the publisher’s
perception of “what will sell and the quality of the arguments,” maintains a
senior editor at Morrow—without the slightest awareness that an editor’s
sense of the “quality of the arguments” itself might be ideologically
influenced.75
McDowell challenges the belief that publishers will shy away from
books that might offend their corporate owners. “Several prominent
examples point in the other direction,” he claims. But he offers only one
instance, quoting Richard E. Snyder, chair of Simon & Schuster: “Shortly
after we were bought by Gulf & Western, we published Global Reach, parts
of which are critical of Gulf &Western. I never thought to discuss the book
with corporate officials, and they never thought to discuss it with me. I

learned months later they weren’t fond of that book, but that showed me there
would never be any interference with the book operation, and there never has
been.”76
Even if Snyder’s bosses never discussed the book with him, somehow he
did learn that they were not pleased with its publication. One wonders
whether that would not give him pause the next time a radical critique of
multinational corporations came across his desk. In any case, one of the
authors of Global Reach, Richard Barnet, remembers it somewhat
differently, noting that his book was published by Simon & Schuster in 1974
just before the house was taken over by Gulf & Western. At about the time of
the takeover, Snyder asked Barnet if he would like to meet the Gulf &
Western president and visit Brazil to see all the good things the corporation
was doing there.77
Five years later, Simon & Schuster killed a book entitled Corporate
Murder by Mark Dowie, the investigative reporter who discovered that Ford
Motor Company had designed the Pinto car with dangerous gas tanks, then
knowingly continued to market it. The book’s editor, Nan Talese, told Dowie
that Simon & Schuster president Richard Snyder “was vehemently opposed
to the manuscript because, among other reasons, he felt it made all
corporations look bad.”78 Living under the shadow of a giant conglomerate
seems to have a chilling effect even upon ostensibly independent-minded
publishing executives like Snyder.
The above examples of censorship only scratch the surface. It is not
unreasonable to assume that many more cases go unreported, for ideological
suppression in a society that pretends to great freedom of expression is
perforce cloaked in all sorts of excuses having to do with sales anticipation
and product quality.

Marketing the Right Stuff
“The increase in the number of books on historiography and historical
methodology is proportionally far greater than the increase in the number of
historians,” writes a member of the profession.79 Yet, if one were to rely
solely upon what mainstream professional historians have to say about their
discipline, one would never know that ideas and information are not
disseminated democratically. Historians will go on at length about the

historical method; how history relates to other social sciences; how
historians must grapple with philosophical and research problems, guard
against pitfalls and fallacies when sifting through the evidence, accepting
little on faith and letting the chips fall where they may; how they must
immerse themselves in the historical context of their subject yet keep their
perspective and detachment, while showing imagination and resourcefulness,
skill and sagacity, and other such sterling qualities of creative scholarship.80
Such books seem to assume that any one historian’s work has about the
same chance of reaching interested audiences as another’s. Hardly a word
can be found in all this literature about the marketing of history and the
ideological forces within the corporate economy that help determine the
distribution of historical studies. Little is said about why certain books win
foundation funding, are elaborately promoted and widely reviewed, earn
awards and book club adoptions, and are kept in print for long periods,
while other volumes never emerge from an obscurity that seems no more
deserved than the formers’ celebrity. Why does some history become official
and even popular while some never even makes it into the library? Surely,
ideological factors cannot be ruled out.
Big publishers, big distributors, and chain retailers largely determine
which books are carried in bookstores and how they are displayed, which
ones are highlighted at a front table or hidden away on an obscure shelf.
Independent bookstores—more likely to feature serious progressive writers
and keep politically and culturally diverse backlist titles in stock—are being
squeezed out by giant chains like Borders and Barnes & Noble. To maximize
profits, the big chains devote proportionately larger amounts of space to the
well-hyped, faster selling “blockbuster” titles. They gather substantial profits
by selling display and advertising space in their hundreds of outlets, and by
exacting a higher discount rate from publishers than small bookstores are
able to do. The preferential discount rate that the chains get from the big
commercial publishing houses makes them less willing to carry books by
smaller alternative publishers who cannot provide such lucrative deals and
cannot afford to buy prime display space for their new titles.81
Many bookstores are reducing the number of titles they stock, cutting the
slower selling ones in an attempt to lower inventory costs. Serious nonfiction
and other “midlist” books are among the prime casualties. Keeping books
with a left perspective off the shelves now has a ready financial justification

but also “fits comfortably with the political conservatism of the corporate
owners of the major publishing houses.”82 Determined readers may still be
able to procure titles that are highly critical of the standard version of U.S.
history and politics but they will have to look harder as more and more
independent stores get pushed out of business.
Ideological bias comes through clearly in which books get reviewed in
the major media. Critical progressive titles are less likely than ever to
receive any attention, except perhaps to be savaged. A regular reviewer for
the Boston Globe, a reputedly liberal newspaper, told a South End Press
editor that she “would be fired” if she ran reviews of writers with a radical
perspective.83 Publications like Choice, Kirkus, Library Journal, and
Publishers Weekly, used by libraries and bookstores to determine adoptions,
are also biased in what they review, tending to ignore—or denounce—titles
that stray beyond the ideological norm.
“Reviews necessarily reflect the points of view of the reviewers, who
are products of the American educational system, which promotes moderates
and conservatives while weeding out radicals. Reviewers usually are
employed in the orthodox environment of universities or commercial
publishing,” argues librarian Charles Willet. Titles acquired by both school
and public libraries, he adds, are slanted toward a conventional view of past
and present, selected by librarians and faculty “who tend to accept large
corporate and university press publishers as objective and trustworthy, while
rejecting small nonprofit publishers as ‘political’ and unreliable.” If any
change has occurred, it is in a more regressive direction as public and
university libraries, faced with declining revenues, acquire even fewer
alternative titles.84
The distribution and exposure that authors receive varies roughly in
accordance with their proximity to the political mainstream. Books by expresidents, famous military leaders, or other highly prestigious establishment
figures are contracted with big houses for million-dollar advances that are
seldom earned back in sales. In an attempt to recoup an enormous advance,
the publisher is likely to invest additionally large sums for promotion, often
throwing good money after bad. Costly celebrity contracts are pursued
despite their dubious profitability because the prestige of the author is
thought to redound on the publishing house itself, or as a preemptive measure
to prevent another house from getting a potential “blockbuster,” or perhaps

because many editors, like other unimaginative people, have a knee-jerk
inclination to follow the celebrity trail.
Celebrities aside, who are the other writers whose books win special
promotion? In some important cases, they are the keepers of the ideological
orthodoxy. Consider the historic investigations conducted around the John F.
Kennedy assassination. As president, Kennedy was heartily hated by rightwing forces in this country, including many powerful people in secret
operations who saw him as “messing with the intelligence community.”85 He
had betrayed the national interest as they defined it, by refusing to go all out
against Cuba, making overtures of rapproachment with Castro, and refusing
to escalate the ground war in Vietnam. They also saw him as an antibusiness
pinko liberal or closet Marxist who was taking the country down the wrong
path.86
For over thirty years the corporate-owned press and other mainstream
opinion makers have ignored the many unsettling revelations about the
Kennedy assassination unearthed by independent investigators. Such research
points to a conspiracy to assassinate the president and a conspiracy to hide
the crime. At the very least, the investigators raise enough serious questions
as to leave us unwilling to accept the Warren Commission’s official version
of blaming Lee Harvey Oswald for the killing of President Kennedy.87
An end run around the media blackout was achieved by Oliver Stone’s
film JFK. Released in late 1991, the movie exposed millions of viewers to
the many disturbing aspects of the assassination. JFK was repeatedly
attacked seven months before it was released, in just about every major print
and broadcast outlet, usually in the most caustic and general terms. The
media’s ideological gatekeepers poured invective upon Stone, while
avoiding the more difficult task of rebutting the substantive points made in his
film, and without ever coming to grips with the critical historical literature
upon which the movie drew. A full exposure of the assassination conspiracy,
that might unearth CIA or military intelligence involvement, would cast
serious discredit upon the nation’s major institutions.88
Oliver Stone’s JFK continued to be attacked years after its initial run.
Stone was pilloried as a “ranting maniac” and a “dangerous fellow,” guilty
of “near-pathological monkeying with history.” The idea of a conspiracy in
high places was ridiculed as a fanciful scenario that sprang from the
imagination of a filmmaker. Like the Warren Commission, the press assumed

a priori that Oswald was the lone killer. In 1978, when a House Select
Committee concluded that there was more than one assassin involved in the
Kennedy shooting, the Washington Post editorialized that there still probably
was no conspiracy, but possibly “three or four societal outcasts” who acted
independently of each other spontaneously and simultaneously to shoot the
president.89 Instead of a conspiracy theory the Post created a coincidence
theory that might be the most fanciful explanation of all.
Meanwhile, in answer to the question, Did Oswald act alone? most
independent investigators concluded that he did not act at all. He was not one
of the people who shot Kennedy, although he was involved in another way, in
his own words as “a patsy,” concluded the critics.
In the wake of the public’s renewed interest in the Kennedy assassination,
the media bestowed fulsome publicity on one Gerald Posner, a little-known
New York lawyer and writer, helping to catapult his book, Case Closed, onto
the national best-seller list. Posner’s book ignored the abundant evidence of
conspiracy and coverup and used outright untruths to conclude that Lee
Harvey Oswald was a disturbed lone leftist who killed Kennedy.90 Neither
before nor since has a writer about the Kennedy assassination been accorded
such lavish fanfare. Posner’s book was featured in prime display spaces at
major bookstores around the nation. It was quickly adopted for bookclub
distribution. Posner himself enjoyed ubiquitous major media exposure, being
treated as the premier authority on the case.91 He was granted guest columns
and lead letters, lead articles, and adulatory reviews in just about every
major publication in the United States. A review of his book in the Journal
of American History reads more like a promotional piece than an evaluation
of a historical investigation.92 Case Closed was hailed as “brilliantly
illuminating” and “lucid and compelling” by New York Times reviewers who
knew all along that conspiracies to murder the president do not happen in a
nice country like the United States.93
The gaping deficiencies in Case Closed went unnoticed in the major
media. None of the pundits or reviewers remarked on Posner’s bad habit of
referring to sources as supporting his position, when in fact they did not.
Thus, he very selectively cited as new scientific “proof” the computerenhanced studies by Failure Analysis Associates, without mentioning that the
company had produced evidence for both sides in an American Bar
Association mock trial of Lee Harvey Oswald. In a sworn affidavit, the CEO

of Failure Analysis, Roger L. McCarthy, pointed out that “one Gerald
Posner” consulted only the prosecution materials without acknowledging
“that there was additional material prepared by FaAA for the defense.
Incredibly, Mr. Posner makes no mention of the fact that the mock jury that
heard and saw the technical material that he believes is so persuasive and
‘closed’ the case . . . also saw the FaAA material prepared for the defense,
[and] could not reach a verdict.”94
Posner has another bad habit. He cites interviews with people whom he
never actually interviewed and who repudiate the representations he made
about their views. Thus, before the House Committee on Government
Operations in November 1993, he claimed to have interviewed two of
Kennedy’s pathologists, James Humes, M.D., and J. Thornton Boswell,
M.D., who supposedly admitted to him that they had erred in their original
judgment about the location of Kennedy’s skull wound, opting for a higher
entrance wound that would better fit the theory that the shot came from the
book depository where Oswald was supposedly perched.95 But Gary Aguilar,
M.D., an expert on the medical evidence relating to the assassination,
telephoned Humes and Boswell: “Both physicians told me that they had not
changed their minds about Kennedy’s wounds at all. They stood by their
statements in JAMA [Journal of the American Medical Association], which
contradict Posner. Startlingly, Dr. Boswell told me that he has never spoken
to Posner.”96
Are we to believe, asks Aguilar, that Boswell admitted to Posner he saw
a high skull wound at very nearly the same time he was claiming he saw a
low wound to a fellow pathologist, the editor of JAMA, in a published
interview in that journal (May 27, 1992)? Are we to believe that Boswell
would forget that he had repudiated his own sworn testimony and autopsy
report in a conversation with Posner? Furthermore, such a retraction by
Humes and Boswell would have had enormous forensic significance. Why
then did Posner fail to mention this “case-closing” news anywhere in either
edition of his book? So many inconsistencies in Posner’s account exist that
only a full release of his research materials could establish that Humes and
Boswell have recanted. But despite repeated requests, Posner refuses to
release his unedited notes, records, and recordings.97
In Case Closed, Posner maintains that James Tague, a bystander at the
assassination, was hit by a fragment from the first of three shots.98 Tague

maintains that he was not hit by the first shot, which means there must have
been a fourth bullet from someone other than Posner’s lone assassin.99 In an
April 1994 telephone conversation, Tague told Gary Aguilar the same thing
he had told the Warren Commission, thereby flatly contradicting Posner’s
reconstruction of his testimony. Even more unsettling, in Case Closed, Posner
cites two interviews with Tague to support his version of Tague’s testmony.
But Tague informed Aguilar that he has never spoken to Posner.100
Posner “picks and chooses his witnesses on the basis of their consistency
with the thesis he wants to prove,” comments G. Robert Blakey, chief
counsel to the House Select Committee on Assassinations. “All through his
book, Posner uses our investigation when it serves his purpose but
disregards it when it runs counter to his thesis.” One example: Secret Service
agent Paul Landis, who was riding the running board of the follow-up car,
heard shots that came from both the grassy knoll and the book depository.
Posner knows about Landis; he quotes him as a credible witness on the
timing of the first shot but ignores his testimony about the direction of the
third shot, just as he ignores the testimony of others who reported gunfire
from the grassy knoll.101
There are many questions Posner does not address: What of the witnesses
who saw something different from what the Warren Commission—and
Posner—say they saw? What of Oswald’s links to right-wing groups and the
intelligence community? And what of the various operatives who have
emerged as participants in the plot?102 Posner simply ignores the evidence
unearthed by investigators or “often presents the opposite of what the
evidence says,” charges David Wrone in the Journal of Southern History.103
Those who tried to expose the seemingly purposive distortions in
Posner’s work have seldom been accorded any air time or print space in the
major media.104 Space does not allow a full exposition and rebuttal, but
certainly the unanswered questions and unclassified or disappeared materials
are enough to leave any responsible historian unwilling to say that Posner has
closed the case and given us the final word.
Nor should our minds be swayed by such buzzwords as “conspiracy,”
which cause us to reject out-of-hand the idea that ruling elites operate with
self-interested intent and sometimes with unprincipled and lethal effect.
Furthermore, if the author of Case Closed is guiding us away from

conspiracy hysteria, “what then are we to make of Posner’s claim that his
critics have threatened to assassinate him?”105
To return to the question asked earlier: Why is it that different authors,
addressing the same historical subject from different orientations, enjoy such
diametrically contrasting receptions? Why is it that some are put forth as
stars while others—whose efforts are at least as commanding and
accomplished—languish in relative obscurity? The distinguishing
characteristic between the two often is a political one. Posner has given the
system’s guardians the answer they wanted: the assassination was only an
isolated aberration that reveals nothing sinister about the national security
state.
To conclude, history is not just what the historians say it is, but what
government agencies, corporate publishing conglomerates, chain store
distributors, mass media pundits, editors, reviewers, and other ideological
gatekeepers want to put into circulation. Not surprisingly, the deck is stacked
to favor those who deal the cards.
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THE STRANGE DEATH OF PRESIDENT
ZACHARY TAYLOR, A STUDY IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF MAINSTREAM
HISTORY

W

hat follows is a detailed demonstration of how historical memory is
politically constructed, how unsubstantiated, highly questionable, raw
speculations are transformed into acceptable history by public officials,
academic historians, and the news media. The process is similar to
propaganda. Some basic ingredients of propaganda are omission, distortion,
and repetition. Regarding repetition, one cannot but be impressed by how
mainstream historians, like mainstream journalists, find validation for their
images in the images they have already produced, how without benefit of
evidence or independent research they revisit each other’s unsubstantiated
representations again and again, creating an undeserved credibility through a
process of repetition. If reiterated often enough by “experts and other
reputable sources,” the assertion becomes accepted as true. Along with pack
journalism we have pack historiography. Indeed, the two often work in
tandem to buttress the politically safe conclusion. This seems to be the case
regarding the death of the twelfth president of the United States, Zachary
Taylor.
On the evening of July 4, 1850, President Taylor suddenly sickened. Five
days later, at the age of sixty-five, he died. At the time, there were rumors he
had been poisoned. More than 140 years later, an investigation was launched
into his death by Clara Rising, a writer. In the course of doing a book about
Taylor, she came to suspect that he had been murdered because of his

uncompromising stance against the spread of slavery into U.S. territories.
After receiving permission from Taylor’s descendants to have his remains
examined, Rising enlisted the cooperation of the Jefferson County coroner in
Louisville, Kentucky. Zachary Taylor’s crypt was opened on June 17, 1991.
Fingernail, hair, and tissue samples, along with bone scrapings, were
removed from his body, and tests were run at three different laboratories.
The exhumation drew immediate and sharp criticism from the press. A
New York Times editorial chastised Clara Rising for “a cavalier contempt for
the dead” and for “tampering with a grave” while having no “serious
historical evidence” to support her suspicions.1 The New Republic described
the investigation as a “sacrilege” and “grisly exercise.”2 Syndicated
columnist Charles Krauthammer likened the interest in Taylor’s death to the
interest in President Kennedy’s assassination and denounced all such
“conspiracy theories” for undermining the “constitutional transitions of
power” in our political system.3
Professional historians were equally critical. Elbert Smith, author of
books on the Taylor-Fillmore years, thought the idea of foul play was “sheer
nonsense.” He explained that historians never suspected Taylor was
murdered because “conspiracies and poisoning” were common in ancient
Rome and Greece but not in the United States of the 1850s. Civil War
historian Shelby Foote thought that even if it were discovered that Taylor had
been poisoned, it would be of no significance and would lead only to a
pointless engagement in “what-might-have-beens.”4 He was referring to the
seemingly useless conjectures about what might have happened had Taylor
lived and his antiextensionist policy prevailed.
Foote trivializes the investigation by assuming that any revelation about
poisoning would lead only to fruitless speculation rather than to a more
accurate grasp of what might be a darker side of American politics. The goal
is not to speculate about “what-might-have-beens” but to uncover the more
menacing actualities—if there are any to uncover. Is it of any historical
significance whether Zachary Taylor was poisoned? Although he is not
regarded as an important president, the idea that he met such a fate challenges
the notion propagated by the guardians of orthodox history who maintain that
U.S. political institutions are above such skulduggery, and America is a
uniquely blessed land where such things do not happen. If Taylor was
poisoned, this would raise troubling questions about the security of

presidents from assassination and the role of conspiratorial murder in high
places. It suggests the possibility that powerfully vested interests have been
capable of taking extreme measures against top political leaders. And it
might cause some of us to wonder about the legitimacy and virtue of what
passes for democratic rule.
On June 26, 1991, Kentucky State medical examiner Dr. George Nichols
announced at a news conference in Louisville that Zachary Taylor had not
been poisoned. Traces of arsenic were found in his body but nowhere near
the lethal level. That evening ABC-TV news anchor Peter Jennings
announced: “a mystery solved.” Taylor “died of natural causes.”5 The next
day, the New York Times story was headlined: “VERDICT IN: 12TH
PRESIDENT WAS NOT ASSASSINATED.”6 A Washington Post headline
proclaimed: “NO EVIDENCE OF POISONING UNEARTHED IN TAYLOR
CASE.”7 A follow-up story in the Post reported: “In a setback to conspiracy
buffs everywhere, [Clara Rising’s] theory of assassination by arsenicsprinkled cherries was disproved this week.”8 The media stories indicated
that Taylor died from consuming cherries and milk.

Examining the Examination
Having never known cherries and milk to be fatal, I decided to examine
the matter more closely. When my research assistant Peggy Karp called Dr.
Nichols, six weeks after his press conference, to request a copy of the
medical report, he said it was still in the computer and had not been printed
out. If true, this means all the news stories announcing that Taylor had not
been poisoned were filed by journalists who had never seen the actual report
and who had uncritically accepted at face value the medical examiner’s
opinion enunciated at the press conference.
Eleven days later, in response to another inquiry from my assistant,
Nichols offered a different excuse for not letting us have the report, saying he
was under orders from the county coroner not to release it. Several weeks
later, Nichols’s secretary offered yet another reason: the report was
available only through the person who had requested and funded the autopsy.
Peggy Karp contacted Dr. Richard Greathouse, the county coroner in
Louisville who had supervised the investigation. He eventually mailed us a
copy of what appeared to be the medical examiner’s statement.

Entitled “Results of Exhumation of Zachary Taylor,” the report is a little
over three pages, double-spaced, with no date, location, or letterhead.
Though written in the first person, it lists no author. It concludes: “It is my
opinion that President Zachary Taylor was not poisoned by arsenic.” Arsenic
was found in the samples taken from Taylor’s remains but the amounts were
“within the anticipated baseline concentration of that substance in human
tissues.” Regarding the symptoms preceding Taylor’s death, the report says
something interesting:
The symptoms and duration of Zachary Taylor’s disorder are historically and
medically compatible with acute arsenic poisoning and many natural
diseases. Symptoms begin within 30 minutes to 2 hours after ingestion. The
symptoms include nausea, vomiting, severe abdominal cramping pain,
burning epigastric pain, and bloody diarrhea. Death usually results within 24
hours to 4 days. . . .
It is my opinion that Zachary Taylor died as the result of one of a myriad
of natural diseases which would have produced the symptoms of
“gastroenteritis.”
Lastly, the symptoms which he exhibited and the rapidity of his death are
clearly consistent with acute arsenic poisoning.9
Taylor’s symptoms included abdominal cramps, diarrhea, vomiting, fever,
burning epigastric pain, and severe thirst. Though not mentioned in the report,
severe thirst is a common symptom of arsenic poisoning. While the report
asserts that a “myriad of natural diseases” fit this clinical picture, it names
none.
Accompanying the report was a half-page statement entitled “Final
Diagnosis” signed by Nichols, who concluded: “Opinion: No anatomic or
toxicologic cause of determined by [sic] this examination. The manner of
death is natural.” He states further: “Historical data consistent with
undetermined natural disorder presenting as [sic] clinical ‘gastroenteritis.’”
If I understand Nichols, Taylor died of an undetermined disorder, the
symptoms of which resembled gastroenteritis—a catchall diagnosis given to
stomach and intestinal inflammation and other internal distresses, a term so
imprecise that even Nichols felt compelled to bracket it repeatedly with
distancing quotation marks in his report. Though he referred to “historical

data” consistent with his conclusion, he offered none.10 The report said
nothing about what caused the gastroenteritis.
Some months later, when asked if Taylor had died from gastroenteritis,
Dr. Greathouse emphasized that such a conclusion was “an opinion, an
opinion only, an opinion based on symptoms.”11 It seems the investigators
were not as certain of their conclusions about how Taylor died as they—or
as the media—were leading us to believe. Greathouse described
gastroenteritis as “a very general term.” The cause could be “chemicals or
viruses or bacteria, as in food poisoning or allergies.”12
As already noted, the medical examiner’s report states that Taylor’s
symptoms were consistent with arsenic poisoning but also with “many
natural diseases,” indeed a “myriad of diseases.” When asked what other
afflictions displayed these symptoms, Greathouse could not say. He remarked
that “they said at the time [Taylor] had cholera morbus. . . . [But] he didn’t
really have the symptoms of cholera.” Cholera morbus is a noninfectious,
rarely fatal affliction that brings on diarrhea and cramps. Greathouse also
mentioned several varieties of food poisoning but conceded that these do not
normally cause death. He conjectured that Taylor could have contracted some
kind of bacterial or acute viral infection from the food and water he had
consumed that day. He also allowed that “myriad” was “too flowery a word”
and that “several” other diseases would have been more accurate.13
Judging from Greathouse’s own comments, food poisoning seems to be
the only malady that fits Taylor’s symptoms other than arsenic poisoning.
With food poisoning there comes the sudden onset of stomach cramps,
vomiting, and diarrhea an hour or so after eating—but not five days of agony
and not the raging thirst, peculiar weakness in the legs, and rarely the death
that comes with arsenic poisoning.
Exactly how much arsenic was found in Taylor’s remains? Since arsenic
is present in the atmosphere, anyone tested today would range from 0.2 to 0.6
of a microgram per gram, or parts per million (ppm).14 The colorimetric
spectrophotometry tests done on Taylor’s hair and nails, conducted by
Michael Ward, a forensic scientist with the Kentucky Department of Health
Services, found up to 1.9 micrograms per gram of arsenic in Taylor’s hair
sample—three to nine times the modern-day rate. His nail sample revealed
3.0 ppm, which is five to fifteen times higher than today’s normal range.15

Taylor spent his life on his Louisiana and Kentucky plantations, on army
bases in Wisconsin, Florida, Missouri, and Louisiana, and his last fifteen
months mostly in Washington, D.C. None of these sites had any industrial
pollution to speak of. He should have had much less arsenic in him than do
people exposed to today’s chemicalized environment. In fact, he had
substantially more, although apparently not a lethal amount.
Nichols is quoted in the Washington Post as saying that the concentration
of arsenic would have had to be “hundreds to thousands of times greater”
than was found in Taylor to cause death.16 But the Swedish toxicologist Sten
Forshufvud demonstrated that whole-hair samples (that is, the entire length of
hair) from an arsenic victim showed amounts not much higher than Taylor’s.
However, a sectional analysis of that same victim’s hair (an analysis of
specific portions of the hair shaft that grew during the time immediately after
poisoning) revealed a value of 10.38 micrograms per gram or seventeen to
fifty-one times more than the “normal” modern range.17 As already noted,
Taylor’s level, though only of the gross sample, was still three to nine times
higher.
Both the New York Times and Washington Post dismissed the presence of
arsenic in Taylor’s body, noting that the element was used in early medicines
and embalming fluid.18 Both papers failed to mention that, at the request of
his wife, Margaret Taylor, the president was not embalmed. And there is no
evidence he was administered any medicine containing arsenic before or
during his illness.19
Also mentioned as a contaminant was groundwater arsenic, which
sometimes seeps into graves. But Taylor was not interred. His crypt was
above ground and his lead coffin tightly sealed. The press reported that
arsenic was sometimes used in certain products like wallpaper. As far as we
know, Taylor was not given to munching on wallpaper, which would have
been the only way traceable amounts might enter his digestive tract, his
bloodstream, and eventually his nails and hair.
Greathouse contends that the arsenic in Taylor came from pollution. “Do
you live in Los Angeles?” he asked when interviewed by my research
assistant.20 Certainly Taylor never lived in a polluted megalopolis like Los
Angeles. If the main source of arsenic in our bodies is industrial effluent—of
which there was far less in Taylor’s time than today—would not the normal
levels for 1850 be substantially lower? “Not necessarily,” Greathouse

insisted, “Arsenic was also present in some medications and in food.” He
offered no specifics.
Greathouse added an interesting comment: Taylor’s symptoms were
congruent with acute arsenic poisoning, the result of one lethal dosage, as
opposed to chronic poisoning, involving ingestion of smaller amounts over a
protracted period. At the postmortem, Taylor’s nails were removed in their
entirety and hair samples were extracted in whole shafts. Even if Taylor had
been poisoned, most of the hair and nail substance would have been free of
high concentrations of arsenic—having been produced long before the
poisoning.
As already noted, acute dosages measure fairly low when a gross sample
analysis is done but are much higher when a sectional analysis is performed
of the specific portion of hair that grew immediately after the poisoning. To
test properly for acute poisoning, one would have to test only the base of the
nail and root end of the hair, the minute portions that had grown out during
Taylor’s illness, the last five days of his life. (Contrary to popular belief,
hair and nails do not continue growing after death.)
The tests done by Michael Ward were of entire nails and hairs. But
whole samples would greatly dilute the concentration of arsenic and mask the
presence of an acute poisoning. The 3.0 ppm of arsenic found in Taylor’s nail
is the ratio of arsenic to the entire substance of the nail or “combination of
finger and toe” nails, as Ward’s laboratory report states. Almost all that
substance would have been relatively free from arsenic whether or not
Taylor had been poisoned. Had shavings only from the last five-day growth
period been tested—assuming it was solidified enough not to have
decomposed entirely—then the concentration might have been dramatically
higher.
The same would be true of the hair sample. Since hair grows about one
centimeter per month or 4.7 inches a year, then the arsenic content in almost
all of Taylor’s hair would have been around the “normal” level. The only
portion of Taylor’s hair that should have been tested is the .166 of a
centimeter or slightly more than one-twentieth (.065) of an inch that might
have grown in the last five days of his life. Here we are assuming Taylor’s
hair was growing at an average rate, which may not have been the case given
his partial baldness, advanced years, and the mortal struggle his body was
undergoing in those final days.

Would not the hair root have shown a much higher concentration of
arsenic if not diluted by the whole sample? Dr. Vincent Guinn, forensic
consultant at the University of Maryland, thinks so, noting that gross-sample
testing is useful in cases of chronic or repeated poisoning, but in regard to
acute poisoning “the results would be invalid because you would be
averaging the root section concentration with the rest of the hair shaft.”21
What is needed is a sectional analysis—with special attention given to the
root.
One of the pioneers of sectional hair testing, Dr. Hamilton Smith of
Glasgow University’s School of Forensic Medicine in Scotland
demonstrated the masking effect of whole-hair analysis. Using neutron
activation analysis, Smith tested a whole-hair sample (30 cm) taken from a
modern-day arsenic victim and found an arsenic content of 0.86 ppm
(substantially less than in Taylor’s hair). But when the root and first
centimeter were tested as a separate section it revealed a value of 9.40 ppm,
or 10.9 times the level in the whole hair.22
Test results are only as good as the samples tested. Samples from a
cadaver that is over 140 years old have less reliability than samples from
recent victims. Both Dr. Greathouse and Dr. William Maples, a forensic
pathologist who attended the postmortem, mentioned that Taylor’s nails and
hair were loose and, in Maples’s words, “came out easily.” Maples
conceded that this might have been due to decomposition at the base.23
According to Dr. Richard Bisbing, senior research microscopist at McCrone
Laboratory in Chicago, if the hair root had decomposed entirely or in part,
this would call into question the reliability of any test.24
There is the additional problem of how the samples were extracted from
Taylor’s remains. Dr. Guinn notes that hairs removed from a body should be
placed on a clean piece of paper, with the paper folded over the root end, “a
procedure that sometimes is not followed because people do not know about
it.”25 It was not followed in the Taylor autopsy.
Along with the work done at the Kentucky Department of Health
Services, two other laboratories tested the Taylor samples. There appears to
be no final report from the Analytical Electronic Microscope Laboratory at
the University of Louisville. Laboratory manager Beverly Giammara spent a
day working alongside Nichols and several assistants on the samples.
Nichols then took all the materials with him. Giammara is not a pathologist

and did not know the significance of the arsenic levels but she kindly made
available the raw data from the tests.
In his “Final Diagnosis,” Nichols refers to a finding “received and
reported” from “Ms. Barbara [sic] Giammara” showing an arsenic elemented
weight percentage of “up to 1.80.” Reviewing the same data, I found one nail
sample test at 1.80 but another at 2.229. The test on one hair sample revealed
an even higher arsenic elemented weight percentage of 3.84, which Nichols
did not mention.26 According to Dr. Bisbing of McCrone Laboratory, the
figures from electron microscopy tests ignore carbon and nitrogen, which
make up over 99 percent of the hair, so they are of little significance.27
A more accurate test is neutron activation analysis. This was the method
used at the Oakridge National Laboratory by Drs. Frank Dyer and Larry
Robinson, who found 2.0 ppm of arsenic, a measure that is above average but
not considered lethal.28 Dyer himself raised questions about the procedure.
He recognized the possibility that when Taylor’s hair was extracted it could
have broken off at the root because of decomposition. He would not be part
of any further investigation unless he could participate in taking the samples.
“I’m becoming more and more appreciative of the importance of quality
assurance.”29 Dyer added, “I was very dependent on George Nichols to give
me what I needed. I asked Nichols if he could see which ends were the root
ends. He didn’t seem too interested in talking about it. I feel now that Nichols
didn’t really understand it was the roots that needed to be measured.”30
Dyer was not certain he had tested the roots. He did not check the ends
under a microscope. In any case, he was not sure how roots ought to look
“after sitting around for a hundred years.” With one selection of hairs he cut a
little off both ends, mixed them together, and tested. In another sample, hairs
were stuck together with what he thought was blood. He allowed that the
blood could add to the weight and reduce the arsenic measurement by about a
factor of two.
Dyer volunteered that he knew very little about the morphology of hair,
yet he seemed to know more than anyone else involved in the investigation.
He pointed out that at any one time some of the hairs on one’s head are
growing, some are not growing, and some are in an intermediate state. “So if
a hair was not growing, it would not have picked up the arsenic” even with
its root intact.31 If nongrowing hairs do not take up arsenic, then their
presence would further dilute the ratio of arsenic found in the gross sample.

Of more than passing significance, Dyer found a suspiciously high level
of antimony, 8.0 ppm, in the hair samples and 10.0 ppm in what he took to be
the root ends. Antimony, a heavy metal element, has been used as a poison. It
has a clinical picture similar to arsenic poisoning, with symptoms of nausea,
frequent vomiting, dehydration, and severe diarrhea.32 It has a higher toxicity
level than arsenic; an antimony value of 10.0 ppm is equivalent in toxicity to
12.0 ppm of arsenic. Considering that the root probably was partly or largely
decomposed, such a toxic level seems significant. Dyer was disturbed
enough about the antimony to inform Nichols, who said he would look into it.
But Nichols never called back.33
The materials taken from Taylor’s body were deposited with the Filson
Club, a Kentucky historical society. To conduct further tests, my assistant and
I requested hair samples from the club, representing our investigation as a
serious, scholarly undertaking. We informed the club that we had contacted a
forensic consultant who agreed to do a nuclear activation sectional analysis
and that we would pay for the tests. The Filson Club denied our request,
concluding that “thorough testing of these samples has already been
accomplished and [additional tests] would be considered a duplication of
previous effort.”34

Confrontation with the Slavocracy
Certain of the events surrounding Taylor’s presidency raise suspicions
about his death. Capitalizing on Taylor’s popularity as the hero of the
Mexican War, the Whig Party nominated him as its presidential candidate in
1848. There was much interest in the candidate’s views regarding what one
contemporary called “the all-absorbing and most embarrassing subject of
slavery.”35 Some northerners feared that, being a southerner, Taylor would
support its extension into the newly acquired territories. Others were aware
that Taylor, though himself a slaveholder and not an abolitionist, considered
slavery “a social and political evil,” and wanted it contained.36 Once in
office, the new president left no doubts in anyone’s mind. He sent
representatives to urge California and New Mexico to apply for entry into the
Union as free states—initiatives that greatly agitated both slaveholders and
Whig “compromisers” like Senators Henry Clay and Daniel Webster, who
were willing to make major concessions to the slavocracy.

Taylor entered the White House in apparently excellent health. A visitor
to his Mexican camp sometime the year before described him as a “heartylooking old gentleman” whose visage was “remarkable for a bright, flashing
eye, a high forehead, a farmer look and ‘rough-and-ready’ appearance.”37 In
the fifth month of his administration, on August 9, 1849, the president
embarked on a trip through a number of northern states. His first stop was
Pennsylvania. In Mercer, he made a bold public assertion: “The people of the
North need have no apprehension of the further extension of slavery.”38
Taylor was assuming an unambiguously antiextentionist position.
A fortnight after he began expressing his strong position against the
extension of slavery, Taylor mysteriously fell ill. On August 24, at Waterford,
he suddenly was stricken by vomiting and diarrhea. He continued on to Erie
where his physician, Dr. Robert Wood, put him to bed with the “shakes.”
After a sleepless night, the president worsened and ran a fever. Dr. Wood
now feared for his patient’s life. Not until the fifth day did he throw off the
illness.39 After a week of convalescence, the president was much improved
but still suffered from a weakness in his legs that made it difficult to walk.40
Taylor’s illness alarmed members of his administration. “You have been
so long accustomed to look danger in the face, that you do not fear it,” wrote
Secretary of State John Clayton on behalf of the entire cabinet, “but we think
that you have been sick so much since you left Washington, that it is evident
your journey cannot be continued without peril.”41 Yielding to his cabinet’s
entreaties, Taylor returned to the capital in early September. He did not
recuperate until several weeks later.
What was the malady that so mysteriously seized the president on his
journey north? Neither contemporaries nor historians tell us. Dr. Sten
Forshufvud, the toxicologist who conducted an interesting study of the death
of Napoleon, observes: “If someone in apparently perfect health is suddenly
attacked by violent symptoms of illness, without anything to announce their
approach, we are, first and foremost, led to think of poisoning. Generally
speaking, a natural, normal sickness gives a number of warning signals
before entering its pronounced phase.”42 While the reaction to poisoning
comes abruptly, the recovery is slow. The prolonged effects of arsenic
poisoning, for instance, include a weakness in the legs that can linger for
some time after.43 This was one of Taylor’s symptoms.

If Taylor was poisoned in Pennsylvania, this might explain the aboveaverage arsenic levels in the gross sample tests of his nails and bone tissue
and the very high level of antimony in his hair.
In November 1849, as debates raged in Congress regarding the slavery
issue, Taylor’s health was once more deemed “excellent” by his doctor. By
December, “he gave the impression of being robust.”44 The following spring
found a fully restored president on a collision course with the slavocracy.
Henry Clay wrote an associate, “The all-engrossing subject of slavery
continues to agitate us, and to paralyze almost all legislation.”45 On January
29, 1850, Clay put together an omnibus bill, later known as the Compromise
of 1850. It contained the following proposals: (a) A stronger fugitive slave
law for the “restitution and delivery” of runaway slaves. (b) In regard to the
slave trade, Congress would relinquish its constitutional power to regulate
interstate commerce. There would be no restrictions against slavery in the
territories. (c) New Mexico would remain as a territory with no decision on
slavery. (d) Texas would relinquish its claim to New Mexico. As
compensation, the federal government would assume Texas’s entire public
debt.
Clay’s package contained much of what the slave interests wanted. It also
offered substantial economic benefits to the moneyed creditors of Texas,
whose notes would now enlist the “full faith and credit” of the U.S.
government. Clay’s bill earned the name of “compromise” because it offered
a couple of concessions to the North: California was to be admitted as a free
state and the slave trade would be abolished in the nation’s capital. But
slavery itself would continue in that city unless slaveholders agreed to its
abolition—in which case they would receive full compensation.
Taylor adamantly opposed the bill. On May 20, Clay excoriated the
president on the Senate floor for pursuing a dangerously uncompromising
antiextensionist policy. The slaveholding president was taking a surprisingly
tough stance against the slaveholding interests. When threats of secession
filled the air, Taylor let it be known that he personally would lead troops
against any “traitors,” and hang secessionists “with less reluctance than I
hanged spies and deserters in Mexico.”46 On June 17, 1850, he informed
Congress that Texas was threatening to use force to incorporate about half of
New Mexico within its jurisdiction and that he was ready to send federal
troops to crush such a move.

The slaveholders believed that their class system was doomed if it
remained an isolated southeastern enclave while free states spread across the
entire continent. Slavery would have to extend itself into a good portion of
the newly acquired territories if it was to survive. In the crisis over how the
territorial spoils of the imperialist war against Mexico were to be
apportioned, Taylor was emerging as a pivotal player. The slaveholders must
have viewed the president as a particularly threatening figure: a war hero,
himself a southerner and a slaveholder, who thereby lent additional
credibility to the antiextensionist position even within the South, a president
who would veto any extensionist bill and would not hesitate to apply the full
force of the U.S. military to suppress secession and even contain
extensionism.
Here we might note the significance of Vice President Millard Fillmore’s
views. A devoted friend and admirer of Henry Clay, Fillmore informed
Taylor that in the event of a tie in the Senate on Clay’s compromise package,
the vice president, as presiding officer, would cast the deciding vote in favor
of it.47 It must have been a discouragement to the chief executive to know that
his vice president would line up against him.
Clay’s omnibus bill, in the words of one historian, “was doomed as long
as Zachary Taylor lived.”48 It was no secret that if Taylor died and Fillmore
became president, there would be a dramatic shift in policy on the slavery
question.

A Lethal Dose of Cherries and Milk?
On July 4, 1850, Zachary Taylor attended the laying of the cornerstone of
the Washington Monument. That evening after dinner, he suddenly took ill.
Five days later he was dead. Trying to explain the suspicious affliction,
historians repeatedly note that Taylor spent much of that afternoon walking
around or sitting in the hot sun and humidity, thereby weakening himself. But
Taylor evidenced none of the symptoms of excessive heat exposure, neither
during that day nor throughout his ensuing illness.
“Rough and Ready,” as he was affectionately known, had spent much of
his life exposed to the elements at army camps around the country and on
battlefields under the blazing sun. In any case, on July 4, he was not “walking
around” but took a carriage to the site of the monument where he participated

in the ceremony.49 The Philadelphia Bulletin correspondent who attended the
event described the president as “to all appearances, sound in health and in
excellent spirits . . . and even up to five o’clock, exhibit[ed] no symptoms of
illness.”50 The National Intelligencer reported that he appeared “in the full
enjoyment of health and strength participating in the patriotic ceremonies.”51
Arriving at the Executive Mansion, Taylor remarked to his physician Dr.
Alexander Wotherspoon that he was “very hungry.”52 A hearty appetite is not
symptomatic of someone debilitated by heat or impending illness.
Taylor’s major biographer, Holman Hamilton, writes that the president
seemed, “slightly under par” on July 3. But others, including the reporters
quoted above and the president’s physician, said he seemed quite fit on July
4. Hamilton tells us that earlier in the day, Taylor “may have munched green
apples immediately before or after attending a Sunday school recital.” If he
did, he made no complaint of indigestion for the entire day. And green apples
are not known to be fatal.
Hamilton asserts that during the ceremony, Taylor “sat two hours in the
broiling sun” as it beat on “his head which was probably bare most of the
time.”53 Hamilton does not explain why the president would deny himself the
protection of his hat while exposed to the broiling sun nor why he would
remain bareheaded when the proper style was to keep one’s hat on during
formal outdoor ceremonies. Samuel Eliot Morison claims that Taylor was
“subjected to two hours’ oratory by Senator Foote in the broiling sun.”54
Similar assertions are repeated by other historians—none of whom thought it
odd that no provision was made for the comfort of the president and the
numerous other dignitaries.
Two eyewitness reports I unearthed offer a different picture. According
to a National Intelligencer reporter who was present, there was shade
aplenty as “one to two thousand ladies and gentlemen assembled under the
broad awning.”55 Provision was made to protect the audience from the sun.
Another participant, Senator Henry Foote, who exchanged friendly words
with the president after delivering his oration, wrote, “Never had I seen him
look more robust and healthful than while seated under the canopy which
sheltered the speaker and the assembled concourse from the burning rays. . .
.”56 In sum, the image of Taylor sitting for hours under a “broiling sun” is a
fabrication introduced by historians, made no less imaginary by repeated
assertion.

Hamilton alludes to typhoid and cholera, observing that the District of
Columbia had a “primitive water supply and arrangements for sewage
disposal invited the worst from flies and insects.” He reports that “Asiatic
cholera was still abroad in the land,” but admits “there is no proof that this
scourge invaded Washington in 1850.” And “in diagnosing Taylor’s case,
Asiatic cholera can be dismissed.” Likewise, “typhoid fever is out of the
question; his symptoms simply were not those of typhoid.”57
What then killed Taylor? Most historians who have dealt with the
question say he consumed something that attacked his digestive tract. They
repeatedly ascribed the fatal results to seemingly innocuous food and drink:
“cherries, and cabbage,” “a glass of milk,” “bread and milk and cherries,”
“ice water,” “mush and milk,” “raw fruit or vegetables or both.”58 Samuel
Eliot Morison decided the fatality was caused by “an excessive quantity of
cucumbers.”59 Elbert Smith opts for “raw fruit . . . various raw vegetables as
well, which he washed down with large quantitites of iced milk.”60 Paul
Wellman combines the weather and the food: “Zachary Taylor died very
suddenly of indigestion contracted from too much iced water and milk and
too many cherries, after he returned hot and tired from Fourth of July
ceremonies.”61 Henry William Elson weaves together the entire string of
causalities—and improves upon them: the two hours in the sun is expanded
to “several hours in the boiling sun”; the milk and cherries become “large
draughts of iced milk and iced fruit”; and the president’s affliction is
“cholera morbus” merging in a few days “into typhoid fever” and death.62
Where did these historians get their peculiar information about what
Taylor supposedly consumed? They do not tell us. Neither contemporary
news reports nor latter-day historians offer any source for their widely
varied and conflicting accounts regarding the president’s ingestions that day.
Taylor had no history of chronic indigestion or delicate stomach. Quite
the contrary, Hamilton reports that Old Zach was known to be a trencherman
who could digest anything.63 Yet, in the next breath Hamilton describes
Taylor as an infirm old man who “had led a hard life,” who was “in less than
the best of health,” and who “ate raw stuff and drank cold liquids” on July
4th.64
Taylor’s physicians would not have agreed with that portrait, having
reported months earlier that the president was fully recovered from the Erie
attack and in “excellent” health and of “robust” appearance—as Hamilton

himself reports.65 During the early phase of Taylor’s fatal illness, his
physicians believed “his strong constitution and superb physique would
overcome the temporary disability.”66 Another contemporary, Montgomery,
also talks about Taylor’s “naturally strong constitution.”67
According to Taylor’s physician, Dr. Wotherspoon, Taylor developed
severe cramps about an hour after his evening meal. Later he suffered attacks
of nausea and diarrhea and spent an uncomfortable night. The following day,
Friday, July 5, the president’s discomfort worsened, as he continued to suffer
diarrhea and some vomiting. On Saturday, Taylor’s family grew increasingly
concerned. Summoned to the White House, Dr. Wotherspoon diagnosed the
ailment as “cholera morbus”—which, despite its awesome name, has no
relation to the dread scourge of Asiatic cholera. As already noted, cholera
morbus was a flexible mid-nineteenth-century term applied to diarrhea and
other such intestinal ailments. Wotherspoon prescribed calomel, opium, and
quinine, which appeared to produce an immediate improvement.68
On Sunday other physicians were called in. The diarrhea subsided but the
vomiting continued and an intermittent fever ensued. Taylor also experienced
severe pain on the side of his chest and a raging thirst. He drank constantly
until his stomach rejected the fluid. Dr. Robert Wood, who had attended to
Taylor when he journeyed north the year before, arrived on Monday. He
observed that the sudden illness “was very like” Taylor’s “attack at Erie.”69
There is no indication that Taylor sickened in Erie because of heat exposure
or raw foods and iced drink.
By Monday the president was despondent. He commented to his medical
attendant: “I should not be surprised if this were to terminate in my death. I
did not expect to encounter what has beset me since my elevation to the
Presidency. God knows I have endeavored to fulfill what I conceived to be
an honest duty. But I have been mistaken. My motives have been
misconstrued, and my feelings most grossly outraged.” This comment was
reported in a number of newspapers of that day but has been ignored by
every latter-day historian.70 One might wonder whether Taylor himself was
not entertaining suspicions of foul play.
By Tuesday, July 9, the physicians refused to administer any more
medication, considering it a lost cause. That afternoon, Taylor was vomiting
green matter from his stomach.71 He died that night at 10:35 P.M.72 Hamilton

records the cause of death as “acute gastroenteritis, the inflammation of the
lining membrane of his stomach and intestines.”73
If gastroenteritis caused Taylor’s death, what caused the gastroenteritis?
Could his intestinal passage have been so fatally assaulted by the seemingly
wholesome food and drink he is said to have consumed? That remains to this
day the acceptable view. Thus on June 27, 1991, the New York Times
misinformed its readers that Taylor fell ill “after consuming large quantities
of iced cherries and milk at the dedication of the Washington Monument on
July 4.” There is no evidence that Taylor consumed cherries and milk at the
ceremony. In fact, he took sick after his evening meal.
On June 28, 1991, the Washington Post told its readers: “A too-active,
too-hot Fourth of July celebration, too many cherries and bad medicine were
indeed responsible for killing off the 12th president.” A Post article from the
previous day reported that his gastroenteritis worsened when doctors “bled
the president.”74 But the bleeding did not come until the fifth and last day,
well after his illness had reached a critical stage.75
Newsweek offered the view “advanced by many mainstream historians,
that Taylor died of the mercury and other poisons used in the medicines.”76 In
fact, the “mercury” was calomel, a mercurous chloride used as a cathartic.
The electron microscope scanning shows no mercury in Taylor’s nails and a
percentage level in his hair (0.70) lower than the arsenic level (1.42). It
might be important to note that one effect of calomel is to mask the traces of
arsenic in a victim’s body.77 The “other poisons” were quinine and opium.
None of the medicines were administered until Saturday afternoon, the third
day of illness, well after the extreme thirst, bloody diarrhea, and vomiting
had begun.

Honorable Men and Official History
Taylor’s death marked a dramatic turning point in policy. Immediately
after his demise, the policy of containment against the spread of slavery was
reversed. On July 11, 1850, with Taylor not yet entombed, Daniel Webster
wrote to an associate that Fillmore’s “coming to power is a heavy blow” to
the “half abolition Gentlemen. I believe Mr. Fillmore favors the compromise,
& there is no doubt that recent events [the president’s death] have increased
the probability of the passage of that measure.”78 Later, Webster wrote, “I

think the country has had a providential escape from very considerable
dangers.”79 Clay was of like mind, writing to his daughter-in-law: “I think the
event which has happened [Taylor’s death] will favor the passage of the
Compromise bill.”80
The two old rivals, Clay and Webster, joined forces with Clay’s friend
and admirer, the newly installed President Fillmore, who put the power of
his office, including its ample patronage resources, behind the compromise
package.81 Within a month after Taylor’s death, many of the issues that
fervently concerned the slaveholders were settled to their satisfaction. The
Texas boundary was set at expanded limits of 33,000 square miles above
even what Clay had proposed. California was made a state but New Mexico
remained a territory. The interstate slave trade continued without federal
interference, and a strong fugitive slave bill was passed. Fillmore’s vigorous
enforcement produced “an era of slave hunting and kidnapping.”82 People
who harbored runaways, and even persons who had knowledge of such
activity but failed to report it, now risked fine and imprisonment.
Both Clay and Webster went to their graves not long after Taylor thinking
that the president’s death and their compromise efforts had averted war. At
least one contemporary, Congressman Abraham Lincoln, was of a different
opinion: Zachary Taylor’s death meant a loss in confidence that the people
had, “which will not soon pertain to any successor. . . . I fear the one great
question of the day [slavery], is not now so likely to be partially acquiesced
in by the different sections of the Union, as it would have been, could
General Taylor have been spared to us.”83
If someone had wanted to poison Taylor, it would not have been too
difficult a task to accomplish. There was no Secret Service in those days.
Security in the White House was poor and in the White House kitchen
nonexistent. Uninvited guests wandered about upstairs.84 A would-be
assassin who gained employment on the White House staff or perhaps a wellbribed southern sympathizer or an interloper on familiar terms with the staff
could have done the deed.
Ten years after Taylor’s death, some people still entertained misgivings.
In 1860, numerous letters from private citizens to President-elect Abraham
Lincoln expressed the suspicion that Zachary Taylor had been poisoned and
urged Lincoln to be aware of his enemies and exercise the utmost caution in
what he ate and drank.85

As far as I know, no political leader of Taylor’s day publicly questioned
the sudden, suspicious nature of his death. Nor did the press. A discovery of
assassination might have brought the nation to the brink of sectional war.
There was no investigation into Taylor’s death. No one examined the food or
drink at his table nor the plates and cups he used. There was no interrogation
of the staff, no autopsy, no tests for poison.
Would any political protagonist in the United States of 1850 be capable
of such a deed? Historian Eugene Genovese thinks not. While granting that
the political circumstances of the era suggest that an assassin would likely be
a pro-slavery southerner, he concludes, “I can’t imagine any Southern
personalities who would have been involved in such a conspiracy. But there
is always the possibility that there were some nuts who had access to him
and did it.”86
History shows us that “nuts” are not the only ones capable of evil deeds.
Gentlemen of principle and power, of genteel manner, can arrive at grim
decisions. We should recall how the slavery question dwarfed all other
issues during the antebellum period, filling the air with dire misgivings about
secession and civil war. Leaders facing a crisis of such magnitude will often
contemplate drastic options. If they commit crimes, it is not because they
harbor murky and perverse impulses but because they feel compelled to deal
with the dangers posed to their way of life. This does not mean they are
motivated merely by pocketbook concerns. They equate their vital personal
interests with the well-being of their society and nation, or, in this case, with
“the cause of Southern rights.”
Far from being immoral or unscrupulous, they are persons of principles
so lofty as to elevate them above the restraints of ordinary morality. They do
not act on sudden impulse. But, confronting inescapable urgencies, they soon
find themselves no longer shocked by the extreme measures they are willing
to employ. The execution of the unsavory deed is made all the easier by
delegating its commission to lower-level operatives. Most of the evil in
history is perpetrated not by lunatics or monsters but by individuals of
responsibility and commitment, whose most unsettling aspect is the apparent
normality of their deportment.
In any case, the men whom Genovese refers to as “Southern
personalities” had few scruples when dealing with those who challenged
their slavocracy. They presided over their huge estates as heartless

aristocrats, each owning hundreds of hapless slaves over whom they
exercised the unrestrained law of the whip and the gun. They were colonels
of militia regiments that hunted down runaways. “They openly carried pistols
and Bowie knives. Alternately courtly and dangerously belligerent, they
interpreted political opposition as a slight upon their honor. Abolitionism
they looked upon as simple robbery.”87 They would as soon kill an
abolitionist or opponent of extensionism as look at him. They spent decades
before the Civil War threatening to secede from the Union and secure their
slaveholders’ “way of life” with force and violence. The “Southern
gentlemen” who led this slavocracy happened to compose one of the most
brutal and vicious ruling circles ever to exist on the North American
continent.
What I have tried to demonstrate with the Zachary Taylor case is how
self-legitimating history is fabricated before our very eyes through a ready
tendency of past and present opinion-makers to find unsuspicious causes in
the face of suspicious symptoms. Once science, in the guise of the Kentucky
medical examiner, joined the mainstream press and academic historians to
put an imprimatur on a particular interpretation of events, haphazard opinions
were transformed into official truth. Thus, in 1992, Life magazine could
report with false finality that Taylor died “after eating cherries and cream on
a steamy July Fourth. . . . Last year amid speculation he’d been poisoned, his
body was exhumed, but no arsenic was found.”88 In 1994, in an article on
how “high-tech tests” were inspiring new investigations into the deaths of
famous people, the Associated Press referred to the “conclusive results . . .
obtained from the 1991 exhumation of President Taylor in Kentucky. Dr.
George Nichols, the state’s medical examiner, determined that the president
died of natural causes, not arsenic poisoning as a writer speculated.”89
In 1996, five years after the exhumation, the mythology continued in full
force, as Time magazine announced that Taylor died a few days after “he ate
a bowl of cherries and downed a glass of buttermilk.” But after “his tissue
samples were assailed with neutrons . . . the forensic conclusion was that he
had not been poisoned after all.”90 By 1996, the misrepresentation had
passed back into the history books. Even an exceptionally cogent and
insightful historian like Paul Finkelman—who swims against the mythic tide
on issues such as Jefferson and slavery—can get caught in the current of

another myth: “Scientists recently exhumed the remains of President Zachary
Taylor to determine if he was murdered. The tests proved negative.”91
Contrary to what has been widely publicized by historians, scientists, and
media, nothing conclusive has been offered to demonstrate that President
Taylor died a natural death. The official explanations for his death remain no
less incredible for being tirelessly repeated. Through a process of uncritical
reiteration, historians and media have reinforced each other’s implausible
speculations about fatal sun exposure and lethal ingestions of cherries and
milk. Historians and media, joined by forensic investigators, offered the
imprecise diagnoses of “gastroenteritis,” wrongly treating a set of symptoms
as the cause of death. The chief medical examiner’s investigation pretended
to a precision and thoroughness it never attained. And the press eagerly
cloaked the inquest with an undeserved conclusiveness.
A closer examination of the postmortem investigation and the historical
record should leave us more discomfited than ever. The presence of arsenic
was never satisfactorily explained, and the levels were sometimes
inaccurately reported. The suspiciously high antimony level went unreported.
The samples themselves were of dubious reliability. No precise sectional
hair analysis was performed. The symptoms were distinctly those of
poisoning. The ludicrous cherries-and-milk, cucumbers-and-cabbage,
sunstroke-and-sickness explanations for Taylor’s death conjured by
historians are without a shred of supporting evidence and cannot be taken
seriously—yet they are. If we cannot say for sure that Zachary Taylor was
poisoned, we can say with certainty that he did not die from sunstroke or
cherries and milk. Yet these latter imaginings remain the acceptable
explanation, the one that puts to rest any thoughts about an ugly side to U.S.
history. The case of Zachary Taylor’s death demonstrates how ideological
gatekeepers close ranks against any issue that challenges their expertise or
suggests conspiracy in high places.
Historians and journalists may not consciously plan to legitimize the
more reassuring, less controversial finding. But to move in a contrary
direction would definitely require swimming against the ideological tide, a
special effort inviting possible risks to one’s credibility. Those who hasten to
assure us that Taylor was not poisoned are reassuring us that, unlike other
lands, such things do not happen in this country. So “our” institutions remain
untouched by crime, conspiracy, and covert action. The legitimacy that

sustains these institutions would be open to question were it shown that a
president can be exterminated without anyone knowing it. What would such
an assassination say about assassination controversies of more recent times,
like the ones surrounding John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr.? What
would such an assassination say about our nation and the people who rule it?
What would it say about our history and the historians who write it?
In regard to poisoning, the absence of conclusive proof is not conclusive
proof of absence. In this case the absence of proof may be more the result of
sloppy and superficial investigative procedures, fuzzy and far-fetched
speculations by academics, and the heraldry of a press that reassures us that
all is basically well with political life in America, past and present.
Inconclusive and highly questionable results are now treated as settled fact.
Through a process of unexamined reiteration these findings come to occupy a
secure place in the manufactured history whose function is to legitimize
existing institutions. In the face of such ideological forces, an empirical
investigation of the actual facts does not stand a chance.
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AGAINST PSYCHOPOLITICS

I

n recent times, a considerable number of historians, political scientists,
psychologists, and others have begun to rely on psychology to explain
political phenomena. These academic subfields of “psychopolitics” and
“psychohistory” treat leaders and masses as driven by covert, personal
emotions having little to do with the manifest content of public issues. Here I
want to argue that psychoanalytic precepts and “depth” psychology theories
tend to distort our understanding of political life and trivialize the political
significance of history.

Depoliticizing the Political
“Many great public issues” C. Wright Mills once wrote, “as well as
many private troubles are described in terms of the ‘psychiatric’—often, it
seems in a pathetic attempt to avoid the large issues and problems of modern
society.”1 The psychologistic approach often serves as a means of avoiding
the realities of political economy. This might help explain why
psychopolitics and psychohistory have enjoyed generous funding and a ready
reception as respectable academic subfields.2 This is in marked contrast to
the relentless attacks and outright exclusion long endured by scholarship that
deals explicitly with class exploitation and class power. The controversies
that a psychopolitical analysis might stir up are not too controversial, since
“the large issues” Mills mentioned are painlessly avoided or reduced to
problems of personal mindset.
Among the foremost pioneers in psychopolitics was Harold Lasswell, a
political scientist by training but heavily influenced by Freudianism, and
himself a lay analyst. Over sixty years ago Lasswell postulated the following
formula to explain “political man”: p } d } r = P. The private motives of the

individual (p), “nurtured and organized in relation to the family constellation
and the early self,” are displaced (d) onto public objects. The displacement
is then rationalized (r) in terms of public interests to produce political man
(P).3
Regarding political displacement Lasswell writes: “The prominence of
hate in politics suggests that we may find that the most important private
motive is a repressed and powerful hatred of authority, a hatred which has
come to partial expression and repression in relation to the father.” And “the
repressed father hatred may be turned against kings or capitalists.”
Individuals who condemn “the merciless exploitation of the tool-less
proletariat by the capitalists” may be just voicing “the rational justification”
of earlier unresolved family animosities.4 Not just individuals but whole
“political movements derive their vitality from the displacement of private
affects upon public objects.”5
Consider some examples of how this displacement-rationalization model
has been applied. In 1969, the noted psychologist Bruno Bettelheim ascribed
the student antiwar protests that were sweeping the nation’s campuses to the
influence of a permissive society and to the “guilt” the students suffered
because they had avoided military service. As Bettelheim explained to a
special House Education Subcommittee: the guilt-ridden students, having
evaded military service, “feel like parasites of soci-ety and hence come to
hate a society which they think makes them feel this way.”6 In a word, the
students were not bothered by the Vietnam War as such but by the fact that
they were able to evade their moral obligation to fight in it.
Reaching beyond Bettelheim, Lewis Feuer diagnosed practically every
student rebellion in the twentieth century as suffering from irrational hostility
toward surrogate parental figures. He maintains that Fidel Castro, who
developed his rebellious ways during his student days, “repeatedly blamed
others, that is, his father, for his own entry into legal study” a field he did not
really wish to pursue. This “suggests some of the roots of Castro’s own
generational conflict and indirectly his anti-Americanism. In his blaming of
others for having misled him, the United States became a surrogate father to
be blamed.”7
However, not all student uprisings have pursued such “pseudo-goals,”
according to Feuer. University rebels in Communist countries—whose efforts

he applauds—were the exception; they were not acting out their filial
resentments, rather they were engaged in a “quest for real freedom.”8
For a group of social scientists, including Ernest Van den Haag, Nathan
Glazar, and Stanley Rothman, who believe that capitalism is the finest
economic system ever devised, the continued opposition to it from
intellectuals and others defies logic. Such hostility, they reason, can be
understood only by putting aside economic arguments and concentrating on
the psychological disturbances of the anticapitalist critics: the “emotional
and irrational causes” that leave consumers frightened by the very freedom
the free market breeds, the guilt feelings some have about their good life, the
envy that others feel toward the more affluent, and so forth.9
Historians Henderson and Chaloner describe Frederick Engels, Marx’s
collaborator, as driven by a personal fury against the English bourgeoisie and
factory owners in particular. His “extreme political views . . . represented a
violent reaction against the whole way of life of the highly respectable
[capitalist] household in which he had been reared.” Engels was “a young
man in a bad temper who vented his spleen in a passionate denunciation of
the factory system.” This explained “the unrestrained violence of his
language.” Henderson and Chaloner were referring to Engels’s book, The
Condition of the Working Class in England (which I would not at all
describe as written in a language of “unrestrained violence”), whose content
convinces them that “Engels was suffering from an overwhelming sense of
frustration.”10
Psychologizing about the disturbed psyches of protestors and dissidents
is not the exclusive province of political psychologists and psychohistorians.
In 1972, acts of insubordination and minor sabotage, along with a growing
antiwar sentiment and increasing numbers of desertions, were becoming a
serious concern to the U.S. Navy. Admiral Charles Duncan publicly labeled
the resisters in the enlisted ranks as “those few with mental aberrations,”
“anti-social, anti-military” individuals.11
The voluminous file that the CIA kept on the revolutionary leader Che
Guevara contains reports telling us that Che “hates to wash and will never do
so,” “is fairly intellectual for a ‘Latino,’” and his “attitude towards the U.S.
is dictated . . . by somewhat childish emotionalism and jealousy and
resentment.”12 After Philip Agee defected from the CIA and publicized some
of its worst practices abroad, the agency produced a psychiatrist who

announced that Agee was “sick and unstable.”13 (As one who knows Agee
personally, I find him to be healthy and stable.)
As these illustrations suggest, psychopathological explanations tend to
ignore the political content of things and conjure a latent predetermining
apolitical need. Thus Lasswell does not deal with the seemingly more
evident possibility that people hate kings or capitalists not because of filial
conflicts but because they often find the social conditions imposed by
autocracy and plutocracy to be insufferable.
Likewise, Van den Haag and his associates do not consider the idea that
hostility toward capitalism might stem from justifiable grievances relating to
economic deprivation, job insecurity, poor work conditions, low pay, high
rents, environmental devastation, undemocratic concentrations of political
power by moneyed interests, and many other such things.
And the historians who see Engels as venting only a personal frustration
in his exposé of the factory system do not entertain the possibility that he
might have felt outraged by the sight of battered children working twelvehour days for near-starvation wages under the most horrific conditions.
So with Feuer. In a Cuba ruled by a much-hated American-backed tyrant
like Fulgencio Batista, where the major industries, markets, land, labor, and
capital were in the profiteering grip of U.S. corporations while a large
segment of the populace lived in poverty, are we to believe that a Cuban’s
grievances toward the detested “Yanquis” were primarily a displacement of
filial hostility anchored in a resentment at being required to go to law
school? And what of the many thousands of others who joined revolutionary
ranks? Were they all bestirred principally by unresolved familial
antagonisms—as Feuer claims was the case with the Chinese students who
joined Mao? If so, history owes a remarkable debt to the deficiencies in
father-son relationships.14
Psychologistic investigators presume that the filial relationship not only
precedes but supersedes the experiences of later life and the influences of the
wider social sphere. But that premise remains unexamined; it is a selfdetermining psychologism. It not only fosters political ignorance, it relies on
political ignorance for its credibility. By ignoring important political data,
psychological speculation gains plausibility.
To illustrate: anyone who listened to the outrage that students expressed
against the Vietnam War, who witnessed what they were actually saying,

reading, writing, and doing, can be forgiven for rejecting Bettelheim’s
contention that they were motivated by guilt about not fighting in the very war
they detested. The observable evidence of their words and deeds suggests
that they opposed the war because they believed it unjust and destructive of
innocent lives. What is missing from Bettelheim’s view is just such
observable evidence. All we have are imputations that deny the actual
content of political struggle and ascribe a stock motive best known only to
Bettelheim through a process of discovery he does not reveal.
While these kinds of psychological explanations tend to depoliticize
political reality, they do so in a politically selective way. For example,
Bettelheim has never thought it necessary to sift through the psyches of those
who ordered and conducted the B-52 carpet bombing of Indochina. Nor did
the anti-Communist Feuer ever consider searching for hidden motives among
dissident students in Communist countries—whose rebellions he supported
and deemed free of psychopathology.
Similarly, Arnold Rogow seems to equate political deviancy with
psychological abnormality when he writes: “While most political leaders
neither require nor merit a psychobiography, the form is particularly
appropriate when we are dealing with odd or deviant political careers . . .
right and left extremists.”15 A political judgment is being made here. The
leaders referred to by Rogow are “odd and deviant” politically speaking, not
psychologically. That political deviance is in special need of psychological
investigation is what needs to be demonstrated rather than assumed. Whether
a leader is acting with admirable “firmness” or “aggressive rigidity” in a
situation will often depend on the political values and views of the
observer.16 In a word, what is or is not a “psychological displacement” may
be determined less by the psychology of the political actor than by the
politics of the psychologist.
Discovering a hidden psychological need in political personages tells us
very little about the political significance of what they are doing.
Nevertheless, the psychopathological explanation does cast a pale on
political things. Once convinced that revolutionaries are impelled by
unresolved feelings about their fathers, for instance, we cannot help but
wonder about the value of the revolution itself—even though nothing is
established about the revolution’s substantive issues. When Bettelheim or
others reduce the student protest movement to a collective guilt trip or to

some infantile or adolescent disorder, the inevitable impact is to devalue the
protest, making the protestors the issue rather than the thing they are
protesting.
This kind of argumentum ad hominem tells us very little, if anything,
about the political worth of an issue or action. We might decide that people
opposed the Vietnam War because they (a) had an irrational, displaced hatred
of authority or (b) a sense of justice and a love of peace. And we might
conclude that people supported the war out of (a) love of country and a
desire to stop Communism or (b) a taste for violent activity. But none of this
brings us to an informed position regarding the war itself, for the question of
whether to support or oppose armed intervention as a policy rests on a body
of data that extends beyond the private motives of particular individuals.
Individuals involved in public protests are often accused of merely
seeking to escape boredom or vent their anger. Indeed, politically active
people do sometimes feel more engaged with life. Communists,
revolutionaries, radicals, liberals, centrists, conservatives, reactionaries,
and fascists have all testified to the personal invigoration experienced in
active political engagement, especially when the effort brought results. But,
again, this tells us nothing about the political significance of their particular
actions and ideologies. In sum, personal motivations—as opposed to
political ones—are, if not irrelevant, then certainly of marginal importance
for evaluating public policy.
Society’s view of who is psychologically disturbed rests to a great extent
on existing standards of normality. By definition, rebels are people who do
not accept some of society’s conventional beliefs and dominant interests. Not
surprisingly, such rebels are more likely to be diagnosed as driven by
aberrant private motives. Rycroft observes that many “world-shakers” and
other exceptional people have been “manhandled by psychiatrists and
[psycho]analysts. . . . Jesus Christ has been diagnosed schizophrenic,
Beethoven paranoid, the Old Testament prophets (collectively)
schizophrenoid, Leonardo da Vinci schizoid-obsessional, etc. etc.”17
Some of us believe that people usually rebel because all is not well in
the world. In contrast, the psychopolitical belief is that people rebel because
they are not well. Rebels are diagnosed as troubled because they are
troublesome. Because they see a particular authority as unjust, it is concluded
they oppose all established authority—which is not the case with most

political reformers or revolutionaries. For the political psychologist,
rebellion against authority becomes prima facie evidence of rebellion against
parental authority once removed. There is no need to demonstrate the linkage;
it has been established by a reference to “clinical evidence” that itself has no
command over political data unless one imagines it does.
The psychological explanation, then, harbors the fallacy of “affirming the
consequent”: the political rebel is really rebelling against parental authority.
Proof? the rebel is rebelling. This problem obtains in all “innate drive”
theories that purport to explain observable behavior. Thus we are told that
people are impelled by an inborn drive for power or love or wealth.
Evidence for such claims is then found in instances of people pursuing
power, love, and wealth. The theory uses as evidence the very phenomenon it
is trying to explain.

Dubious Clinical Data
Aside from how “depth” psychology has been applied to politics, we
might question its reliability as a science. In so doing, we share the company
of none other than Harold Lasswell, who admits that his formulations are
asserted in “rather dogmatic fashion” and that they rest on “the highly
unsatisfactory nature of the materials and methods of contemporary
psychopathology.”18 After thirty years of psychoanalytic labor, he noted, there
still did not exist a body of documents that might be consulted by specialists
who could resolve their differences over what goes on in a treatment session.
Fifty-nine years after Lasswell made this observation, the American
Psychiatric Press published a four-volume reference work intended as a
manual for treatment. It contains contributions by more than four hundred
experts, mostly psychiatrists, and seems close to being the body of documents
Lasswell thought specialists should have available for consultation. But the
work evoked heated controversy, including complaints from psychologists
who felt that certain theories were slighted and new approaches would be
discouraged. The manual was published with a disclaimer saying that it was
not an official publication of the American Psychiatric Association.19 Even
many psychiatrists doubted that the categories of disorder listed in the
manual represented real and distinct conditions.20

Notes taken of therapy sessions are often inaccessible and woefully
inadequate for systematic study. Nobody knows “the value of the published
scraps” or what processes distort the reporting practices of different clinical
investigators, remarks Lasswell. And there is no follow-up data on
posttreatment conditions of clients.21 As Lasswell was not the first to
observe, patients tend to produce the kind of material the analyst is looking
for. Hence, they dreamed of anima figures if analyzed by Jung, relived birth
traumas when treated by Rank, talked of their inferiority feelings for Adler,
and dealt with their Oedipal anxieties and castration fears under Freud’s
supervision. Thus, different investigators, ostensibly using the same methods,
produce different data or arrive at widely varying conclusions when looking
at the same data.
The rules for attributing meaning to data remain obscure, as Lasswell
admits. Thus, when someone reports he was warned during childhood that
his nose would be cut off if he persisted in “handling himself,” Lasswell
asks: “How do we know what importance to assign to this alleged
reminiscence?” Are we to accept this as a historical statement or are we to
construe it as a fabrication that shows what he supposed would happen if he
disobeyed orders? Is the recollection just a sign of the patient’s fear of the
therapist couched in the memory of the past? Or maybe a self-inflicted
fantasy to punish himself for hostile feelings toward the therapist? Or an
attempt to win approval by producing what he thinks the therapist finds
important? Or an original trauma which once uncovered will ease the
patient’s anxiety?22
Regarding the clinical discovery process, I would raise other questions.
Consider the concept of “reaction-formation,” one of the “defense
mechanisms of the ego” to which political psychologists refer; it might be
singled out as emblematic of the dubious nature of much clinical data.
Through reaction-formation a person, who might be expected to show one
form of behavior, may react away from that form even to the point of showing
the very opposite behavior. For instance, one might be expected to manifest
hostility and jealousy toward a sibling but through reaction-formation will
show friendliness and loyalty—supposedly a compensatory psychological
cover-up for unconscious negative feelings. Thus the clinician can assume
that an underlying motive exists, and then can find evidence for it in contrary
behavior patterns.23 Both A and the opposite of A stand as evidence of the

same thing. Diametrically opposite patterns can be treated as supporting a
theoretical claim, making the theory nonfalsifiable.
But how do we know when actions and attitudes harbor unconscious
motives that relate to earlier experiences? When are they, if ever, what they
seem to be? (It is said that even Freud, a heavy cigar smoker, noted that
sometimes a cigar is just a cigar.) Behind such questions looms the problem
of validation: how do we know we are observing the thing we say we are
observing—especially in regard to submerged psychic forces which by their
nature are not observable?
Furthermore, can we ever think of individual action and attitude as
existing apart from the larger configuration of social relations? If a given
behavior is a response to both the imperatives of social reality and interior
psychic motives, how much weight do we ascribe to larger social forces and
how much to family relations? For instance, how much to oppressive class
conditions and how much to filial conflicts?
And what are we to make of psychological pronouncements about longpast presidents, prophets, and revolutionary leaders, about whom the
psychological data is fragmentary and the possibilities of clinical
investigation are nonexistent, since such leaders have taken their dreams and
fantasies and hidden conflicts to the grave with them?24
Since almost anything about a person can be endowed with
psychopathological significance, what decides the process of selectivity and
embellishment? What role do such things as ideology, a desire for justice,
economic self-interest, and religious and ethical teachings play? Can we
make a reliable interpretation of pathology by treating the individual as
someone relatively untouched by these wider forces?
If psychology “is behind everything,” we might wonder whether the
psychological has any boundaries. Seeming to permeate everything, it loses
much of its defining value and explanatory power. But psychological
characteristics are no substitute for social ones. Thus people often perceive
reality and act upon it in accordance with the position they occupy within the
social structure, frequently because there is no other way they can act, even if
they are endowed with exceptional personalities. And there is no reason to
assume that individuals who act in extraordinary ways do so because of
rationalized emotions displaced from early life rather than because of a host
of other things relating to talent, intelligence, family advantage, class interest,

or resistance against racial or gender oppression. In other words, when
acting with exceptional courage, skill, and insight—or for that matter,
exceptional stupidity, timidity, recklessness, or blindness—they are acting,
not acting out.

Lenin as Oedipus
By way of illustrating some of the problems already touched upon, let us
consider Victor Wolfenstein’s psychobiography of Lenin, from his book on
Lenin, Trotsky, and Gandhi, three leaders who “came to have revolutionary
identities as a result of essentially interminable conflicts with parental
authority.”25
Lenin was raised in a family “not bothered by unusual stress or
disruption,” with a “considerable brood of children” who got along well
together.26 Lenin’s father is described by Wolfenstein as a warm, patient,
loving parent, “who devoted substantial time to gently teaching his children
how to behave. He taught them to play chess, and played other games with
them as well.”27 Lenin’s mother is described as being of steady disposition,
relatively well educated, and “devoted to the well-being and advancement of
her children.” She too spent a good deal of time with the children, teaching
them to read, play the piano, leading them in family singing, and helping them
compose a weekly handwritten family magazine.28
Wolfenstein’s picture of Lenin is also generally positive. As a child
Lenin appears to have been jovial, humorous, loud, a practical joker, “given
somewhat to boasting and bullying, but on the whole well liked and
likeable.” He easily performed well in school work and was esteemed by
teachers. In all, Lenin, was “a bright assertive but not unusual lad.”29 Whence
the pathological revolutionary?
The problem, it turns out, was that Lenin’s father occasionally was kept
away from his family for long periods of time by his official duties. This
pattern of a loving, attentive parent suddenly absenting himself “must have
had a strange effect on young Lenin’s mind.”30 Wolfenstein offers no
supporting evidence for this conjecture. He does not consider the likelihood
that while Lenin and the other children may have missed their father during
his job-related travels, they seemed securely enough placed in his affections
not to have reacted with deep feelings of abandonment and betrayal.

Another “problem”: Lenin’s father never used corporal punishment on
him but resorted to “firm moral suasion” which “left little room for antipaternal rebellion with a clear conscience.” Apparently Lenin would have
been better off had his father beat him occasionally. The gentle father’s “high
moral rectitude undoubtedly resulted in an unusually demanding superego for
the son.” So young Lenin probably was unable to express the resentment he
felt about his father “without experiencing guilt as a consequence.”31
Even before all this, when Lenin was but eighteen to twenty months old
he “had already developed a basically mistrustful nature.” He was a late
walker out of a need to emulate the behavior of a newly born sister in order
to get the maternal attention she received. This slow walking demonstrated
an early mistrust for his environment and shows that “Lenin’s adult behavior,
above all his mistrustfulness and the aggressiveness which grows out of
mistrust . . . had deep roots indeed in his life experiences. A predisposition
would exist towards viewing the world in kill-or-be-killed terms.”32
Wolfenstein does not reveal how he arrived at these breathtaking
conclusions.
Lenin’s loving identification with his older brother and father—
frequently expressed both verbally and in the way he emulated each—
becomes yet another source of pathology in Wolfenstein’s hands. The death of
both father and brother, it seems, evoked intense guilt feelings in Lenin who,
according to Wolfenstein, harbored a love-hate ambivalence for both older
men that was “the central problem of his life.” Wolfenstein eventually lowers
the Freudian boom: “Lenin, it must be remembered, felt he bore the double
responsibility for the deaths of his father and brother—whom he had wished
dead in order that he might possess his mother.”33
What is missing is any evidence that Lenin nursed such compelling
feelings of guilt, aggression, ambivalence, hate, and murder toward his
brother and father, or an incestuous love for his mother.34 Nor, for
Wolfenstein, is any evidence needed since the Oedipus complex has been
declared a universal phenomenon, part of every son’s psychic heritage. Thus
a common affliction is used to explain a most uncommon man. One wonders
why Wolfenstein bothered to construct the other interpretations when all
along he could apply, as if by fiat, the prefabricated Oedipal judgment.
Wolfenstein suggests that revolutionary Marxism was the therapeutic cure
for the psychopathology Lenin suffered. Lenin found “a benevolent,

omniscient father” in Marx, and a “vengeful Oedipal father in the Czar,” over
whom, however, “Marx promised victory.”35
This treatment of Lenin invites the criticism offered earlier that almost
anything about a person can be endowed with psychopathological
significance and then woven into his or her political life. Both A and the
opposite of A can be treated as evidence of pathology: both a loving, gentle
father and a harsh unloving one; both a positive identification with familial
figures and a negative one. And at times no data at all will do quite well as
when we invoke the universal curse of Oedipus. Behavior in later life is
presumed not to result from a quest for justice or a desire for a better world,
but from acting out earlier unresolved scenarios. Even if an individual like
Lenin creates a new and greater drama in his engagement with life, in the
pyschopathological view, he is still bound to an old script, a hapless victim
of an interior demonology that needs a lifetime—and sometimes a whole
revolution—for its proper exorcism. History becomes little more than
unconscious family enmities writ large.

The Compulsive Hoover
Psychopolitics is not just a matter of mainstream investigators
psychologizing about rebels. Conservative leaders also have come under
scrutiny. The results are hardly any more encouraging.36 Let us consider
political psychologist James David Barber’s treatment of Herbert Hoover, a
man he categorizes as an “active-negative president.” The active-negative
president is one who experiences severe deprivation in childhood and who
subsequently tries to wring from his environment a sense of self-worth
through achievement and a search for power over others.37 According to
Barber, Hoover suffered from a fatal flaw of character that caused him to
discard an earlier flexibility and replace it with a latter-day self-defeating
rigidity and compulsion.38 Who would have anticipated, Barber asks, “that
Herbert Hoover, the pragmatic miracle worker who negotiated relief for
war-torn Europe in the midst of World War I, would freeze in opposition to
relief for jobless Americans?”39
In a chapter entitled “The Origins of the Presidential Compulsion,”
Barber informs us that Hoover was orphaned by the age of eight, lived with
relatives, liked the outdoors, and had an upbringing that stressed “a close

restraint of emotions.” As a child Hoover presumably was scarred by the
loss of his parents and experienced “a sense of powerlessness, an inability to
guide his own fate, a vulnerability to sudden externally imposed radical
changes in his life.” To overcome these feelings he strove to establish control
over the world around him, a pattern that persisted into college, where he
also supposedly manifested an “extreme individualism.”40
Actually, based on the data Barber presents, one could conclude that
Hoover worked in close unison with schoolmates, had a normal number of
friendships, displayed exceptional skills as a student organizer, and
exercised effective campus leadership. If anything, at Stanford, Hoover
developed his exceptional gifts in seemingly creative and self-rewarding
ways.
Barber believes the fatal flaws in Hoover’s character surfaced most
pronouncedly when he was in the White House. As a president, Hoover
appeared to be trying “to make up for something, to salvage through
leadership some lost or damaged part of himself” and to struggle “against an
inner sense of inadequacy.” “His power-seeking reflected a strong
compensatory need for power”41 Like other active-negative presidents such
as Woodrow Wilson and Lyndon Johnson, Hoover harbored “a felt necessity
for the denial of self-gratification” (a trait I find hard to imagine in Lyndon
Johnson). According to Barber, Hoover “struggled to control aggressive
impulses” and was a perfectionist who was “supposed to be good at
everything all the time.”
Drawing from the limited data provided by Barber himself, we might
conclude to the contrary that Hoover had a realistic, nonperfectionist view of
his own limitations. Thus he refused to try to excel in the presidency’s every
role. For instance, he made no attempt to fulfill the dramatic needs of the
office, remarking on one occasion: “You can’t make a Teddy Roosevelt out
of me.”42
Barber tells us Hoover was an emotionally blocked man, taciturn,
humorless, reserved, and seldom capable of crying. But what little evidence
he offers seems to contradict this picture. Hoover could express anger, as on
the occasion he threatened to fight a heckler in the 1932 campaign. And
Barber cites two instances when Hoover was moved to tears in public.43
How often might a less emotively blocked president be expected to cry in
public?

Furthermore, Hoover was profoundly moved, both emotionally and to
action, when visited in the White House by three children who were pleading
to have their unemployed father released from jail. Curiously, the one
contemporary testimony Barber offers is that of Eugene Lyons, who said that
Hoover was not cold, but “a sensitive, soft-hearted person who craves
affection, enjoys congenial company, and suffers under the slings of
malice.”44
In sum, the data Barber offers on Hoover’s life are not only selective but
lend themselves to contrary interpretation. He fails to make a convincing
case that the character traits he ascribes to Hoover are as dominant and
significant as he claims. Consequently, one comes away with the feeling that
Barber tells rather than shows us. And we are left asking: how does he know
that?

The Political Hoover
Barber’s question remains: How could Hoover, the man who
administered relief to the children of war-torn Europe, refuse to allocate
relief funds to alleviate the hunger of millions of Americans during the Great
Depression, thus helping to bring down his own presidency? Before
proposing some psychological compulsion, let us investigate the political
Hoover, for therein may rest the clues to his political behavior.
When Hoover was president he once said: “The sole function of
government is to bring about a condition of affairs favorable to the beneficial
development of private enterprise.”45 Indeed, a look at Hoover’s career
reveals a consistent lifelong dedication to the private enterprise system at
home and abroad. As head of the Belgian Relief Commission, a private
organization, and later as director of the American Relief Administration,
Hoover allotted aid in a highly opportunistic way. His commission did not
give food to the Belgians, it sold food for cash at wartime prices, as though
the supplies had been bought on the open market. Belgium was drained of
funds in exchange for food. Among the Belgians who could not pay, drastic
shortages arose by 1916, followed by hunger riots among the poorer
classes.46
As early as November 1918, Hoover made it clear that food was to be
used as a political weapon “to stem the tide of Bolshevism.”47 Hoover’s

American Relief Administration sent aid to Russia for a purpose never
intended by Congress, to areas occupied by General Yudenich’s
counterrevolutionary White Guard army. In the Baltics aid went to areas held
by General von der Goltz’s German expeditionary corps. Both these armies
were dedicated to overthrowing the Soviet government, and both engaged in
widespread pillaging and execution of prisoners and civilians. By 1919
Yudenich’s army subsisted totally on Hoover’s aid.48 In a report to Congress
in January 1921, Hoover admitted using U.S. relief funds to supply the
reactionary White armies.49 His manner of distributing relief moved the
Nation to criticize him for refusing to deliver tons of food to starving
inhabitants of Russia until “they surrender to the ideas and armies” of the
Western powers.50
Similarly Hoover withheld financial aid and food intended for Hungary
until the short-lived revolutionary Bela Kun government was overthrown—
even though the supplies had been purchased with funds advanced by that
government. Aid was forthcoming only after the reactionary Admiral Horthy
was installed, backed by the bayonets of the Romanian army, which instituted
a “White terror,” executing hundreds of Hungarian revolutionaries and
Jews.51
In similar spirit, Hoover characterized his relief efforts in support of the
Allied-sponsored government in Austria as “a race against both death and
Communism.” He had posters plastered all over Vienna announcing that food
shipments would cease should an uprising occur. He also placed large sums
at the disposal of the rightist Polish militarists during their invasion of Soviet
Russia in April 1920. Senator James Reed of Missouri charged on the Senate
floor that $40 million of relief funds voted by Congress to feed the hungry
“was spent to keep the Polish army in the field.”52 The political psychologist
Alexander George describes Hoover as a “sincere humanitarian.”53 He might
better be described as a “selective humanitarian,” using food as a weapon,
ruthlessly expending or withholding funds as political ideology dictated.
As secretary of commerce in 1927, at the time of the great Mississippi
flood, Hoover coldheartedly supervised relief efforts and manipulated local
leaders as a means of bolstering his chances of winning the Republican
nomination for president.54 As commerce secretary, he also ruled that
corporate-sponsored commercial radio served the general public but
noncommercial broadcasters represented special interests.55

While hailed as someone who did good, Herbert Hoover did well.
Frequently described as an “engineer,” he was in fact a multimillionaire with
business ventures in Burma, Nigeria, Australia, South Africa, Nicaragua, the
United States, and Czarist Russia. Prior to World War I he had secured a
major interest in no less than eleven Russian oil corporations, along with
major concessions in Russian timberlands, mines, railroads, factories,
refineries, and gold, copper, silver and zinc reserves.56 Had the October
Revolution not happened and the Bolshevik government not canceled the vast
concessions, Hoover would have been one of the world’s top billionaires.
Whether motivated by concern for his personal investments, a more
generalized class interest, or an ideological conservatism or some blend of
these—there is no reason to assume they are mutually exclusive—Hoover
manifested an unswervingly militant opposition to communism and to any
reforms that might limit the prerogatives of private enterprise. During the
period after the Russian Revolution, he remained a persistent supporter of the
military campaigns against Soviet Russia.
Hoover eventually did offer relief to Soviet Russia during the famine of
1921, a move designed to undermine the Bolshevik government in a manner
more devious than openly counterrevolutionary, according to Peter Filene.57
Hoover believed that the Bolsheviks were about to lose their grip on the
reins of power. The hope was that some large international relief body would
be able to take over economic control in Soviet Russia, in what became
known as a “bread intervention.”58 In a memorandum to President Wilson that
seems remarkably contemporary in its counterinsurgency approach, Hoover
demonstrated that the containment of communism was uppermost in his mind.
He mapped out how aid might serve to moderate the militancy of a new
revolutionary government, especially after “bitter experience has taught the
economic and social follies of present [revolutionary] obsessions.”59 Within
two years after the food program began, when it became evident that the
Soviets were not about to collapse or be subverted, Hoover abruptly
canceled all aid to Russia while continuing to assist conservative regimes in
Austria, Poland, and Czechoslovakia.
During his tenure as president, Hoover repeatedly voiced his opposition
to public ownership and government regulation of the economy. At the time
of the Great Depression, political and corporate leaders were divided as to
what strategy to pursue in the face of economic collapse and growing public

unrest.60 There were those who advocated reforms in the hope that by giving
a little they could keep a lot. Others feared that such concessions would not
stem the tide but only open the floodgates and inundate them. They believed
the private enterprise system should not be tampered with, that reports of
popular suffering were greatly exaggerated, and that the economy was
basically sound and would soon right itself.
Hoover was firmly in this latter camp. What Barber considers to be his
“inflexibility” and “compulsion” were attitudes not unique to him. In his
refusal to spend the billions needed to ease the plight of the destitute, Hoover
shared an opinion that prevailed within most of the business community right
up to 1932 and beyond. Indeed, at least until mid-1932, even the American
Federation of Labor, “consistent with its historic emphasis on voluntarism,”
opposed government assistance to the unemployed.61
Like so many other conservatives then and now, Hoover preached the
virtues of self-reliance, opposed the taxation of overseas corporate earnings,
sought to reduce income taxes for the higher brackets, and was against both a
veteran’s bonus and aid to drought sufferers. He refused federal funds for the
jobless and opposed unemployment insurance and federal retirement
benefits. He repeatedly warned that public assistance programs were the
beginning of “state socialism.”62 Toward business, however, he suffered from
no such “inflexibility” and could spend generously. He supported
multimillion-dollar federal subsidies to shipping interests and agribusiness,
and his Reconstruction Finance Corporation doled out $2 billion to banks
and corporations.
The above information, all a matter of public record, provides us with a
portrait different from the one sketched by Barber. Rather than moving from
flexibility to rigidity because of some psychological flaw, Hoover
maintained a position that was consistently in line with the ideology shared
by most of his class. As an administrator of emergency relief he used aid to
buttress autocratic capitalist governments and armies, while undermining
revolutionary governments and movements, yielding very little even in the
face of repeated criticisms from Congress and the press.
The man who, for political reasons, could withhold funds from starving
populations in eastern Europe and Soviet Russia, could, for political
reasons, deny relief to American workers. The man who could assist mass
murderers like General von der Glotz and General Yudenitch would have no

trouble ordering General MacArthur to drive out the unarmed Bonus March
veterans, in an action that left two dead and many wounded. Having fought
but a decade before against socialist revolutions in Austria, Hungary, the
Baltics, and Russia, President Hoover was not about to introduce what he
and many of his supporters considered to be insidious forms of socialism at
home. (Even here, Hoover’s “characterological rigidity” gave way to
political expediency when, faced with a national election, he belatedly
moved in the direction of federal relief in the summer of 1932.)
In sum, the mystery about Hoover’s character appears to be no mystery at
all. Herbert Hoover was very much a political animal. Unyielding and
uncompromising he could be, but in a politically self-serving manner. The
“pragmatic miracle worker,” who supposedly was suddenly beset by a
compulsion when in the White House, was all along a hardline, anticommunist, multimillionaire conservative. He operated in an ideologically
consistent way, taking class positions that even today are standard ones in
conservative circles. On behalf of the things he believed in and cherished,
Hoover knew what he was doing.
That he acted rationally does not mean he acted infallibly. It certainly can
be argued that subsequent events demonstrated how wrong he and his
supporters were about both economic conditions and the popular mood. Once
again we see that the psychological explanation achieves plausibility only by
slighting—rather than explaining—important political realities.

When the Political Becomes Personal
The Lasswellian model assumes that since childhood antedates adulthood
it creates a more compelling and enduring nexus than the experiences of adult
life. This presumed progression from apolitical-formative childhood to
political-reactive adulthood treats the individual as a generic entity. The
notion is compatible with the liberal model of the market society as an
aggregation of individuals acting out their desires and demands, shaping the
larger reality in accordance with their private desires.
But what is primary in time sequence is not necessarily primary in
formative power. Chronological primacy may not be a sure indication of
affective impact. For many important political phenomena one could argue
that the causal progression goes both ways. Thus there are numerous studies

indicating that the anxieties generated during times of nuclear escalation and
cold-war confrontations penetrate the unconscious minds of American
children, investing many youngsters with unnervingly pessimistic prognoses
about humanity’s survival.63 Other political developments like recession,
unemployment, poverty, loss of family income, police repression, political
assassination, and war have a discernible impact on the psychic dispositions
of whole populations of adults and children.64
To posit an apolitical childhood as the crucial antecedent to political
adulthood is to ignore the fact that childhood is likely to be no more
apolitical than the rest of life. That American children are not usually active
in political life does not mean they are insulated from its formative effects. In
fact, they undergo an early political and ideological socialization from
television, movies, grade school, community, and from the social experiences
and prejudices to which they are exposed in the family itself. Much of the
political socialization literature indicates that the family is far from
apolitical and that it has an important impact on political loyalties—not
through the circuitous route of a psychopathological ontology but more
directly as a socializing mediator of political opinions, social images, gender
roles, racial attitudes, and class values.
All this suggests that socialization and internalization may be more
crucial than displacement and rationalization for linking the private and
public worlds. Lasswell’s “political man” model: p } d } r = P might be
modified and put in reverse to read as follows: P } s } i } = p. Political
forces (P) have a socializing effect (s) on individuals, who through a process
of internalization (i) embrace particular images and interests of political life
so that these become compelling components of their private motives (p). I
submit that the explanatory power of this alternate model is greater and less
mysterious than the Lasswellian one. It requires fewer and less embellished
assumptions. It is supported by more readily available evidence and by
interpretations devoid of the overextended extrapolations found in
psychopolitics and psychohistory. It recognizes that individuals and families
do not antedate the social reality into which they are born. They do not exist
in a prepolitical vacuum. However, like all models, this alternate one is
incomplete because it does not take into account individual differences in
processing social experience.

My intent has not been to call for the elimination of political psychology.
Fred Greenstein notes areas in which personality can have relevance for the
study of politics. He asserts, for instance, following Alex Inkles, that there is
a great deal of evidence suggesting that particular institutional statuses attract
or recruit particular kinds of personalities.65 But there is also evidence
suggesting that institutionally defined roles and statuses and other
institutional imperatives will prefigure individual behavior, causing persons
of different personalities to act in roughly similar ways.66 Thus, it should be
noted that U.S. presidents of different backgrounds, family histories, and
personalities have all been fairly consistent in their devotion to making the
world safe for corporate America, opposing competing systems, and
extending U.S. military power in the service of multinational investors.67
Likewise, the various personalities of capitalists do not change their
predominant need to invest for profit, compete, exploit, expand, and
accumulate. Individuals at the pinnacle of political and economic power must
abide by the imperatives of the system they serve and are served by, perhaps
more than anyone else.
Focusing too closely on personality causes us to overlook the wider
institutional imperatives of power and interest that shape our options and our
performance. But a purely structuralist view leaves out the crucial role that
individual personalities or group psychology might play. In other words, we
should have no argument with those who assert that differing personalities
may under certain circumstances effect different outcomes.
But it is one thing to say that personality may affect political reality—
who can deny the impact of a Lenin or a Gandhi?—and quite something else
to argue that political actors, both leaders and masses, are really displacing
upon the manifest content of political life their unresolved hidden
psychological agendas. It is this latter assertion that I take to task without
wishing to dismiss in toto the role of psychological factors in the timing,
formulation, and expression of political actions.
After doing correlations of political, social, and psychological attitudes,
Sutherland and Tannenbaum conclude:
Political scientists [and historians, it might be added] who study mass
political preferences in relation to “basic” personality dimensions . . . are
mining an area of negligible potential. . . . Political preferences will more

likely be shown to arise from rationally held “cognitions” about how society
itself functions, than from deep seated personality needs. . . . It seems
obvious that “personologists” in political science have been hasty in focusing
on supposed universal effects of “personality” variables like political
efficacy and authoritarianism, which have turned out on reflection to be
class-based.68
In sum, psychopolitics tends to reduce large social phenomena to simple
personal causalities. It is reductionist, although in a tortuously circuitous
manner. Psychopolitics takes an elaborately convoluted path, preferring
explanations that are far removed from the actual events. Psychopolitics
tends to underplay manifest content. It is simplistic in its interpretation yet
highly esoteric and rarified in the nature of the evidence (or nonevidence)
upon which it rests. At the heart of all psychologistic explanations is the
denial of Occam’s razor. The direct cut is never made.
In reversing Lasswell’s formula I am not claiming that the formative
causality goes only from the political to the private but am insisting that we
give a new definition to the private, recognizing its social dimensions.
Certainly people are not passive absorbents of politico-economic forces.
They synthesize, challenge, and even create anew their social experience.
But the existing literature on psychopolitics and psychohistory is too deeply
flawed to be of much help in understanding historical realities.
Early psychohistorians like Harry Elmer Barnes and H. Stuart Hughes
saw psychology (and psychoanalysis in particular) as providing the historian
with new insights into human motivation.69 With the use of personal
biographical data, psychohistory introduced a fresh view of historic figures
ranging from Jesus and Jefferson to Luther and Lenin. But is it a more
important view? Eric Erickson’s personality study of Luther is interesting
but does it help us better understand the Reformation, or even Luther’s
impact upon the Reformation? As Hamerow reluctantly concludes, “The
theoretical justifications of psychohistory sounded very persuasive, but its
practical achievements have remained disappointingly small.”70
Having taken note of the inaccessibility of reliable data and the plentitude
of questionable interpretations, both in the science of depth psychology and
its political applications, and having noted the tenuous and seemingly
arbitrary linkage of causalities, the way sweeping conclusions might rest on

frail suppositions and sketchy psychologisms, and the way readily
observable political data are slighted, we might be forgiven if we choose not
to tread the path opened by the practitioners of psychopolitics and
psychohistory. They promised us a secret garden and instead gave us a
swamp.

Afterword
In 1969, Nobel Prize–winning economist Sir John Hicks noted that Karl
Marx seems to be the only one with a theory of history. It is, Hicks wrote,
“extraordinary that one hundred years after Das Kapital . . . so little else
should have emerged.”71 Nor has much changed since Hicks made that
observation. To be sure, there are theories aplenty: folk-blood theories,
great-men theories, psychohistory theories, socio-biological theories, and the
like. But they tend to go nowhere. They lack explanatory power for those of
us who seek to understand the forces that have shaped politico-economic
reality through the ages.
This might explain why even many non-Marxist historians refer to classes
when dealing with historic epochs. They see antiquity as the age of slavery,
the Middle Ages as the age of feudalism, and the modern industrial era as the
age of capitalism. Though it makes some of them uncomfortable to say it,
slavery, feudalism, and capitalism are class systems. Mainstream historians
also passingly acknowledge the class-based nature of competing political
interests within any epoch. So they will speak of patricians and plebeians in
ancient Rome, the rising bourgeoisie of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, and aristocrats and commoners in the French Revolution. But
rarely are these competing class interests recognized as motor forces in
history. And rarely, if ever, do these historians make an explicit
acknowledgment of the debt they owe Marx. Instead, they avoid dealing
candidly with class power and class struggle. Along with their political
leaders, major media, and textbook producers, they look everywhere but at
the brute political-economic realities of past and present. They seek anything
that might divert us from a class theory of history, anything that helps them to
dismiss Marxism as irrelevant and moribund. Established elders and young
acolytes alike search not for theory but for ideological legitimacy and
professional acceptance.

So they continue to pour out their nuanced complexities and evasive
simplifications. This book was intended as a relief from that kind of
mystification. History has many unanswered questions, but it is no mystery as
such—except for those who make it so.
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